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ABSTRACT

The project was designed to enrich the career growth and development of
inner-city handicapped students on the junior high school level by training parent-
trainers using a trainer-of-trainers model. Through the training process, the project
also Aimed at forging a strong working relationship among collaborating groups
whose personnel were being trained.

To achieve these goals project staff worked on-site with representatives of
parent advocacy groups, community organizations and junior high school specialeducation units. Collaborating groups that were involved in the training processand/or provided other types of resources included: The Placement and Referral
Center for Clients with Special Needs, New York League for the Hard of Hearing,
Federation Employment and Guidance Services, Office of Vocational Rehabilitation,
Mayor's Office for the Handicapped, International Center for the Disabled, Early
Adolescent Helper Program, and the Chief Administrator of the Division of Special
Education of the New York City public schools.

Over the course of three years, the project trained more than 150 parent
educators from a cross section of schools and local organizations in II communIty
school districts in New York City. The training program, conducted at a centrallylocated site in each community, included a seminar component and practicum.

In the practicum, the trainees, using skills and content taught and practiced inthe seminars, conducted a series of workshops under the supervision of project stafffor more than 500 parents whose children were in special education. The projectstaff, consisting of university personnel and a teacher trainer assigned full-time tothe project by the New York City Board of Education, modified and used trainingmaterials and teaching strategies that had been previously developed by project
personnel in conducting pilot demonstration programs for training parents on thehigh school level. As needed parent workshops in the practicurn wert7 conducted
bilingually with materials in both English and Spanish.

Throughout the project, special attention was devoted to developing parent-
trainer leadership and advocacy skills. Thus, trainers with technical assistance fromproject staff organized and conducted on their own a series of parent workshops by
following the project staff's model explicitly or by introducing their own versionthat was developed de novo.

The project was evaluated in terms of its effect on trainees, parents, and theirchileren. The internal and external evaluation procedures: trainer survey, trainerknowledge inventory, parent survey, parent opinionnaire and knowledge inventory,
and in-depth interviews, indicate that project participants developed competenciesin the following areas: career education, advocacy, and group process.
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PRO3ECT GOALS A D OB3ECTIVES

The primary purpose of this project was to train parent educators,
representing a cross section of school-community-parent groups, to respond to the
career development needs of parents and their handicapped children. The following
goals were established to achieve these outcomes:

o To implement a parent-trainer program that enables inner-city parents to
undertake a wide array of career education roles to augment school-based
career development for handicapped youth.

o To develop an increased capability among community organizations, parent
advocacy groups and indigenous service providers to deliver career
education services to inner-city special education students.

o To establish a model for the training of parent educators that will be used
by community groups and organizations as part Of their own staff
development programs so that they can provide a wider variety of career
education and supporting non-vocational services to parents and special
education youth.

o To foster the advocacy roles of inner-city parents of handicapped children
in schoth-based and community-based parents' associations and coalitions.

o To disseminate the "parents as career educator" training model to other
communities within the New York Metropolitan region and to give
assistance to these communities in planning its implementation in parent
education programs.

o To forge a strong working relationship among parent advocacy groups,
bilingual community organizations, and community schools through their
participation as trainers in the project's parent education training program.

Competency Developme.nt

To enable parents to carry out their roles and tasks as career educators and
advocates for their children, the training of parent trainers was aimed at developing
the following competencies:

Career Education Area Competencies

o Skills in assisting parents to use and understand assessr,ent techniques on
interests, abilities, likes and dislikes related to occupations and careers.



c a resource provider to parents in helping their children make
e-Ilixtr-; occupational training choices.

brmudened knowledge of occupational information and resources and
ye 1-33 assist parents in using these with their children.

V. in assisting parents to identify experiences at home that promote
i-sonal values toward work.

A knowledge of prevocational and occupational
schools and community agencies.

Skill in asitsting parents on how to identify fam
models of work behaviors with their children.

training options- in high

y member experiences as

o A knowledge of community resources that can supplement hool-based
efforts in physicalemanual skill development

Advocacy Area Competencies

o Skills in helping parents identify community resources that can supplement
their childrens' school-based career education programs.

o Skill in helping parents organize informal self-help groups aimed at
promoting career and occupational training activites for their children«

o Skill in directing parents on how to use a school's Parents Association to
expand career education opportunities and support services for disabled
students.

o Skill in recruiting parents to participate in self-help training groups.

o Competency/ as a protagonist for eliminating barriers with their agencies
that block disabled students' opportunities tor training and employment
after they leave school.

Group_ Process Corn petencies

o Skill in helping parents express feelings and beliefs related to the
educational and career concerns they hold about their children.

o Skill in helping parents become active listeners.

o Skill in helping parents receive and give feedback about their children.
o Skill in helping parents work with their peers in problem-solving situationr,

related to disabled children.

Skill in using role play with parents as an instructional technique.

o Skill in encouraging the shy and timid parent to participate fully in small
group activity.

-2-
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PRO3ECT DESIGN AND OPERATiON

Project Philosophy
The philosophy that undergirded our program _or parent-trainers is embodied

in the following statements:
o Pareflts as Career Educators

Parents can and do play an important role in the education of their
children. Parents are key individuals In the vocational development of
their children as role models, sources of information, and providers of
support for their child's asphations.

o A Collaborative Training Effort
Collaborative efforts, while difficult to manage, have the potential for
achieving outcomes that extend beyond those that can be attained by any
single party. In this spirit, we trained individuals representing three
distinct categories parent advocacy groups, community organizations,
and school personneL

o Gulttorr._imodating to Language FaciaE
In conducting training activities, project staff and trainers gave much
consideration to communication skill differences among parents. Thus, in
assigning "homework" or in conducting a workshop activity, instructions
were given orally and in writing. In communities with Spanish-speaking
participants who felt more comfortable in their native language or were
unable to zommunicate in English, training activities were conducted in
Spat ash.

o Instructional odes

Taking into account that parents are adult learners whose educational
experiences range from those having marginal education to those with
significant attainment, we deemphasized traditional classroom methods
that are often passive. Throughout the program in training seminars and
in parent workshops we operated on a "learning through doing" principle,
with special attention given to project staff modeling activities. Special
attention was devoted to capitalizing upon parent experiences in tne home
and the community. These were then used as a source for debriefing small



group activities and/or assignments done by parents with their children at
home.

o Role Models

Implicit in the program design was the attention given to train parent-
trainers as role models. We recruited trainees from a cross section of
community organizations and schools e.g.: bilingual parents, special
education teachers, counselors, paraprofessionals, directors of community
social agencies, presldents and/or members of parents associations,
workers in drop-out prevention programs. By having trainers with such
varied backgrounds, project staff were able to assist parents in overcoming
some of the obstacles that they faced vis-a-vis the school and community
agencies, and "getting through each day."

Recruitment Process
At the outset of the project, project staff had to devise strategies that would

ance the recruitment of trainers. We were looking for people who, not only
would' be accepting of program goals, but who had a strong desire to develop a
repertoire of parent training skills. To accomplish this task, project staff organized
its recruitment efforts by working closely with Board of Education personnel at two
levels: (1) the Division of Special Education at the Central Office and (2) the field-
based office of the six Deputy Assistant Superintendents (DA5) who supervise
intermediate and elementary level special education programs in their respective
regions.

In developing our project proposal, we had secured from the Division of Special
Education their willingness to support and cooperate in the project. This support
was demonstrated by their assigning a full-time person to the project. A major
responsibility of this project associate was to expedite the recruitment process and
to be the project liaison in the six regions and in each of the participating
community school idstrir-ts.

In each of the three project periods, the project assoc.'s. e, with the guidance
of the regional Deputy Assistant Superintendent (DAS) and the assistance of a
representative of the DAS, identified four community school districts where the
project would be well received. Once these districts were selected, project staff



met with the Community School District Superintendents and/or their
representatives to discuss in greater detail the goals and structure of the program.
At this time, project staff gave an overview of how the project had been
implemented previously in other districts and suggested ways in which the district
might be of help in getting the program "off the ground."

Personnel Tar eted for Trainin
To encourage the widest range of participation within a community, project

staff requested that each junior high/intermediate school be represented by either a
special educator, counselor, supervisor or member of a school based support team.
In addition, local social service agencies, parents' associations, community school
boards, and advocacy, groups were made aware of tne program. When these
organizations showed interest, project staff followed up and identified candidates
within the organizations for training.

We highlighted the need for having a representative from each school in a
district to partIcipate in that the most effective way of reaching parents is through
the personal effort of a highly motivated staff member. Not only does that person
have access to parent addresses but she/he also knows which parents are likely to
participate in the program. The school person usually knows which parents are
working, who is at home and who is receptive to personal telephone calls. Also
knowing the "right" parent oftentimes leads to other parents becoming involved. We
have learned that one parent with charisma and leadership qualities can generate
much interest among peers.

Once we identified the school district, the recruitment of trainers varied
depending on the way in which a particular district wanted to proceed. In some
cases, the regional liaison worked with the districts and provided the names and
locations of those who had expressed an interest in participating. At other times
the community school district liaison, often a lead-supervisor, solicited recruits. In
cases where a district encountered difficulty in identifying recruits it was necessary
for the project associate to make an in-person presentation, either at a meeting of
special education teachers, guidance counselors, or supervisors or to visit
unrepresented schools and speak to potential recruits on an individual basis. When
school district administrators communicated enthusiasm and commitment to the
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success of our program to the people they selected as liaisons, those people carried
the same sense of enthusiasm and commitment to the field supervisors, who spoke to
the teachers in the schools about the project. When their after-school schedules
permitted, teachers readily signed up to participate in the program. In one instance
a supervisor stated at the outset that her teachers would not be interested for a
variety of reasons, e.g., the stipend was too small, teachers would not want to stay
after school, or all of her teachers had previous comraitments. When the supervisor
was asked to distribute the information regardless, the teacher response in her
schools was very poor. However, when the teachers were approached by project
staff on an individual basis and told of the benefits both they and the parents of
their students could gain from participation in the program, many decided to join.
We told these teachers that they would learn more about the career development
prccess, find out about career-related resources for students with special needs, and
have an opportunity to interact with parents on a more intimate level than is
possible during the school day, while receiving support and assistance from the
project staff in planning and conducting their own career awareness workshops for
parents.

In summary, aver a three year period more than 150 individuals participated in
the training program. These people, representing a cross section of schools,
community organizations and parent groups, are classified below:

Special edrcation teachers 109

Parents 16

Community Organization representatives 8

Others (special education supervisors
educational evaluators, special
education teacher trainers, special
education guidance counselors,
community school board members
paraprofessionals, social worker) 20

Com muni Demographics
During the course of the three-year cycle we conducted the program in eleven

community school districts throughout the ci . Districts five and six in Manhattan

-6-
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which include Harlem and Washington Heights; Districts twenty-four and wenty-
nine in Queens, both blue collar working class communities; Districts thirteen,
fifteen, ninteen and twenty-three which include the Bedford-Stuyvesant and East
New York sections of Brooklyn; Districts nine and twelve in the South Bronx, and
District thirty-one on Staten Island which was divided in half and treated as two
separate districts because of its size and schools with varying dismissal times. Of
all the school districts where we conducted the program, two had unique
characteristics that necessitated deviating from our basic plan of operation. For
example, District six in Manhattan was so overcrowded that we could not get
meeting space in any of the schools. Instead, we met in a storefront which was used
by a local Hispanic organization, as a self-help and information center. This
meeting place was located at the southern end of the district which serves the
northern quarter of Manhattan. Although each intermediate school was represented
by parent trainers, few parents from the northern end of the community attended
the parent workshops. Also, the fact that the meeting place was associated with
one ethnic/cultural group may have inhibited participation by non-Hispanic parents.

On Staten Island more children are bused to and from school than in other
parts of the city because of its size and relatively limited public transportation
system. As a result the school buses make two runs in the morning and two in the
afternoon, one for intermediate school children and one for elementary school
children. This situation has created overlapping schedules for the nine intermediate
schools. Five of them begin their school day at varying times between 7:30 and 8:15
a.m. The remaining four schools are on a more or less normal schedule of 8:30 to
3:00 p.m. During the fall training cycle we met with the late dismissal group at 3:30
and had very good parent attendance at the parent workshops. In the Spring we
began the sessions one hour earlier at 2;30 so that we wouldn't lose the teachers who
finished their work day between 1:30 and 2:00 p.m. The parent turnout at these
sessions was extremely disappointing. We can only speculate that the earlier time
made it difficult for parents who had to be at home around 3:00 to meet younger
children as they arrived from school.

-7-



Getting The Parents Out
The first assignment project staff gave to the trainers waa to begin notifying

parents of special education students of our program and the time and dates of
parent workshops. We supplied the initial letter of invitation that was mailed to
each parent. In addition to stating the purpose and expected outcomes of the
program written eimply and concisely we included travel directions, and
mentioned that parents would receive a $5.00 stipend to defray any expenses they
might incur in getting to and from the meeting place. The letter also mentioned
that refreshments would be served.

We discussed with the trainers hew to get all of the letters addressed; in some
special education units there are well over one hundred students, including those in
the resource room program. Some of the suggestions were: Ask each special
education teacher in the school to address the letters for his/her class. Have each
special education student address his,/her own envelope; some believed this method
would involve the students in waiting for the letter to reach their homes and would
stimulate them to encourage their parents to attend the workshop. Another
suggestion was to have several students address all the letters during free periods or
after school in exchange for a prize or a special treat. The trainers were then free
to select the method they felt would work best in their individual programs.

After the letters for each school were addressed, the project associate
collected them for mailing. If the school district could not cover the mailing costs,
the letters were mailed from Board of Education headquarters. The project staff
also provided flyers for distribution to the students for hand delivery to their homes
a day or two before each parent workshop as a follow-up to the letter. In addition,
project staff asked trainers to make a personal appeal by telephone to as many
parents as possible.

One of the most effective parent recruitment efforts was conducted in
Community School District 15 in Brooklyn where three staff members of the
Attendance Improvement Dropout Prevention Program were trainers. This group
had easy access to telephone lines and were able to assign a bilingual
paraprofessional to make personal calls to parents before each parent workshop.

-8-
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Maintaining the Im act of the Pro ram
To extend the effect of the project beyond the basic activities, we encouraged

trainers to conduct -- on their own but with technical help from project staff --
career-related workshops for parents within their own schools or organizations. To
achieve this goal, a segment of each training cycle was devoted to "how to plan a
workshop" and covered issues related to parent attendance, selecting workshop
topics, locating guest speakers, and the role of the workshop leader. To facilitate
this process, we gave trainers a "Training Activities Planning Guide," which provides
a structure for working out the details for conducting workshops. Trainers were
given an opportunity to discuss the workshop topics each had selected and examine
presentation formats. They also received from the project staff a list of possible
workshop topics and a resource list for obtaining information, speakers and
materials to supplement the workshop activities. Patterns of current parent
attendance in each school or organization were discussed and methods of improving
participation were examined. Some of the suggested methods for increasing parent
attendance included surveying parents to determine their areas of greatest need and
interest; having classes of students compete for the largest number of parents and
rewarding the most highly represented class with a special videotape viewing,
popcorn party, field trip, etc. It was also suggested that trainers might duplicate
the project workshop format for parents or peers in their individual schools or
organizations.

The variety of workshops that trainers conducted independently with project
staff assistance in their respective schools over three project years was quite broad.
Although most of the trainers were from intermediate schools, several workshops
reached parents of children with special needs on other levels, from pre-school to
high school. Each workshop, regardless of the title had career preparation and
success as its ultimate goal.

Preschool parents in Queens attended workshops on nutrition, child
development, parent rights, and the importance of parent involvement in children's
education. These workshops stressed preparation for getting the greatest benefit
from the school's educational programs, and the way in which successful career
planning can be influenced by proper early preparation. Also, in Queens, two
trainers used our program model to conduct after school workshops for upper grade
parents of elementary school students from the feeder school.

-9-
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Junior hi h and intermediate school principals, and special education
supervisors were very eager to utilize the newly acquired skills of our trainers and
often asked them to assume prominent roles in "career-day" activities. For
example, the trainers from District five in Harlem organized a district-wide
intermediate level career day that was attended by all of the intermediate and
junior high school special education students in the district, along with many of their
parents and community residents. In some schools the career day activities involved
the entire school while others were only for special education students and their
parents. A Brooklyn dass prepared breakfast and invited several of the students'
parents to join them and talk about their jobs. Most career day activities provided a
sampling of different careers. Some groups, however, used themes like health care,
helping people, or technology as a means of focusing their activities.

Some trainers conducted parent workshops dealing with areas of special
interest to parents of adolescents drug and alcohol abuse prevention, sex
education, improving relations between parents and children, high school selection,
and dropout prevention. Some counselors and teachers who participated in the
program used their knowledge of the career development process to work with
parents on an individual basis during regular parent conferences or IEP reviews,
while others conducted peer training sessions during staff development workshops.
One counselor, who was a trainer last year and is running for the position of vice
president of the New York City Association for Counseling and Development, has
made it a personal goal to start a parent committee within that organization to
"involve parents more actively on an on-going basis to increase the impact of
schools and the home in working toward mutual goals," which includes developing
career awareness.

While we had no trainers who worked exclusively with high school students,
some of our trainers, who worked within or had connections with community
organizations, conducted workshops which dealt with issues of major concern to
parents of high school students. Some of the topics were: Preparation for work--
working papers, developing the proper attitudes and behaviors for successful
employment, and summer jobs. Issues surrounding high school diploma requirements
and options after high school were also covered in a number of workshops. The
training program was replicated in a B ooklyn residential program for pregnant

-10-
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adolescents, and in Staten Island lor parents of children in a special school program
for children who have ;ntensive social behavior control problems. Some Bronx
trainers met with parents from their school who had attended our workshop this year
to plan topics and speakers for parent workshops next year.



TRAINING PROCESS AND FORMAT

Seminars

During each project period, project staff conducted a series of training
seminars and parent workshops (practicum). These workshops, which were field-
based, provided the trainers an opportunity to practice and refine skills that project
staff had taught through simulation and modeling in the seminars.

More specifically, at a seminar session, project staff gave trainers a fully
developed working agenda that would serve as a guide for trainers when leading
small groups at parent workshops. Each agenda (See appendix for samples) spelled
out in detail workshop objectives, anticipated outcomes, resource personnel who
would be presenting during the large group-phase, an evaluation format and a time
schedule for each actifity.

At the seminars, project staff relied heavily on two to three strategies in
developing leadership behavior among the trainers. One approach was the use of
simulation in which the trainers assumed the role of parents while a project staff
member led the group. At crucial junctures in the simulation, project staff asked
trainers to "break set", revert back to their role as a trainer and make critical
comments about the process. Thus, in preparation for each workshop, a model of
how to conduct a small group activity was provided. In essence it was a "coming
attraction" a literal picture of the actual task that they would be doing with
parents.

To reinforce the behaviors that had been modeled, project staff had small
groups of trainers practice leading a group of peers who acted as though they were
parents. Thus, trainers practiced a variety of small-group leadership skills such as:
making introductory statements, asking questions, eliciting information, dealing
with a "reticent" or "hostile" type parent.

After "modeling" and "role playing," project staff usually concluded the
seminar with a processing of these activities. In this debriefing segment, trainers
analyzed what they had experienced, and made "I" statements about what they had
learned or felt. For example, trainers stated: "I felt anxious when telling a
monopolizing parent to give somebody else a chance to talk" or "I feel better about
letting parents do the talking. I don't feel the need to always be in control."

-1 2=
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Parent workshops

Alternating with the seminars were the parent workshops which typically
included the following components.

Phase I An informal phase during which time project staff and trainers
greeted early arrivers, introduced parents to resource people and provided parents
with an opportunity to discuss individual problems or concerns. The host school
provided refreshments which were served by special education students who, in
addition, had the responsibility of arranging the room setting. As parents signed
attendance sheets, they were given reference/resource materials.

Phase II The next phase was a formal but brief welcome with an introduction
of resource people who would be presenting. Most often the presentation was in the
form of a panel whose members represented a cross-section of comrnuni-gy
organizations serving the needs of handicapped youth and/or who provided ancillary
and generic services often used by community residents.

During this phase of the program, panelists' remarks were translated into
Spanish. In several workshops the need for translating was not required in that we
were able to secure Spanish-speaking panelists and thus could have a separate but
parallel presentation in an adjoining rqom. In this way the time spent for translation
was used more productively in expanding presentations and giving more time for
questions and answers.

Phase HI The third phase of most workshops was devoted to small-group
activity that focused on developing parent competencies in career education. In
small groups, trainers explained, demonstrated, and led parents step-by-step through
a specific activity that parents themselves would be doing with their children as an
at-home assignment. As a guide for conducting small groups, trainers followed a
working agenda developed by project staff and modified by trainers during the
planning/training session that preceded each workshop. (See appendix for sample
agendas). In the small group, trainers encouraged parent interaction by having group
participants share their ideas and concerns regarding their children's vocational
future and the transition of their children from junior high school to high school.
After parents had experienced the- process, time was spent on parents trying out the
activity in dyads as role play situations that simulated what they would be doing
with their children at home.

1 7



After the first w rkshop in each training cycle, trainers provided time in the
small groups to debrief the outcomes of the at-home assignment. By using questions
developed by project staff, trainers would ask: "how did your child respond to the
activity? What went well? What roadblocks occurred? If you were to do the
activity again, how would you change it? What did you learn about your child's
interests, abilities, values?" It was during this debriefing period that parents soon
realized that their cmicerns, fears and anxieties were commonly held and that they
were not alone in their struggle to assist their child in the career development
process.

The small-group activity created an ambience that encouraged parents to tzike
risks in sharing feelings and concerns with peers. They began to verbalize early on
in the program newly discovered understandings about their child's career future. A
parent stated, "I feel better about my son going on to high school. Even if the
school doesn't have the training program he wants, there are agencies in the
community that can help him." A fa cher added, "Before this program I thought the
school was my son's only hope but now I realize there are other places to go for
help." Another parent indicated that the small group setting where she tried out the
at-home career-related exercise made a big change in the relationship with her son.
"Before, I couldn't get him to talk atmut anything not school, not his future but
now he knows I have homework to do and we are communicating for the first time."
Several parents indicated that meeting other parents opened up a whole new world.
As one parent stated, "1 just hope it doesn't stop here."

For parents who were monolingual in Spanish, small groups were led by a
bilingual trainer. Shy and reticent parents, who had some English-spealdng ability,
were encouraged to participate in English-speaking groups, thus affording practice
and the associated confidence that emanates from being able to communicate with
peers. Exercise materials were translated into Spanish where needed and for the
handful of parents who were functionally illiterate in both Spanish and English,
trainers read the material orally in Spanish.

Phase IV The culminating aspect of all workshops involved a formal evaluation
of the session using a protocol that included checklists and a series of open-ended
questions. This activity, plus an informal oral evaluation conducted in the small
groups, provided trainers with immediate feedback on parent perceptions of the
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group. rroject stall asked parents "to give testimony" to share with the group
what they had learned, what was new, what made an impact, what they planned to
do with their children, and what steps they planned to do with teachers and school
adm inistrators.

Project staff and trainers reinforced positiv_ .nents and behaviors by
indicating that through individual and/or collective action of parents newly
deve1oped networks that began to emanate from the small groups after the eariy
sessions changes could be made in IEPs, school programs, and support services
that would benefit their children.

Parents were encouraged to attend their school's parents association meetings
and to advocate for improved and/or expanded services.

Resources Used in Training
Project staff used the following criteria in selecting resources:
o to meet parents' need for information about available services and whereto get them;

o to educate parents regarding their rights and responsibilities;
o to farnilarize parents with tie career planning process;
o to stimulate advocacy;

o to provide support, hope and motivation;

to help parents to better understand the employment process.

Resources were presented in the form of both people and materials.
People. Resource people from a variety of agencies and institutions were

invited to each of the five parent workshops. Thus, at the first meeting, special
education students who had had a part-time or summertime work experience were
invited to describe their job, tell how they obtained the job, identify those who
helped and to describe their plans for the future. By hearing the positive work
experiences of these students, who are similar to their own children, parents begin
to understand that their children can work, creating a feeling of hopefulness that

1 9



sets the tone for the entire workshop series. This activity helps parents to assist
their child to starzt thinking about what kind of work he/she might be interested in,
what training rnigtElt be needed and how to overcome problems in getting a job.

At the secorwid parent workshop, Assistant Principals of high school special
education prograrmis provided parents with an overview of high school special
education prograir s with a focus on career related training options. They discussed
possibilities for wocn-k experience and cocperative education programs offered in high
school.

Workshop Thmree focused on educational rights and advocacy. Representatives
from the ParentJ=ommunity Liaison Program or Reach Out to Parents (ROPO)
program of the Ne- Inv York City Board of Education explained the range of services
that the school sytern provides children with special needs, such as the School
eased Support Tern (SBST), Committee on the Handicapped (COH); Individual
Educational Prograurn (IEP) and Bilingual Assistance. Parents learned about their
children's educatiormaal rights and services and approaches to securing school services.
Parent advocacy wasss encouraged.

At Workshop Four, speakers from commun ty agencies were introduced.
Agencies providing such services as individual and family counseling, information
and referral; psychmological testing, advocacy, evaluations and rernediation, after-
school homework a.m.ssistance, summer recreation and job training and placement
made presentation- These p-esenters made parents aware of a variety of
community resource available to their children that provide training, academic and
support services. E-.7-ach agency was asked to supplement their verbal presentationr
with written rnaterials in English and Spanish.

Speakers from employment and rehabilitation resources presented at Workshop
Five. Panelists gave ar. overview of what their company or organization does, where
it is located, the errrziployment outlook, types of jobs, and services provided. They
focused on factors thr-aat raise the employment potential of handicapped students and
responded to parents questions.

Evaluations locialcated that parents preceived the information provided by the
speakers one of the most valuable outcomes from their attendance at sessions.
Some told of having pursued leads and contar.ts made at the meeting. Some began
family therapy whiJe others filed job applications. (See Appendix for listing of
school, community a -ency and employment-related presenters.)
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Materials. As with the "people° resources, we attrnpted to key materials
distributed to parents to workshop themes. Materials were selected to meet general
information needs regarding available city-wide services, -to educate parents about
special education, learning disabilities and other hancticapping conditions, to
facilitate use of community agency programs and services axid to provide career and
job related information. Some materials were reproduced; some were provided by
community agency representatives when they presented m.t workshops, and some
were purchased. Materials ranged in type from simple f.ct sheets to elaborate
brochures and comprehensive directories. All were eagerly received by parents and
trainers. (For a listing of distributed materials,see Appendi.)

Pro'ect Advisor Committee
The following organizations were represented on the Project Advisory

Committee:
o Placement and Referral Center for Clients with Spft al Needs.
o Office of Career/Vocational Education,New York City Board of Education
o New York League for the Hard of Hearing

o Federation Employment and Guidance Services

o Office of Vocational Rehabilitation

o Mayor's Office for the Handicapped

o International Center for the Disabled

o LaGuardia Community College

o Early Adolescent Helper Program

Project staff used the experience and expertise of CommIttee members in the
following ways:

o reviewing program goals and project design;

o offering suggestions rCated to currcu1urn development of workshopsessions;

o recommending qualified peop e in the eommuni to be resources atworkshops;
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o suggesting articulation activities with community or anization$ andadvocacy mroups;

o identifyingz audiences and th.eir inforrn lation needs regarding ca _reer
education L.-.3f handicapped youth-

reacting tax= evaluation proceduresand outcmes.

Dissemination

The project s-zelf has utilized every opportunity to promote program n goals and
share the program *content. On October 29, l9a6 we made a pr.esentation a.lat a
regional conference "Vocational Options lot Student with Special Needs" sponsoemred
by the Churchill Scl-lrlool and Center for Learning CZelisabilities, The Foundation for
Children with Learni_i.ng Disabilities and LZ.esaurces fi=zr Children with Special Neds,
Inc. at Pace Univem-sity in New York City. We have been invi-ted to rnal( a
presentation at the Fourth International Conference on Career IDeveloprnent ez-and
Vocational Special 14.-leeds Individuals, in tiashville, "crinessee in the alI 198,7. =or
training content ancl techniques have teen adaptec±d and used by -the Cornrnurtnity
Association of Progr=essive Dominicans in Washinatt=to Heights as a result of cuour
training their staff r-rnembers. This organization heads a self-help upon network
for newly imrnigratec=1 families and individuals from he Dominican Republic. Thr-ley
sponsor adult literacy and aculturation assistance in 1 the form of life nianagerrint
skills appropriate to Miming and working in New York *City. As an auillary activitity
to spread the effect = of the project more widely, ous:Jr project associate conduct-ed
twelve workshops fow r elementary and junior high sdr,==.chool parents aidhose childra-en
partipate in a special VEA program.

To increase the likelihood that the pruiec;Is irrapct will be main-tained a _ve
developed a training manual - currently in the ftiinal editing stage -- that is
addressed primarily t-mo trainers who do group wod di _rectly with parents of sped _Rai
education students. Trrhe manual draws upon educators-sal resources de-veloped in ti-kle
project and enharices.es these with additional Iva= erials developed in othe.er
pilot/demonstration pr-i-ograrns.



PROJECT IMPACT A SUMMARY

Over 150 individuals from schools, community agencies and parent groui...5 in
eleven communities within New York City were trained as parent educators dur...ring
three project yews. In addition, as part of the training process, more than =our
hundred parents of special education students participated in a series of workst=ops
organized by project staff and led by trainees. Workshop activities focused on v.="5-ays
that parents could help their children with career information, career choices, and
eventually make the transition from school to the "world of work."

Major accomplishments of the project that are related to the trainees are
detailed in project evaluation studies (see subsequent sections of this report). Thi-,ese
studies indicate that the project had an impact on trainees (parent educators) in the
following ways:

o In general, trainees perceived themselves as becoming mare ef ecive
leaders of parent groups.

o Trainees believe that it is worth while to invo1v parents as carteer
educators of their own children.

o Trainees acquired, for the first time, con ent knowledge. in ca er
education to help train parents.

o Trainees improved their skills to work with parents in wall and lam-ge
groups.

o Some trainees expressed need for additional train ng as pare t educators,

o Trainees perceived that they now posse sed a number of qualities essen=ial
for a leadership role.

o Some trainees changed their ideas and attitudes about the needs
interests of parents of special education students.

o Trainees came to perceive workshops for parents as a major vehicle to
bring parents up-to-date on career development concepts and to
participate actively in the decision making process involving career choi=es
of their children.

o Trainees used training materials directly with
Thus, handicapped children whose parents were
received benefits of the program.

o The vast majority of trainees were able to
training programs for parents by replicating the
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by creating their own ways with help from project staff.

o Trainees learned about community resources for handicapped individuals
available for parents and children in their communities.

o Trainees shared the outcomes of their training with colleagues both
formally and informally. In many instances they were encouraged by their
principals or supervisors to demonstrate and teach their peers what they
had learned at in-house staff development sessions.

This project was directed ultimately at the needs of special education students
Lnd their families. As indicated in the project evaluation studies conducted over a
hree year period (see appendices), the project had an impact on parents and their
:hildren in the following ways:

o Parents' attitudes toward the school increased in a positive direction as a
result of working intimately with trainers, parents believed that the school
really cared about handicapped children.

o Parents learned new things about their children including the kind of work
their children could do.

o Students became more aware of ties between their education and future
career plans and were taking steps with counselors and other school
personnel to discuss career plans and problems.

o Parents sought out and obtained assistance from community resources in
order to motivate their children in career planning.

o Uniformly, parents stated that by participating in the project, their
feelings of isolation and being "alone" changed significantly. They began to
feel 'empowered and more in charge of their own lives. They feel that they
can really help their children.

o Parents began forming informal and formal groups as a means of securing
increased services for their children in school.

o Parents learned about the rights of their children regarding services.

o Parents, who had recently moved to the U.S.A. and were reticent about
being infolved in school matters, became more active. They participated
in large and small groups and learned how to speak up on behalf of their
children to school and agency personnel.

o Some parents became so immersed in career development concepts that
they resumed their own education by entering continuing education
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programs on the r.econdary or post-seconcary levels.

o Parents stated that they were talking to their children more and that they
were "calmer" with them than they used ..tfo be.

o Parents asked that the program be extrided so that they could increase
their newly developed fund of knowledge .rid skills.

o Parents attended parents association rnee-Tings more frequently.

o Parents stated that their initial expectans about the program had been
satisfied and that perha-s. They h&cl e,..ren gotten more than they had
expected in some cases.

o Although parents were sometimes a little vague about what actions to take
in the future, they reflected a positive a_ -ttitude about the fact that there
were acutztlly possibilities out there for thL-eir children.

In addition to the aforementioned examples of project impact, the project
served as a motivating force for trainers and Enarents to act upon ideas that
previously may not have seemed possible. The -Training seminars and workshops
provided knowledge of mechanisms and fostered reaationships among parents, school
staff and community organization personnel that opened up new possibilities for
realizing change in the career development of 1.-Aandicapped students. For both
trainers and administrators, the training provided a model, a process and the content
necessary for assisting parents to become career edzAcators of their children.
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PROGRAM EV_ UA R DU ON

Project staff conducted three internal evaluation studies, one for each project
period. These ev-luations served both formative and surnmative purposes. The
summative evaluation consisted of pre-post instruments to assess project's effects
on the attitudes, knowledge, and behaviors of participants (trainers and parents) in
terms of proposed competencies. In depth interviews with a random sample of
participants were conducted each year to enrich and supplement quantitative data.

Formative evaluation consisted of the reactions of project evaluators and
project participants to the content and process of training components: seminars
and workshops.

In addition to the three internal evaluations, three external evaluations were
commissioned. Using their own methodology, the external evaluators conducted
summative evaluations to deteraiine whether project staff had met basic criteria
concerning such items as: the organization of the project, content and methods used
in seminars and workshops, and project goals.



TRMNING PARENT-TRAINERS AS CAREER EDUCATORS

rnal Evaluation Report

Project Year One
1984-1935
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Evaluation

The evaluation design, described in our original proposal, includes a formative

and summative evaluation of the project's activities and outcomes and, in addition,

an external evaluation conducted during each project period.

At -the completion of project period one, we have developed all major

evaluation instruments and have collected pre-test and post-test data on both fall

and spring trainers. We have also collected pre and post-surveys of parent

participants in the fall and spring cycles as well as paper/pencil ratings from parents

on each of the workshops conducted. The project evaluators were present at all

planning and workshop sessions and took notes on parent participant and trainer

verbal reactions to the sessions. In addition, project staff, including the evaluators

and the Board of Education advisor, spoke informally to participants during the

refreshment periods of sessions in order to obtain greater fmedback for making

ongoing'program modifications.

evelo ment of Summative Evaluation Procedures

At the outset of the project, the staff got together to refine evaluation

instruments 'and techniques and to develop new procedures. The following measures

were the products of these meetings:

Trainer Pre-Surveys. These instruments were modified from previous surveys

used in similar projects to include more demographic data such as experience in

special education, and educational background (see Appendix). The surveys were

completed by trainers from all four participating school districts at the beginning

of the fall training cycle. The purpose of the trainer pre-surveys was twofold.

First, it provided information about the previous experience of the trainers as
individuals and about each participating school district as a whole. Second, it
provided a baseline for determining the extent of the project's impact on trainers'

self perceptions of their capabilities as leaders of career education workshops for
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parents and for determining the extent of change in individual or organizational

involvement with career development activities.

Trainer Post-Surveys. Several forms were adapted and developed for assessing

the impact of training upon the attitudes and performance of trainers as group

leaders in 'career development activities. One survey (see Fall-Post Survey in the

Appendix) was for trainers who completed their training cycle in the fall. This

survey focused on changes m the extent of trainers' competence as group leaders

and their plans for providing career development p ograms to special education

students and parents in their home-schools during the spring. A form for structuring

the planning of post-training workshops was developed to aid these trainers in

carrying out their activities Independently and also appears in the Appendix. A

second post-survey (see Fall Post-Survey in the Appendix) was developed for

evaluating the success of these Independent projects at the end of the spring cycle.

This measurement focused primarily on the impact of the program for parents

students, and colleagues who were indirectly affected by the training program. The

third post-survey for trainers was developed for trainers who were observers during

the fall cycle and who actively participated in the training process during the spring.

This survey Included all the material designed for fall trainers and, in addition,

asiessed the irnpacT of the participant..observation period (see Spring Post-Survey in

Appendix).

Trainer-Obse er Guides for Focused Observation. This instrument was

constructed by project staff as a way of providing trainer-observers with a means of

sharpening their skills as trainers by focusing their observations on particular

leadership techniques, parent concerns, and group dynamic processes. This survey

was continually modified as a result of feedback during planning sessions and

informal interviews. There are presently two forms of the guide which appear in

the Appendix and were used to record and highlight details of the group process and
-2-
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expressed parent concerns throughout the training sessions.

Parent Pre-Surveys. Thee : measures were adapted for a junior high school

population and focused on the extent of parents' knowledge and attitudes prior to

attending any workshops. All parents; received these measures at their first

workshop session'although the forms differed slightly for fall and spring cycles.

As with all parent paper/pencil evaluations, they were available in English and

Spanish (both of which appear In the Appendix for fall and spring cycles).

Parent End-of-Session Ratin s. These instruments, were adapted from

previous projects on training parents as career educators and included components

addressing both the presentations to parents by representatives of community

agency or parent advocacy groups and smW.1 group workshop content. In addition,

during the spring cycle only, the survey included a specific section on parent

opinions of trainer effectiveness in leading the small group workshops. The

evaluations were completed by parents at the end of each workshop session (see

Appendix).

Parent-Post Surveys. Also adapted from previous projects this survey

included attitude and knowledge changes resulting from participation in the project

as it impacted on themselves and their children (see Appendbc). These surveys were

distributed at the final workshop session and essentially paralleled the pre-survey

measures. Because the forms differed somewhat for fall and spring cycles, both

appear in the Appendix).
t.

Formative Evaluation Procedures

All staff members, including project evaluators, attended the trainer seminar

sessions and parent workshops. As outlined in the original project proposal, several

procedures were carried out in order to provide for modifications in program

content and process during the implementation of the project in the first year.

Also, as indicated in the original proposal, there was a significant overlap between

3 0
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formative and sum mative evaluation procedures.

Parent-End-of-Session Ratings. These ratings while directly measuring parent

attitudes and knowledge, also reflected trainer effectiveness and the usefulness of

workshop content. Completed at the end of each session, these ratings reflected the

most positive and negative aspects of individual workshop sessions and so served as a

source of information for modifying future sessions.

Parent Verbal Reactions. These reactions to trainer effectiveness and

workshop content and process were elicited during the last five minutes of each

workshop. Reactions were noted by project staff and trainer observers. Some

typical responses were:

"By coming to the groups where everyone tells about their problem, I feel that
there is more of a chance now."

"I have children In different categories - high school, - junior high school,
regular. Each one has a problem of his own. I need a lot of information to
help all three."

"I needed to know that there were other parents with the same fears; the fear
of having to explain your child's condition to friends; the fear of not knowing
what to do as an advocate for my child."

These kinds of cornments affected the content of trainer seminar sessions and the

development of group leadership skills. It also helped provide direction in obtaining

appropriate speakers for parent workshops and guiding their presentations toward

parent concerns.

Trainers' Verbal Reactions. The trainers' reactions to workshop content and

process and their. self assessment of their effectiveness as group leaders were

elicited during each seminar session and in informal interviews prior to each

seminar. Reactions were noted by project staff and helped shape the direction of

future seminars and workshoer sessions. For example, one trainer said that she felt

"inexperienced in management techniques with large parent groups" and did not

know "how to deal with dominating or angry parents or when a parent wants to let
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Another trainer obsemed that one of the. community organization presenters

seemed to be "stretching to reach special education children" and that the parents

were "searching for help and information, but that this was .not picked up by the

speaker." This problem was avoided by specific briefing for speakers at subsequent

sessions.

Trainer-Observer_Guides for Focused Obserr-tion. In addition to helping the

observers9 these observations by trainers provided feedback for the project staff on

parent concerns &nd train strengths and weaknesses. For example, one trainer

observed that a peer trainer seemed to be overly preoccupied with keeping to a

schedule. To modify this behavior, at the next seminar, techniques for setting time

limits while allowing for a relaxed give-and-take were discussed and modeled. In

addition during the spring cycle these forms were used for providing direct feedback

to trainers during the planning and debriefing seminars.

Project Staff Meeting!. These ons provided an opportunity to

poolinformation gleaned from the above measures and from personal observations in

order to maximize the impact of the project on trainers, parents, and students. For

example, because several trainers expressed a need for improving their small-group

leadership techniques, more time was allotted for modeling and explication of these

techniques dur ng seminar sessions. t also became evident that because of the

diverse backgrounds of the trainers, more specific information about career
development concepts was needed. Therefore, these concepts were emphasized and

'1*

woven repeatedly into the seminar sessions. In addition, more written material and

career development content presentations were incorporated into the spring training

cycle.

other area, it was observed that parent recruitment and attendance might

be increased by leaving more time between the first trainer seminar and the initial
parent workshop. Scheduling of the spring cycle, therefore, was modified
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accordingly. in addition, a letter was sent to principals of participating schools
prior to the first spring cycle parent workshop in order to obtain cooperation in

parent recruitment efforts and for support of school-based trainers. Also, after the
first workshops in the fall cycle, parents were sent reminder letters for all
subsequent workshops.

In addition, based on the information and feedbadc shared at the project staff
meetings, the trainers were encouraged to adapt topics and formats for workshop
sessions carried out after their formal training ended. These changes in content or
process were developed based on the reactions and expressed concerns of parents
during the original fall cycle workshop sessions.

Evaluation of Pro'ect Effectiveness

The examination of responses to pre- and post-survey int,truments was divided
into several sections. The first section provides a description of school district
demographics. In this section, as in all subsequent ones in which school districts
andtraining cycles are to be distinguished from one another, the following
identifying labels are used:

Manhatttan District 5, Fall Cycle (M-Cycle I)
Manhattan District 6, Spring Cycle (M-Cycle U)
Queens District 24, Fall Cycle (Q-Cycle I)

. Queens District 29, Spring Cycle (0-Cycle n)

Subsequent sections examine project effectiveness separately for trainer and
parent participants. Within both groups, results are presented first in terms of
zategorical variables based on responses to multiple choice and ratings of items on
survey instruments and second in terms of responses to open-ended survey questions.

The latter qualitative analysis combines districts and is intended to highlight the
most salient aspects of the trainer or parent experience as indicators of the overall
success of the project.
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Diptrict Demographics. Each school distr ct that paiticipated in the project

had a predominantly distinctive ethnic composition. 'Me M-Cycle I group was in a

primarily blacic community in which both school staff and many parents were

already extremely active in terms of community organization and advocacy efforts.

The 0-Cycle I group was a primarily white, though ethnicly mixed group, with a

few black and a few Spanish speaking familes. The M-Cycle H district was

predominantly Spanish speaking with families coming primarily from the DominicAn

Republic. The 0-Cycle ll district was largely populated by black families with a few

members of the Spanish speaking community. Unlike the M-Cycle I group, however,

this group did not seem to have as strong a community activist orientation although

several of the trainers were making efforts in this direction. In general, the trainers

in each district, although not as ethnically homogenous as the parents, tended to

reflect the ethnic composition of their respective communities.

The differences in these communities produced somewhat different concerns

and attitudes among the parents and so trainers and project staff had to adapt their

workshops for each group. For example, the Manhattan fall cycle group (M-Cycle I)

was particularly sensitive about encouraging their children to accept low level entry

positions such as dishwasher or porter work. In this situation the trainers learned to

stress the concept of a career ladder and the idea that youngsters should not feel

that their first jobs will lock them into a particular position. Rather parents were

encouraged to accept the idea that many positions have potential for promotion and

that prospective employers have a higher regard for someone who has held any job

than for someone with no work experience at all. Another example was the

Manhattan spring cycle group (M-Cycle H) which contained 'primarily Spanish

speaking parents from the Dominican Republic. The fact that these parents were

newly arrived in this country and had not had much opportunity to hear English in

their country of origin (unlike Spanish families from Puerto Rico) made it necessary
-7-
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to hold ofRshops in Spanish and- to provide .sirnultaneous translations for speakers

from agencies. In addition, trainers suggested that some of the written material,

even when in Spanish, and some of the counseling techniques utilized in the

workshops might have been overwhelming for members of this community.

Impact on Trainers: Trainer. Educational and Professional Experience. The

educational and professional backgrounds of the trainers, in terms of experience in

special education, career education, and working with parents of junior high school

age children was obtained from the Trainer Pre-Surveys. Tables 1-5 contain the

zentage of trainers from each district included in each educational category. As

Table I sholifs, the M-Cycle I trainers had a slightly higher educational level than all

other groups. Most participants had obtained a masters degree or higher and also

had the fewest participants with only a high school education. In contrast the 0-

Cycle II trainers overall had more members who had achieved the relatively lowest

level of education. Two-thirds of this group, however, did have a m ter's degree.

Table I

Percentage of Trainers in Each Educational Background Category
by School District

-Cycle j M-Cycle jI 0-Cycle I 0-Cycle IT

High school ortly 10 0 25 25

College 10 40 0 8

Masters Degree or higher 80 60 75 . 67

Table 2 contains the percentage of trainers with some experi nce in special

education. It should be noted that some trainers appear in more- than one category

because both past and present experience was included. As shown in Table 2, the M-
.

Cycle I trainers had a proportionately larger representation of supervisors (30%) and
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trainers with experience in teachiqg _junior high .sctiool age special education
_

students (50%). The 0-Cycle I group, on the other hand, had the highest percentage

of trainers with elementary age special education teaching experience (63%) while

the M-Cycie IT group had the highest percentage of trainers without any special

education badcground 60%

Table 2

Percentage of Trainers with Special Education Experience

Parent Advocate
or Volunteer

Paraprofessional

M-Cycle I M-C cle II 0-Cycle 0-Cycle Il

10

0

0

0

13

0

17

8

Teacher - Elm. 30 30 63 33

Teacher - J.H.S. 50 10 25 42

Teacher - Other 20 0 0 0

Ed Evaluator; Social 20 20 13 17

Worker, Counselor

College teacher 0 0 13 0

No e:.perience 20 60 38 33

Note: Individual trainers may appear in more than one category.



Table 3 -contains the percentage of trainers in each category of current

employment position within the four destricts.

Table 3

Percentage of Trainers in Current Employment Categories

M-Cycle I 2.-11s1.211 ("*Cycle 2=crlysis TI

Parent Advocate
or PTA Person

10 0 25 25

Paraprofessional 0 0 0

Community Coordinator
or Outreach Worker

0 40

Teacher 40 40 50 50

Ed. Evaluator; Social 0 20 25 8.3
Worker, Counselor

Special Ed. Supervisor 20 0 8.3

CON Chairperson 10 0 0

Community School 10 0 0
Board Officer

Agency Director 10 0 0

Based on Table 3, some st iking differences can observed in the types of

positions currently held by the two Oueens groups combined as compared to the two

Manhattan groups combined. The Queens trainers contained a higher proportion of

teachers, paraprofessionals, and parents (79% of total) while the Manhattan groups

had a higher proportion of trainers in administraV,,e positicns such as CON Chair,

Agency Director, Community School Board Officer, and Supervisors or in bilingual

community outreach jobs (4596 in total).

Table 4 contains the percentage of trainers who indicated that they had some

prior personal experience either working with parents of junior high school age

- 10-
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children or in career education programs.-

Table 4

Pe centage of Trainers with Relevant Parent Leadership
or Career Education Experience

M-Cycle_I M-Cycle II CI-Cyc e 1 g-Cyc e II

3.1-1.S. Parents 100 70 38 42

Career Educatton 60 30 63 50

As the table shows, the Manhattan trainers and particularly those in M-Cycle I

had more individuals with experience working with parents of junior high school age

children. This finding was not surprising since this group had the most experience

with special education students at the junior high school level. In terms of career

education background, however, three of the four groups were about equally

experienced and only the M-Cycle II rainers seemed to be particularly

inexperienced in the career education area.

Table 3 contains similar percentages on an organization, rather than

individual level. That is, It shows the proportion of trainers that wcrked in schools

or organizations that were involved in providing career education to parents or

students-and also the extent of the organizati n's contact with other agencies.

Table 5

Percentage of Trainers Working in Organizations that Provide
Career EduCation Services ane/or Maintain Contact with Other Agencies.

M-Cycle I M-Cycle 11 2zas1e i 0-Cycle il

Career Ed. to Students 90 90 50 58

Career Ed. to Parents 30 50 30 58

Contact with other 100 60 20 42
Agencies

11
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As the table shows, prior to training both Manhattan groups reported greater

organizational participation in career education activities for students. Career

education activities for parents, although lower than for students, occurred mostly

in the spring training groups' organizations In both Manhattan and Oueens. Overall,

the M-Cycle U group's organizations provided the most in career education

activities. In terms of contact with other agencies, again the Manhattan groups

reported more activity in their organizations. In particular the 0-Cycle I group's

organizations had minimal contact with other agencies. Probably this reflected the

fact that this group was composed of more parents and teachers than supervisors or

community agency people. As such, they might not have been aware of their own

school's contact with outside agencies.

Trainer Attitudes and Self Appraisals of Competency Before and After

Training. Trainers were asked to rate how comfortable they felt on eight concepts

involving their knowledge, skills and attitudes toward working with special education

parents in the area of career education. Table 6 contains the average rating within

trainer groups on 'pre and post-survey measures. A rating of I indicated that the

trainer was uncomfortable with the concept and a rating of 4 indicated that the

trainer was very comfortable.



Table 6

Mean Trainer Ratings of Degree of Comfort with Workshop Concepts and Processes

"Parents as career
educators of their
own children"

I have tne skills
to work with parents
in small groups

I have the skills
to work with parents
in large groups

I have the skills
to work with parents
on a one-to-one basis

I possess the content
knowledge in the
career education area
to train parents as
career educators

can adapt my
expe.slence to a
special education
population*

I can adapt my
experiences to a
bi-cultural
population

I can adapt my
experiences to a
pupulation that is
both handicapped
of limited English
language skills*

M-Cycle I
Pre Post- M-Cycle 11

Pre Post
Q-Cycle I
Pre Post

Q-Cycle II
Pre Post

3.6 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.7 4.0

3.8 3.9 3.7 3.8 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.7

3.7 3.8 3.3 3.4 2.8 3.1 2.8 3.1

4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.9

3.1 3.5 2.7 2.1 3.1 2.4 3.3

3.8 3.1 3.6 3.9 3.6 3.5 17

3.6 3.8 3.7 - 2.6 2.4

33 2.9 3.4 2.6 2.0 2.6

Items not included in Spring Post Survey.
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As the table suggests all groups continued to have a very positive orientation

toward the concept of "parents as career educators of their own children" following

training. They also tended to show some increase in their perceived ability to lead

small and large groups of parents. Of most importance was the finding that all

groups felt substantially more comfortable in dealing with career education

concepts following training.

Trainer Post-Surveys. As indicated earlier, there were three forms of the

trainer post-surveys. The first form was completed by the fall cycle t -iners at the

end of their formal training seminar sessions and prior to their involvement with

independent home-school based workshops. The results of this survey are discussed

in the section labeled Fall Cycle: Post Survey. The second survey was completed by

the same trainers at the end of the spring cycle after they had carried our their

independent workshops. The results of the survey are discussed in the section

labeled Fairve . Finally the third survey, also given at the

end of the spring cycle, was completed by the trainers who attended seminars during

the spring. The results of this survey are discussed under the section labeled Spring

Cycle: Post Survey.

Fall Cycle: Post-Survey. This survey was largely open-ended and attempted

to evaluate the impact of the training seminars and workshops on trainers'

conceptions of themselves as group leaders, their opinion of the effectiveness of the

training, and their plans for carrying out similar career development workshops
a

independently in the near future. The folio ing results were obtained from this

survey:

a) Learn about mirself-Oueens trainers used twi; basic categories to indicate

what they had learned about themselves as group leaders. They either focused on

their surprise at being able to be effective group leaders or else observed that their

technique needed improvement. For example, trainers said,
-14-
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"It was less difficult than I had anticipa ed; everything seemed to work,"

nI am capable of working with groups of all sizes and can apply my
training to small groups."

Conversely, trainers said,

"I am still uncomfortable before adult groups unless I have a very
concrete function to perform - like a teacher with an outline,"

"I need a co-leader to work with me closely in order to sharpen my
leadership skills.

The Manhattan trainers seemed to make self observations that were more

specific to the career education workhops rather than to group leadership skills in

general For example, trainers said,

"I have the capability, but need more experience in content."

"I had to place myself in the position of a parent which led me to think
about the career choices that my own children are making."

"I realized the importance of preparation for each activity and for
experiencing each activity that the parents will be experiencing."

b) Conystion of parents of spec_

responded in four basic categories. The first was that their conception of special

education parents was virtually unchanged. This response was produced only by the

Manhattan group and reflected the extent to which many members of this group

were already senstitized to parents prior to training. A t cal response was, "It
didn't change my conception. I have worked with paref of special education

students for years." On the other hand, there were three categories of increased
sensitivity expressed and these ere:

ucation students - In this area trainers

Understandingf the arents' needs for hel

"Made me aware that most parents don't know how to help their special
education children in the career planning area."

4 2



An appreciation of the extent of parents' already developed involvement
and awareness

"Broadened my concept about their sophisticaton and concerns."

"There are parents who are concerned and willing to get involved with
the special education program."

An increased knowledge of parents concerns

"Heightened my awareness of parents' feelings of inadequa
with this area of their children's lives,"

"Parents of special education students have similar needs to
regular students,"

"Many parents are themselves considering career changes."

in dealing

parents of

c) Program effectiveness - Responses to this section were divided into seven

sections.

1. Seminars = Overall the training seminars were judged ef ective by

most trainers although several said that they felt rushed and needed

more time to practice as well as more information to give to the
parents. Trainers in both distrticts highlighted the debriefing sessions

and the modeling techniques used by the project staff as most helpful.

They aslo felt that the interaction between trainers was one of the most

mportant aspects of the training seminars. Both districts experienced

the CUNY staff as well prepared before each seminar.

2. Presentations by resource people - Overall the presentations by

resource people were regarded as highly informative by trainers.

Although a few indicated that more time for questions and follow-up

would have been useful, two comments essentially sum up the feeling of

most trainers, i.e., "Parents as well as trainers greatly benefited from
the resources offered. These organizations really extended themselves

to provide speakers and useful presentations of factual materials and the
reality of situations."

-16-



3. S all group activities - All trainers agreed that the small group

activities were very effective in providing an opportuity for parents to

share their conc 3rns and experiences with one another and to practice

the career development exercises to be used at home with their children.

Some typicW comments were,

"Parents were able to exchange ideas and experiences as well as to
begin questioning their own responses to their children,"

Opportunity for learning how to have a dialogue with child now,

"Good for people to develop communication skills."

4. Use of pair co-trainers - All parent groups were run by at least two

trainers. The reaction to this procedure was almost unanimously

positive. Typical comments were,

"Very good aspect of the program - by working in pairs we were
able to assist each other in implementing the ideas derived during
demonstrations,

"Good to have someone to jump in when you hit a rough spot,"

"Goad. training approach and confidence building technique,"

"Each brought own assets to the group,"

"Excellent for helping each trainer learn his/her own we
stren "

A few neutral or slightly negative reactions, however, were also

evoked. For example, "A little confusin "Not ail advantage or a
disadvantage."

5. Presence of trainer-observers - The presence of trainer-observers

(i.e., spring cycle trainers) was not initially well received. Of all
program components, this seemed to evC:e the most dissatisfaction,

although trainers did adjust to observers much better by the end of
training. Trainer indicated that:
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"The observers, might have bothered the parents - some imes there
seemed to be more observers than parents."

"Not a problem, but observers could participate more."

"A bit nerve racking initally, but as they participated and became
involved, the situation improved and it was more comfortable.-

In a more positive light, some trainers indicated that it was, "a

good way for others to get a taste of the program and learn from other's

mistakes." One Manhattan trainer said, "Would have liked ongoing

feedback from observers." (This latter techinque was employed more

during the spring cycle whenever any trainers acted as observers.)

6. Print materials given TO parents All trainers felt that this part of

the program was potentially very important for parents. It "Allows

parttcipation without note taking" and, "Helped to reinforce activities

and gave information." On the other hand a few trainers felt that the
materials may have been too difficUt for some parents and needed

review during the workshop time.

7. "Giving testimony" - This referred to the parents' final comments at

the end of each workshop. The phrase itself was actually found to be

inappropriate by some members of the Manhattan group (i.e., they said

that the concept of giving testimony is part of a religious activity and

ought not be used in a secular activity.) However, the concept itself was

supported. ("Brings closure to the session and provides some instant
feedback.1). In the spring cycle, this part of the program was called

mply "giving reactio

d) Most im ant as t of he r am for becom n on effective trainer

Essentialy all aspects of the program were mentioned by some trainers as most
important for becoming on effective trainer. The most frequently cited aspect

however, was "the planning sessions" or "training seminars ith emphasis on the
-18-
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role modeling techniques. Exposure to resource people and the small group

workshop were also singled out by more than one trainer.

e) Least _effective program aspects Lndeve1gpig skills of trainers - The most

troubling factor in both districts seemed to be "too much time pressure." In Queens

several trainers would have liked more specific or concrete information to

back to parents and more instruction on how to run a group. In Manhattan

was more emphasis on having increased opportunity to run a group alone. Most

trainers, however, did not list any negative comments and either left this section

blank or else offered praise, such as "All components of the program were

excellent."

f) Outside use of career education exercises/activities - Trainers indicated

that among those who had used the career education exercises and activities outside

of the training seminars or workshops (65 percent out of the trainers from both

districts combined), 46 percent had practiced at home with their children or other

relatives. Another a percent had done the exercises with their classroom students.

The rest of the trainers had carried out similar workshops with the particular

parents or students with whom they regularly came in contact. For example, the

director of a mental heWth clinic used the techniques with clients in his agency and

a guidance counselor used career education concepts in her regular parent
workshops. One trainer developed an interest inventory for use with students at a

remedial reading center and another presented parts of a values exercise at a
Community School District meeting.

g) Preliminary ptans for the future - At the dose of the fall training sessions
76 percent of the trainers from both districts combined had some tentative plans in

mind for using their career education knowledge during the spring semester. Most
of the plans involved the incorporation of some activity into existing professional

commitments. For example, trainers said,
-19-
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"I plan to integrate this with my IEP conferences,"

"I plan to use this information for career education infusion into the
curriculum and materials of classroom teachers - including videotaping and
interviewing by students and provision of workshops for parents."

"I intend to use the metroguide system* and try to incorporate career
awareness into my curriculum."

For others, plans included an expansion of existing commitments. For

example, one trainer who was a teacher planned to "set up a satellite program and
invite P.T.A. and colleagues to participate in a career fair." Similarly, another
teacher planned to conduct workshops at a faculty conference using the project
activities and exercise& One trainer who was a parent indicated that she was trying

to establish a special needs program for the Special Education P.T.A. at her local
high school.

SprinLcycepost : This survey was largely open-ended and attempted

to evaluate the impact of the training seminars, observation periods, and workhops

on training seminars, observation periods, and workshop on trainers' conceptions of

themselves as groups leaders, and their relationship with parents, students,
colleagues, and other organizations. In general it was intended to evaluate the
effectiveness of training as it impacted on the immediate workshop sessions with

parents and as it might continue to have an impact after training ended. The

following results were obtained from this survey:

a) Learn about yourself - Both the Oueens and Manhattan trainers tended to

flcus on deficits in two basic counseling techniques - listening and being non-
directive. Trainers seemed to be aware that their tendency to talk too much in the

*The Metroguide System is a computerized career guidance service providedby the Referral and Placement unit of the New York City Board of Education.



workshop inhibited group participation and were working, therefore, on trying to

control themselves. For example, trainers said,

"I have to try harder to avoid answering fall questions and allow the group io
interact."

"It is necessary to listen and not dominate the group,"

"I must talk less and phrase my questions in a way that will motivate parents
to participate."

"I would learn a lot from people if I'd just stop talking and listen patiently.
Also, I learned that what I say can have a great influence over people's
opinions."

b) Conception of parents of sp 'at education students - There were three

major categories of response to this question. First, there were comments

reflecting the realization that parents of special education children are not

knowledgeable about their rights or about the resources available to them. For

instance one trainer said, "The program provided me with an increased awareness of

the lack of information that special education parents have regarding the education

of their children." Conversely, other trainers were impressed by the concern of

these parents for their children." For example, another trainer (without special

education experience) observed, "Before participating in this program I felt that

parents of special education children were apathetic vi3-a-vis their children's future.

Both the quantity and quality of questions brought by all these parents to the

workshops had a tremendous impact on my perception of them." A third category of

responding alluded to the commonality of parental concerns whether children are in

regular or special education. For example, one trainer said, "I realized that the

problems of these parents are varied, much like those of any parents."

a Effect of trainer-observation periods = All trainers in the spring cycle
indicated that they had benefited from their observations of other trainers during
the fall cycle.

"I learned increasingly to speak as little as possible, to ask questions at crucial
moments, and to let participants come to their own conclusions."
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"As an observer, I was able to watch the parents' interactions and see how they
functioned in a group. I was able to think of how I would do things differently
when I took over the role of leader."

It helped me become a more effective leader. Some of the weaknesses I
observed were things I would have done myself."

d) Others with whom ou tried worksho. activities - Not all the trainers had

'tried the workshop activities in a new setting. However, among those who did, most

indicated that they had tried the exercises with their own families, students, and/or

parents with whom they usually came in contact. Participants included children as

young as pre-kindergarten age and most seemed to respond positively to the
opportunity to explore career interests. One resource room teacher indicated that

"the more mature students seemed to enjoy the opportunity to express their hopes,

dreams, and ideas on the topic."

e) game in individual or group contacts with parents and students - Both the

Queens and Manhattan trainers indicated that there was some change in their
contacts with parents and students as a result of the program. However, the nature

of the change differed somewhat between districts. The Queens trWners, in general,

became more adept at acting as referral agents for parents who requested further
help. As one trainer put it "I have a great many more resources and resource
people to refer parents to." In Manhattan, where trainers seemed to be much more
actively involved in community projects and in acting as advocates for students and

parents, the change was more in the direction of expanoing workshop goals. For
example, one trainer, indicated that, "I've had individual contacts with some parents
and their youngsters. They've expressed ideas on other topics they would like more

information on. We discussed the possibilities of future training around these topics:
Understandin he tearn n isabled Child, and How the Brain Works." This

group also indicated that the change in contact was largely due to increased
knowledge on the part of the parents, whereas the Queens group seemed to respond
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more in terms of their own development as career educators. For example, one

Manhattan trainer observed that "when I met them (the parents) before, we only

talked about the community needs. Since the start of the program, we talk more

about their children." Also, "their questions and reactions are definitely more on

target as far as what they expect for their children." In contrast, a Oueens trainers

`d, "I have had discussions with students stimulated by this program and plan to

expand this as part of a career education program with my students."

f) Chahges carried out or lannedb a ents involvin school affairs or career

development - Several parents in both groups had been sufficiently effected by the

program to take active steps toward realizing the program goals. Among these were

"two parents (who) will be expanding their involvement at the school level through

the PTA and volunteering. One parent has expressed a wish to join a district

advisory council that will include special education." Other trainers reported,

"A parent said, think I will consider more schooling for me. Before his
workshop, I thought I was too old."'

"We have a parent who is receiving an orientation to become president o
PTA of her school."

"A group of mothers is taking initiative to revive the PTA in our school."

In summary, one trainer said,

"Parents felt more optimistic about trying new jobs or going back to school.
One parent was interested in the Cornell leadership training group."

Others enrolled in English as a Second Language or General Equivalency Diploma

classes.

g) Trainer or anizational outcomes and chan es in affiliations with outside
agencies - For the most part, the effect of the program on organizational outcomes

and agency affiliations is largely in the planning stages in both districts. TheIr
plans, however, are rather extensive and include contacting the school

administrations to get their support for continuing workshp activities and/or career
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fairs, spreading the information gained from the program to other staff members,
expanding career education programs for students, obtaining employment

opportunities through local businesses, recruitment of community agencies to
present information to new groups of parents, and to arrange field visits. A few
changes have Wready taken place and these include,

"Students have volunteered to speak before special education organizations inour district."

"I have given the information I received week by week to my colleagues."

"I have spoken with my director and coordinator and we plan to do two pre-kindergarten workshop this year. They have given me the o.k. to do an all dayworkshop in the fall."

) 12mgram effectiveness - Responses to this section were divided into eight
sections.

1. Training seminars - In general the training seminars were judged
effective. However, the Queens trainers in particular pointed out that
the time was too short to cover all the material and that some of the
debriefing sessions did not seem to involve full trainer participation.
One trainer suggested that a wider range of group leadership techniques

would have been desireable. These particular complaints seem to reflect
a certain amount of personal insecurity among a few of the less
experienced trainers and may require more intensive instruction in group

process techniques which are beyond the scope of this project. A

Manhattan trainer indicated that it would be helpful to have trainers who

are at all levels within the district (i.e., paraprofession&ls, supervisors,

etc.). To the extent that this is possible, it might alleviate some of the
anxieties of trainers with little group experience.

2. Presentations by resource people - Both districts found the presentations

by resource people to be extremely effective. One trainer in Oueens
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even said, "the presentations were exceilent, the entire time should have

been given to the& in Manhattan, a few trainers alluded not only to

the information pt-ovided but also to thane "optimism" and "hope" that the

speakers brought to the parents.

3. Small group activliles - All responses /=-- o the effectiveness of the small

group activities Were positive, indicatinigg in general that this part of the

workshop provitel he intimacy and =omfort in which parents could

communicate theit- tears, hopes and arn=cieties to one another. The only

criticism of this zomponent of the pre:-gram was again that more time

was needed and thatthe sm&ll groups st---tould be held in separate rooms.

Unfortunately, the meeting places did mnot always have ideal acoustical

conditions.

4. Use of paired co-tralners of the program was completely

supported by ail trainers. Typical c rnri-tents were, "More effective and

easier to do then leading alone," "Good technique because it gave

parents a chance tc) hear the views of tvicno people," and "I like the idea of

working cooperatively with my collefttagues. It gave me emotional
support."

5. Participation as fl'lrr-observer - As ialndicated earlier, this aspect of

the program was regarded positively br spring trainers, although fall

trainers were Lethtly negative or neutral about the presence of
observers. In genet-sithe spring trainemz increased their confidence and

effectiveness throMgh observation. As eniree trainer indicated, "Effective

because it provides -the trainer with a 'sa.e' observation point from which

to gain experience before being on the sptzubt."

6. Conducting small troops in Spanish - 11--7-lis aspect was well received in

both districts. Altilugh other language might also be helpful, as one
-25-
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Oueens trainer pointed out, the r-najority of non-English speaking parents

seemed to be Spanish speaking ir the participating districts. In general,

trainers' responses could be sirnrnarized by this statement, "Many

Hispanic parents are reluctant tr-o attend because they feel they won't

really understand an Engligh session. By having a Spanish session At

generates participation."

7. Print materials g yen to parer' - The concensus was that the print
materials were helpful partly as a source of information, but also as a

"security blanket " i.e., to have ..csmething tangible to take home at the

end of a session. Only one trainer- indicated that perhaps the i=nguage in

the material was too difficult for the parents. Whenever possible,

however, materials were distributid in both English and Spanish.

Giving reactions at the end of e.ch session - Previously referred to as

"giving testimony," (modified a.fer the response of fall trainers) this
portion of the program was largel= supported as a means of sharing ideas

and providing mutual feedback. 1t was pointed out, however, that for

some parents this kind of public response in a large group might have

been difficult, particularly if the esponse was a negative one, and that

such a technique might be best le= to the small group activities.

OS ect of tPi ro ram for becomin an eflective
trainer -While all aspects of the progt--am were mentioned, the information
obtained and the opportunity to conduct small group sessions were singled out

most frequently by trainers as the most iLrnportant aspects of their training.
e ve ro a a t in develo n skills of trainers - Only

a few trainers responded to this secti n of the evaluation (most felt there
were no ineffective aspects) and respc=snses appeared to be unique. They

included,
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asn't given enough opportuni ----ty to lead a group."

"Too many sessions were devotemd to the Picture Sort."'

"Would have liked to work with p=terrnanent group of parents."

"There was not enough tirne."

"Writing up obserations."

Fall Cycle: Post-Post Survey. Thi= survey was completed by fall trainers

after carrying out their independent worksiops during the spring semester. These

evaluations give some flavor of the exper-ience of these trainers. More detailed

discussion of their projects can be found in t=the section of this report.

Both Manhattan and Oueens trainers engagd in a variety of projects including the

organization of career fairs, extension of wc=rkshop format to new groups of parents,

and involvement of students in career eclwxcation activities based on the project's
materials. In addition, a number of triners from Manhattan were able to
incorporate their training experience frd=rn this project into already existing
programs with which they were involved. For example, one trainer, a teacher,

added a parents' career awareness comporent to her summer camp recruitment

program. Another, a COH supervisor, incc=srporated career development concepts

into an overall program for developing paren representatives and leaders.

There were two major differences betaween the Queens and Manhattan trainer

groups in the way which they carried wit their indepandent projects. First, the
Manhattan group was able to draw together a larger group of trainers to work on a
single but very comprehensive career fair. This was probably a function of that

community's activist orientation and also a ftinction of the fact that professionals at
various levels were involved (i.e., supervisours, teachers, guidance personnel). The

other major difference between the group was that although diligent in their
efforts, the Queens group required more st-upport from the CUNY staff for their
projects and did not seem confident in their c=iwn abilities to carry on independently.
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This again was probably a function of the heavy concentration of teachers rather

than supervisory or ancillary staff in this group.

The following is a summary of trainers' perceptions of program impa
following the completion of their independent projects:

Ch e in individual or -ou- contacts with parents and students -
Responses from both districts indicated that trainers experienced an increase in
parent contact and that the contact focused on career educaton issues. For

example, one trainer indicated that, "Contact has been on a somewhat different
level. I have presented career information to students and also have been a given of

relevant information to parents." One trainer from Manhattan reported that she had

been asked to speak about parent networking in order to facilitate the development
of a baby sitting arrangement whereby parents would take turns watching one
anothers' children in the evening so that they could go to meetings and school
functions.

b) Attem t s arents have made to meet to ether on their own - To date only

the parents who attended a Queens workshop have made any effort to meet on their
own. After a series of workshops, these parents exchanged telephone numbers and

expressed a commitment to continue as a group in the fall.

c) ChanKes carried o_ut or planned by oarInts involvin school affairs or

career development - Overall the Manhattan group indicated more specific active

changes in those areas than did the Oueens group. In Manhattan, parents have
sought out and obtained assistance from tutoring services and are planning to take

their children on visits to several agencies in order to motivate them in career
planning. In addition, some parents have become noticeably more active in
contacting teachers and administrators in their children's schools. One parent has

already begun attending school in her own behalf in order to pursue a business career

and another has expressed a similar interest in continuing her education. In the
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ueens district, although no parents have actively engaged in career change

activities as yet, there was some discussion of enrolling in an avertiveness training

course at Queens College and two other parents are considering job changes. No

changes in parent behavior involving school affairs or planning for their own

children's education was noted. Again, though, these trainers were not

administrators and, as teachers indicated that their programs had more impact on

students as indicated below.

d) Changes in students' attitudes and behavior - Queens trainers indicated

that students were "becoming more aware of the ties between their education and

future career plans" and that students were now "making appointments with

counselors to discuss career plans and problems." In addition the students were

observed to be "more responsible and goal oriented in their school work and

projects." The Manhattan group's responses, while indicating some change in student

attitudes, seemed to be vaguer and narrower in scope. For example, one trainer

commented that tudents seem to have a more positive attitude and self image,"

while another noted that a mother of one child "indicated that her son has displayed

greater responsibility both at home and on his part-time delivery boy job."

e) Groups trained other than parents - One Queens trainer indicated that she

had done the picture sort activity with 13-16 year old learning disabled students and

that they were "very interested in finding out that there were similarities in the jobs

they picked and that these similarities reflected their interests."

f) Plans for forming and train n career activ ou s in the fu ost

trainers expressed some interest in continuing to carry on workshop activities

independently in the future. Many of these responses were specific and realistic in

their aims. For example, some responses were,

"I will conduct a workshop on Staff Development Day, September 5, for
special education teachers."
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"I will conduct several workshops in 3une dealing with stress in parents in
order to free them for meaningful relationships with their children in
terms of career planning."

"I will continue and expand a workshop series for parents based on
feedback from workshops already conducted."

g) Trainer organizOonal outcgmes and chan es in afflliations with outside
agencies - In both districts there has been an increase in careeer education and

advocacy activities for special education students and/or parents. For example one
trainer reported, "Films, film-strips and career oriented materials have been
ordered and used with students. These students are involved in a more .utngible way

in career planning after seeing films and participating in the activities provided in

these materials." Another trainer indicated that as a school board member, she is
participating in "setting up speakers to visit the school assemblies and run workshops
for next year." There has also been movement in involving other colleagues in
career education activities. In Queens other staff members have been invited to
workshops and in Manhattan, the career fair group in particular had a great deal of
opportunity to involve other teachers and students, both from regular and special
education. In addition, the proje-cs of both districts have brought trainers into
contact with numerous outside agencies, such as child advocacy groups and city or
sizte agencies.

h) Assessment of perfFA-mance as organizer and groiALleader - In general,
trainers expressed a feeling of increased confidence in their own group leadership
skills following the completion of their independent projects. Typically stated, "I
began to feel more comfortable as I saw that I actually could do this. The positive
responses of parents built up my feelings of success and effectiveness. Now I feel
that I could pull this off anytime and look forward to doing it."

a were the trainin seminars he ful - Responses indicated that
trainers benefited from the materials used in training activities, the knowledge
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gained of community resources, and the skills developed in group leadership

techniques.

j) In whet way were you unprepared Here the difference between districts

as most apparent. As noted earlier, the Queens group seemed to need much more

support than the Manhattan one. The representative comment made by Manhattan

trainers was, "No problems." Several members of the Queens group, however,

complained of a lack of support from project leaders. Their attidude is expressed by

a trainer who said, "We had to work out a lot of the details ourselves and could have

used more bridging support between the end of the fall training and starting up by

ourselves." The problem here seems to be less one of project weakness, but more

one of trainer expectations. More care will have to be taken in the future in

clarifying the nature of independent activities for the fall trainers and perhaps also

in providing individual adaptations of requirements for those trainers who do not

have the confidence to work on their own. As one competent though inexperienced

trainer who was a teacher suggested, "The CUNY staff could have given more

support to our cries for help arid our insecurities. I felt left to do much of this on

my own." On the other hand, this feeling was not present in all Oueens trainers.

Even some who lacked confidence, felt that the project staff had been extremely

helpful and supportive. In particular one trainer, an educational evaluator, indicated

that her "confidence was improved by the knowledge and support of the project
laison from the Board of Education.

k) What additional suppoct would _you have liked - Beyond the guidance of

CUNY staff, trainers indicated that they would have liked more support from their

school administrators and from the special education department itself.

qn Parents. A total of 216 parents and other relatives or friends of
special education students attended one or more parent workshop sessions. Tables

7-9 contain information obtained from parents about their family size, how much of
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a problem their special education children present -o pared to their other children,
and their perception of their children's disabilities.

T&ble 7

Number of Other Children Under 18 Years of Age Living at Home
(Percent of Parents in Each Category)

0 3 4 3 or more
M-Cycle I 34 25 8 17 8 8

M-Cycle II 0 27 18 46 9 0

Q-Cycle I 18 18 18 46 0 0

Q-Cycle H 0 24 33 33 0 6

Table 8

Percentage of Parents Indicating How Much of a Problem S
Education Child Presents Compared to Other Children

uch More Same Less

M-Cycle I

M-Cycle II

Q-Cycel I

0-Cycle II

55

20

75

42

36

10

25

50

9

70



Table 9

Parents' Identification of Special Education Child's Disability
(Percent of Parents in Each Category)

M-Crle I M-Cxcle U 0-Cycle I 0-Cycle II

Slow Learner 70 0 29 15
(Learning Disl

Reading 6: Math 10 31 14 30
(Resource Room)

Emotional/Behavioral 15 29 20
(Self Control,
Hyperactive)

Mentaily Retarded 0 0 0 15

None indicated 20 46 0 20

Other 0 8 29 0

As these tables indicate, most of the parents attending the workshop had

between one and three other children living at home. The extent to which their

special education children presented a Problem for them compared to other children

varied by district. Apparently the fall cycle districts, and part cularly the Oueens

group, found their special education children to be much more of a problem at home.

It was observed, however that this group also indicated the presence of more

physical disabilities, such as "eyesight" and "cerebral palsy." This may have
affected their perception of how problematic their special education children were.

In contrast, the M-Cycle ri parents found their special education children to be less

of a problem than their other children. Perhaps the cultural differences among

commun ties affected the parents' ability to cope with the needs their children or
perhaps these parents simply did not perceive their children as in need of special

education. The latter is likely to be the case since it was observed that 46 percent
of the M-cycle II group did not indicate knowledge of any parVcular disability in

their children and nine percent listed an erroneous category such as "IEP."
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In general, all participants had an extremely positive opinion of the workshops,

which included both the presentations by resource people and small group activities.

The main complaint of parents was illzt there was not enough time per session to

cover all the topics they would have Like-r.' to discuss. As a result of this project,

three parents went on for additional training as COH parent respresentatives and

now two of them are serving on the COH Review Board in District 5 in Manhattan.

Additionally four parents (as well as four trainers) have gone on to attend the

leadership training seminars at Cornell University. Also of interest is the fact that

two of the trainers, who are also the parents of special education youngsters, are in

the process of furthering their own education. One is obtaining her GED (General

Equivalency Diploma) as a result of her own experience in the workshops and the

other has enrolled in college and hopes to become a social worker.

The Pre and Post Surveys as well as the End-of-Session Ratings by parents

reflected similar positive effects of training and will be discussed in detail in the
following pages.

Pre and Post Surveys. Parents were assessed on the extent of their knowledge, level

of active engagement, and opinions regarding career development of their children.

On post-surveys only, parents were also asked to rate the overall usefulness of the

workhop activities and the extent of their participation in career development
activities after training. In addition, on the post-survey, parents were asked a few

open-ended questions to provide some addtional feedback on program effectiveness.

Knowledge Cornponent

Table 10 contains the total percentages of correct responses to all questions

measuring parents knowledge of career development concepts and the rights of
children with special needs. The percentages are listki separately for each district

and are compared between pre- and post surveys. As the table shows, three districts

made 10 to 20 percent overall gains in the knowledge component. In particular three
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districts achieved 100 percent accuracy on one item, namely the one that had to do

with knowledge of organizations that offer special job training for children with

disabilities. The fall cycle districts Wso achieved 100 percent accuracy on an item

that had to do with knowledge of ways in which parents can act as advocates for

their own children within the school. All groups sho ed considerable gains in

knowledge of organizations that exist for children with special needs and except for

the Queens spring cycle group, all also increased their knowledge of the laws
regarding provision of special programs for children with special needs.

Table 10

Percentage of Parents wi h Accurate Knowledge of Career Development
Concepts and Special Education Rights

Item M-Cycle I
pre Post

Law and special
programs

55 90

Evaluation of
children with
special needs

83 100

Organizations that
offer job training

58 100

Changing child's
program

82 100

Effect of disability
on career preparation

58 70

Discrimination on
basis of handicap

75 60

Organizations for
children with
special needs

25 70

Rights of employer
to ask about
disability

92 100

High school programs 58 60

Overall Knowledge 65 83
Percentage

M-Cycle 11
Pre Post

92 100

69 80

76 100

8 14

92 57

33 57

62 82

15 33

29

53 61
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Q-Cycle I
Pre Post

0-Cycle II
Pre Post_

45 86 80 64

73 86 78 46

73 100 75 93

73 100 20 29

91 100 61 77

73 100 74 79

55 100 41 79

91 86 28

46 43 32 29

69 89 55 56



Career Develo ment Activities (PrePost-Surve . Table 11 contains

the percentages of parents who engaged in career development activities with and
for their special education youngsters on a pre-post test basis. A four-point rating
scWe was used in which parents had to indicate how often they engaged in particular

activities. Percentages are listed separately for each district and represent a
summation for all listed activities.

The table shows that most groups seemed to show an overall increase in the

percentage of parents engaging often in career development activities from pre and

post tests. Although not included in the table, all districts seemed to show a marked

increase in the frequency with which they tried to learn about the rights of their
special education children and about the different programs in the high schools that
would be best for their youngsters. (See Apendix for specific items included in this
part of the Parent Pre- and Post-Surveys.)

Table 11

Percentages of the Levels of Frequency with Which Parents
Engage in Career Development Activities

Pre-Survey
Not

Often Sometimes Often
Plan
To Often

Post-Survey
Not

Sometimes Often
Plan
To

M-Cycle I 29 31 15 25 48 17 5 30

M-Cycle 11 52 28 2 18 54 12 8 26

0-Cyde 1 21 24 22 46 26 12 16

Q-Cycle Ii 48 19 9 24 44 15 17 24

0 thion Survey. Parents were asked whether they agreed or d'sagreed with a
series of items related to special education children and the selection of career
options. Tables 12 and 13 contain the percentage of parents whose opinions were
consistent with the values and objectives of the program expressed both before and

after participation in the workshops. For the purpose of clarity of analysis, all
-36-
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items in the tables are stated so that agreement is always the appropriate response.

However, in the parent questionnaires disagreement with a statement might attually

have been the response of choice. For example, the statement, "Once a child

decides on a career she or he should stick to it," should have been rated "disagree."

For the t;141e the item is restated as, "Once a child decides on a career she or he

does not have to std.< to it."

In addition, the content of fall and spring surveys were not exactly the same

and so will be listed separately.

Table 12

Percentage of Parents in Agreement with Career
Selection Statement (Fall Cycle)

By the time a child is in high schoo
parents can still do much to help.

It is the school's responsibility to help
my child plan a career. .

Because of his/her disability my child
needs special help from the school.

Once a child decides on a career he/she
dams not have to stick to it.

It's best for a child to go on a
interview alone.

Friends and family are the best source
for finding a job.

It's hard to get your own child to talk
about how she or he is doing in school.

What a person likes should be considered
in the career he or she chooses.

In spite of my child's special problems
there are many careers open to him or her.

Children should not decide on a career
by themselves.

Mean Agreement Score
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M-Cycle I 0-Cycle I
Pre Post

84 80

75 50

84 100

42 50

90 60

46 90

33 60

84 100

67 70

50 60

66 72

4

Pre Post

73 71

73

90 86

64 57

90 100

27 29

36 42

91 100

40 43

18 58

61 63



Table 13

Percentage of Parents in Agreement With Career Selection Statements
(Spring Cycle)

By the time a child is in high school parents
can still do much to help him/her.

It is the school's responsibility to help
my child plan a career

Because of his or her disability my child
needs special help from the school.

Once a child decides on a career he/she
does not have to stick to it.

It's best for a child to go on a job
interview alone.

A high school diploma does not insure that
my special education child will get a job.

Friends and family are the best source for
finding a job.

It's hard to get your child to talk about
how she or he is doing in school.

What a person likes should be considered
in the career she/he chooses.

In spite of my child's special problems,
there are many careers open to him or her.

Children should not decide on a career
by themselves.

Mean Agreement Score

M-Crcle Ii 0-cycle II
Pre Post Pre Post

62 30 79 92

54 30 35 55

85 100 88 60

54 58 62

86 75 69

62 53 69

69 43 53 69

25 50 50 42

67 95 35

62 71 86 75

46 14 37 54

61 54 66 67

As shown in Table 12, the extent to which parents changed their opinions after
participati-g in the workshop differed somewhat between school districts. Overall,
the Manhattan Fall group tended to be more influenced in a positive direction by

program attendance while the Oueens group did not show any overall change. In

some content areas, however, both groups seemed to alter or maintain their opinions
-38-



in the same way. For example, both groups changed their opinions about whether

the school should be responsible for helping their children plan a career.

Interestingly, after program attendance, fewer parents felt that the schools had to

be responsible in this area, although the project staff tried to stress that this was

one of the areas in which the schools could be held responsible. It is suggested,

however, that the participants were more impressed by the program's emphasis on

parents acting ms advocates and career educators of their own children and had

increased their knowledge of other agencies that could help th2ir children.

Consecrutintly, they may have over-reacted and decided that the school's role was

less important in career planning. Also the Oueens group's opinion about whether

children should decide on a career by themsleves became more like that of the

Manhattan group's after training (i.e., children should not decide alone).

Other items elicted different responses for each school district. For example,

at the end of the program, the Manhattan group changed their opinions and agreed

that friends and family were the best source for finding a job. The Oueens group,

however, stuck to their original point of view that these were not the best sources.

Conversely, the Queens group completely agreed, after training, that it is best for a
child to go on a job interview alone, but the Manhattan group changed their minds

and disagreed with this concept even though project staff agreed with it. Again

perhaps this was caused by parents taking their role as advocates very ser ously and

applying it to situations across the board. Finally, after training, more members of

the Manhattan group acknowledged that it was difficult to get their own children to

talk about how they were doing in school, while the Oueens group denied having this
problem. This may mean that the Manhattan group, as a result of training, may
have tried communicating with their children on a different level and so were
finding it harder to get their children to speak with them.
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Table 13 shows that the Spring Queens group was initally somewhat more in
agreement with the items presented than was the Manhattan group. For example,

more Queens parents believed that they could help their children when they reached
high school age, understood that a high school diploma did not ensure employment,

and had a more optimistic outlook toward career possibilities in their handicapped
child's future. These initial differences may have been due to cultural factors,
particularly since the Manhattan group spoke mostly Spanish and had not been in the
country very long. Therefore, they were probably less well informed and more
removed from school and community resJurces available to them as special
education parents. In addition, the Manhattan group showed a slight decrease in the
extent to which they tended to agree with the point of view conveyed by the project
trainers and leaders. This may have been a function of communication difficulties
caused by the need for simultaneous translations and consequently a failure to
convey more subtle attitudes and opinions. It may also reflect cultural differences
in that certain attitudes such as whether children should make career decisions
alone, are culturaly determined and less amenable to change over a short period of
time. Most likely, however, as pointed cut by several trainers, was that the
Hispanic parents had more difficulty in accurately reflecting their attitudes on the
particular type of questionnaire that was used since the form was unfamiliar to
them.

Ra Worksho Activities Po Tables 14 and 15 contain the

mean parent ratings, on a scale of 3 (very useful) to I (not vey useful) of the
activities engaged in during the workshop sessions- Separate tables are used for fall
and spring cycles because the parent questionnaires differ slightly for each cycle.
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Table 14

Mean Ratings of Workshop Activities (Fall Cycle)

M-C cle I 0-Cycle I

Talking to people
from high schools

2.8 2.8

Talking to people
from other organizations

2.8 3.0

Talking with other pareniz 3.0 2.5

Things we got to read 2.8 3.0

Meeting in large group 2.7 2.7

Talking in the small
group

3.0 2.8

Asking questions 2.7 3.0

Mew Ratings

Table 15

of Workshop Activ

M-Cyle 11

les (Spring Cycle)

0-Cycle II

Getting information
from speakers

3.0 2.9

Getting information
about career training
for myself

3.0 2.8

Things to read 2.9 2.9

Asking questions 3.0 2.7

Listening to other parents 2.9 2.6

Talking with other parents
in small group

2.8 2.6

Practicing career planning
activities in small group

2.7 2.5

As indicated in the tables, for the fall cycle parents, there were some
differences between districts. Although overall both Oueens and Manhattan groups
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found the sessions mostly very useful, the Q-Cycle I group most appreciated talking

to people from other organizations, asking questions, and obtaining the reading
material that was distributed. In contrast the M-Cycle I group felt that they
benefitted most from talking with other parents and participating in the small group
activities. Similar results were obtained for the spring cycle.

Tables 16 and 17 contain the percentage of parents for fall and spring cycles
respectively, who experienced some positive impact from the program in directions

reflecting the stated goals of the program, i.e., increased capacity to act as a
career educator and advocate for one's own child. Again because questionnaires

differed somewhat for each cycle, the groups are treated separately.

Table 16

Percentage of Parents Engaged in Positive Activities Involving Their Role
As Advocates and Career Educators (Fall Cycle)

Recommend program
to another parent

There are people and
organizations to help
my child find a job

I tried activities
with my child

I contacted
organizations

I agree with what
school says is my
child's disablity

12ycle I (2=gysi

100 100

100 100

100 100

30 10

70 50



Table 17

Percentage of Parents Engaged in Positive Activities Involving
their Role as Advocates and Career Educators (Spring Cycle)

Recommend program to
another parent

There are ptvple and
organizations to help
my child find a job

I tried activities
with my child

I contacted organizations

I agree with what
school says is my
child's disability

I am more familar
with high school
special education programs

I have better idea of
requirements to get high
school diploma

I know more about what
careers my chid is
interested in

I am better able to help
my child decide on a
career

I know more about kinds of
jobs that are right for my
child

I have been thinking about
changing careers for myself

I am currently working
outside my home

I am currently a student

I am active in one or more

M-C cle 11 0-Cycle T.

100 100

100 100

86 75

83 33

100 50

100 92

100 83

100 83

100 100

100

29 75

43 60

43 27

71 8
community organizations -43-
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As indicated in the tables the fall cycle parents were not yet very active in

contacting organizations to help their children and many did not agree with the

school's assessment of their child's disability. Nevertheless, all said that they would

recommend this program to another parent, that they felt there were organizations

that could help t 'r children find jobs, and that they had tried out the workshop

activities with the;-,r owh children.

In the spring cycle, the Manhattan parents seemed particularly active in acting

as advocates for their children. The Queens group, while also active, was more like

the fall cycle groups in that they had not contacted many outside organizations as a

result of the program. The Queens spring group, however, appeared to be more
concerned with their own career development as compared to the Manhattan group.

2m1-ended Questions (Post-Survey). On the post-survey only, parents were

asked to indicate specifically what they learned about their children through the

program and what kind of work they thought their children could do. At the end of

the spring cycle, parenu were also asked if they wanted to continue the meetings

and what else they would like to learn. A, ong the responses, the following were

representative comments:

What they learned about their own children

"My child will go to high school and also college if he wishes. He will be able
to find a job and be an independent adult in spite of his handicap."

"My child can get a job even with his disability. He feels shy about going on
interviews by himself."

"My child has an idea of what she would like to do."

"There are some job interests my child has that I never knew before."

"It is-never too early to plan for a career."

"My child has his own mind and wants to think for himself."

"My child can get help."
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What kind of work their children cart do

"Child care."

"Mailroom."

"Something with his hands = repairing, rebuilding things."

"Anything he wants to work for."

"Sewing."

"Candy striper.

"Clerical, machine operator, nursing aide."

"Computers - programmer or word processing."

Want to continue (Spring cycle only)

YES NO

100 percent 0 percent

What else they would like them to learn (Spring cycle only). Among the

comments made were the following: How to handle a highly emotional child."

"More about disabled children." "More about the clinicians that specialize in treating
those with learning disabilities." "Something for the younger children." As these
comments suggest parents of special education children on a junior high school level

may have a difficult time thinking about their child in terms of career potential.
Rather, they still need to come to terms with what it means to have a learning
disabled or emotionally disturbed child and perhaps could benefit from subsequent or
prior orientation on being special education parents.

End-of-Session Evaluations. End-of-session evaluations were completed for
three workshops by each group (the first and last workshops were used for
completing pre- and post-survey instruments). In general, the parents responded
very favorably to the project. The reactions to each workshop session are
considered separately within each district.
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Overall Impressions. Tables 18 to 21 contain the mean overall ratings of the

value or worthwhileness of the meetings. The scale had 3 points going from 3 (very

good) to 2 somewhat good) to 1 (not very good).

Table 18

Mean Value of Workshop Session as Rated by M-Cycle I Parents

Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Mean

Worthwhileness 2.94 3.00 Z.77 2.90

Interest 2.31 2.92 2.88 2.87

Value of Speakers 2.88 2.92 2.88 2.89

Useful Ideas
to try at home

2.44 2.50 2.13 2.36

Length of Meeting 2.75 2.66 2.56 2.66

Mean Rating 2.76 2.80 2.64 2.73

Note: In addition, 94 percent of the respondents at Session 2 indicated that they
would recommend the meeting to a friend; 100 percent at Session 3; and 100
percent at Session 4.

Table 19

Mean Value of Workshop Sessions as Rated by M-Cycle II Parents

Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Mean

Wo- hwhileness 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

Interest 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

Value of Speakers 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

Useful Ideas
to try at home

2.83 3.00 3.00 2.94

Length of Meeting 2.83 2.86 3.00 2.90

Mean Rating 2.93 2.97 3.00 2.97

Note: In addition, all respondents at Sessions 2 and 3 indicated that they would
recommend the meeting to a friend.
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Table 20

Mean Value of Workshop Sessions as Rated by 0-Cycle I Parents

Session 2 Sesssion 3 Session 4 Mean

Worthwhileness 2.91 2.67 2.60 2.73

Interest 100 2.92 2.80 2.91

Value of Speakers 3.00 2.75 2.60 2.78

Useful ideas
to try at home

2.00 2.42 2.20 2.21

Length of Meeting 2.71 2.58 3.00 2.76

Mean Rating 2.72 2.67 2.64 2.68

Note: In addition, all respondents at Sessions 2, 3, and 4, indicated that they would
recommend the meeting to a friend.

Table 21

Mean Value of Workshop Sessions as Rated by Q-Cycle II Parents

Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Mean

Worthwh" eness 2.93 3.00 2.85 2.93

Interest 3.00 2.91 2.93 2.95

Value of Speakers 3.00 2.91 2.79 2.90

Useful ideas
to use at home

2.64 2.54 2.62 2.60

Length of Meeting 2.57 2.80 2.79 2.82

Mean Rating 2.83 2.33 2.80 2.82

Note: In addition, all parents who responded, at Sessions 2 and 3, indicated thatthey would recommended the meeting to a friend.

The contents of Table 18, 20 and 21 show that although parents overwhelmingly

found the meetings to be worthwhile and interesting, they felt that they did not get
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that many ideas to take home and try out. This probably reflected the fact that at
each workshop parents were given only one activity to try out at home after
practicing it in the group. While the activities might have been very useful, only
one activity was presented at each session. In addition, the slight dissatisfaction

expressed about the length of the meeting (see table 18, 19, 21) indicates that
parents liked what they got and wanted more of it. As one parent indicated, at
Session 4 "As usual the time was to short," and another noted at Session 2, "Time
ran out too soon."

Ratin s of Worksho s Activities. Tables 22 and 23 contain the mean parent
ratings, on a scale of 3 (very useful) to I (not .very useful) of the activities engaged
in during each workhop session. Separate tables are used for fall and spring cycles
because the parent questionnaires differed slightly for each cycle.

Table 22

Mean Ratings of Workshop Activ

M-Cycle I
3 4

-e (Fall

SESSION

Mean

Cycle)

0-Cycle
2 3 4 Mean

Talking to people from
high schools 2.93 2.83 2.74 2.83 2.88 2.91 1.75 2.51

Talking to people from
other organizations 2.79 2.80 274 2.77 3.00 2.50 3.00 2.83
Talking with other parents 2.88 2.90 238 2.72 2.56 2.73 2.60 2.63

Things we got to read 3.00 2.91 2.57 2.83 2.89 2.0 2.25 2.55
Meeting in large groups 2.69 2.44 2.57 2.57 2.36 2.44 2.50 2.43
Talking in the small group 2.93 3.00 2.78 2.90 2.73 2.83 2.60 2.72
Asking questions 2.85 2.58 2.56 2.66 2.78 3.00 2.60 2.79

Overall Rating 2.87 2.78 2.62 2.76 2.74 2.70 2.47 2.64
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Table 23

Mean Ratings of Workshop Activities (Spring Cycle)

M-C
2

SESSION
Q-Cycle

2 3 4

Ge ting information from speakers 3.00 3.00 2.90 3.00 2.'10 2.79

Getting information about career
training for myself 2.67 3.00 2.70 2.72 2.50 2.50

Things to read 2.83 2.86 2.90 2.72 2.64 2.71

Asking questions 2.83 2.86 2.80 283 2.89 2.79

Listening to other parents 3.00 2.86 2.80 2.72 2.91 2.69

Talking with other parents in
small groups 2.83 2.36 2.90 2.69 3.00 2.64

Practicing career planning
activities in small groups 3.00 3.00 2.90 3 00 2.70 2.50

Overall Rating 2.88 2.92 2.84 2.81 2.79 2.66

As can be seen from the tables, parents judged all the activities as a little to

very useful. Only one item was rated not very useful at the fourth session by the

Q-Cycle I group (i.e., talking to people from the high school). However, this

probably was because the item did not apply to that particular session although it

was included in the questionnaire for all sessions of the fall cycle. Also it can be

observed that within each borough, the spring cycle was rated as more useful on

individual items for each session than- the fall cycle. It is suggested that three
factors may account for the difference. First, some adaptations in the program

based on the experience of the first cycle may have improved the quality of
activities. For example, speakers were more thoroughly briefed before

presentations and trainers were given more formal career education instruction at
seminars. Second, the rating form Itself was modified to reflect more accurately
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the actual goals and content of the program. Finally, it may have been that the
observation period of spring trainers during the fall cycle facilitated their
development as parent group leaders and so was reflected in parent ratings.

Rating of Information & Skills Com onent. TIes 24-27 contain the mean
parent ratings, on a scale of 3 (learned a lot) to 1 (did not learn much) of skills and

information conveyed at each workshop session.

Table 24

Mean Ratings of Things Learned About at Each Session (M-Cycle

What the schools do for students
Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Mean

with special needs. 2.81 2.40 2.25 2.49

What other organizations can do 2.50 2.11 2.63 2.41

Where to get help for child and
family problems 2.54 2.60 2.75 2.63

How to work with other parents 2.43 2.70 2.29 2.47

How to work with schools 2.62 2.55 2.38 2.52

How to work with other
organizations 2.58 233 2.50 2.47

Things I can do at home re:
career development 2.48 2.76 2.56 2.61

What jobs are availe3le for my child 1.92 2.45 2.25 2.21

What training is needed for jobs 2.08 2.60 2.19 2.29

What business looks for in workers 1.92 2.30 2.00 2.07

Overall Rating 2.39 2.48 2.38 2.42
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Table 25

Mean Ratings of Things Learned About at

Session 2

Each Session ycle

Session 3 Session 4 Mean-
What the schools do for students
with special needs

2.67 3.00 2.60 2.76

What other organizations can do 2.33 233 2.50 2.39

Where to get help for child and
family problems

2.67 2.71 2.60 2.66

How to work with other paren s 2.60 2.14 2.44 2.39

How to work with schools 2.50 2.71 2.50 2.57

How to work with other
organizations 2.50 1.67 2.50 2.22

Things I can do at home re: car
development

2.50 286 2.80 2.72

What jobs are available for my child 2.50 2.43 2.60 2.51

What training is needed for jobs L50 2.43 2.60 2.51

What business looks for in workers 1.50 1.83 LOO 1.78

Overall Rating 2.43 2.41 2.51 2.45



Table 26

atings of Things Learned About at Each Session (0-Cycle I)

What the schools do for students

Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Mean

with special needs 2.50 2.42 2.25 2.39

What other organizations can do 2.20 233 2.80 2.44

Where to get help for child and
family problems 2.40 2.64 2M 2.48

How to work with other parents 2.38 2.27 1.80 2.15

How to work with schools 2.78 2.55 2.40 2.58

How to work with other
organizations 2.30 2.50 2.80 2.53

Things I can do at home re:
career development 2.11 2.62 2.89 2 54

What jobs are available for my child 1.70 2.64 2.40 2.25

What training is needed for jobs 2.00 2.50 1.90 2.13

What business looks for in workers 1.50 2.10 2.25 1.95

Overall Rating 2.44 2.46 239 2.43



Table 27

Mean Ratings of Things Learned About at Each Session (Q-Cycle II)

What the schools do for students

Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Mean

with special needs 2.86 2.63 2.67 2.70

What other organizations can do 2.50 2.29 2.75 2.51

Where to get help for child and
family problems 2.77 2.63 2.91 2.77

How to work with other parents 2.36 2.67 2.60 2.54

How to work with schools 2.79 2.50 2.55 2.61

How to work with other
organizations 2.57 267 2.75 2.66

Things I can do at home re:
career development 2.57 2.63 2.50 2.57

What jobs are available for my child 2.71 2.22 1.67 2.20

What training is needed for jobs 2.64 1.88 2.36 230

What business looks for in workers 2.36 1.71 2.25 2.11

Overall Rating 2.61 2.38 2.50 2.33

As the tables show, most parents felt that they learned the most about where

to get help for their children or family when they have problems, how to work with

the schools to help their children, and about things to do at home to help their
children learn about their interests and abilities regarding career development.

Many other parents also felt that they had learned a lot about what the schools do
for students with special needs. Almost ail parents felt they had learned the least

about what business looks for in workers.

Parent Perc tions of Trainer Effectiveness. During the spring cycle only,
parents were asked to rate the effectiveness of the small group activities, largely as

8 0
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a function of trainer competence. Table 28 contains these rating5 b

point scale (3=always, 2=sometirn , 1=never).

Table 28

_e_ on a

Mean Parent Ratings of the Sm 1 Group Process

M-Cycle rt
2 3 4 ean

and Activities (Spring Cycle only)

SESSION
Q-Cycle II

2 3 4 Mears_

Leader stenedli 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 O 3.00 3.00

Leader gave everyone
a chance to speak

3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

Leader understood
parents concerns

3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.93 2.92 2.95

Leader offered good
suggestions

3.00 2.86 3.00 2.95 2.89 2 77 2.77 2.81

There was a good
group feeling

3.00 2.86 3.00 2.95 2. 90 2.79 2 .77 2. 82

I was comfortable
speaking

3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.91 2.79 2.85 2.85

I understood what the
leader talked about

3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 2.71 2.40 2.70

Overall Rating 3.00 2.96 3.00 2.99 2.96 2.86 2.82 2.88

As the table shows most parents felt that the trainers were almost alwa
effective leaders in the small group activities. They seemed to be particular13,.r

pleased with leaders' ability to listen and give everyone a chance to speak. Th

Manhatttan group, however, judged the leaders more positively than the Queen

group did. This tendency was probably due to the fact that some of the groups wer
led in Spanish in Manhattan and the higher ratings reflect the parents appreciatiork
this adaptation.
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0- n-Ended Questions. Parents were asked to indicate thos aspects of each

workshop that they thought were best about each meeting, those apects that could

have been improved, and alscv to list any question or needs for additaonal information

that they had. Among the res-ponses were the following represenate comments:

Best about todays meeting

"I learned about rights that I did not know about."

"The emphasis on parents at-tending and meeting with the teachers.

"The speakers' willingness to, answer your questions in spite of the t=irne
factor."

"The information that the speakers presented."

"Meeting people who have the same concerns."

"The speakers that had infor-mation on high school special educa rs=.."

"Discussing something impor-tant to me and finding out what my dav=ghter
wants to do with the future smiprised me."

"Talking about the I.E.P. and rights for parents and children,"

"I learned a lot about other people with disabled children aM got Uight into
special education."

"Finding out that it is legal Lem- my child to stay in choo1 until age I and to
see that the school is doing rrtore for parents with disabled chIldrer1."

"Talking about my son with tine group."

"The way a parent can help choosing a career for their children."

"The small group session and discussing problems with other parents."

"I learned some of the places that I can get help for my child if I ne-td it."

"I was made aware that I am imposing what career I want for my chELid on
him."

"Looking through the job pictures and expressing why would choose
particular jobs."

Thin s that could have ben imaioasd about tots_allettisl
Although most parents indicated that everything was fine the meeting,

some typical comments includde
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"The group was too small."

"The date - being the eve of Thanksgiving."

"I'll be late for supper."

"Although the speakers were excellent, the time they used up left a minimumfor our (small group) meeting."

"Need to stay more on the subject."

"The meeting was held on Martin Luther King's birthday."

"There was not enough time."

"Time ran out too soon."

"As usual 'A was too short."

"There wasn't enough infornation."

Addidonal information desired and su e_ 'ons

"Need more information about the way people come to make important careerchoices."

"What about the kids who are not diploma bound?"

"What about the mentaly retarded? They are part of special education."

"I would like to have heard about specific careers for students and how theycan prepare for them."

"Have the program later, perhaps 5-7 p.m. or extend the time another halfhour.

"Give more information about what schools can offer."

"Keep it going as long as possible."

"Keep up the good work."

"Services available in vocatft,nal training."

Although particular personal concerns are reflected in many of these
comments, they also convey the generally positive response of parents to the
program. Some parents seemed to favor the presentations by guest speakers, while
others felt that the small group interactions were most beneficial. The major

-56-
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criticisms indicated that parents wanted more of what the program was offering,

namely information and time to consider it.

Parents Closing Comments at Last Session. At the end of the last parent

workshop session, tne parents were asked to give their reactions to their experience

of the program as a whole. The following comments, coming from all districts, are

representative of their responses:

"Thank goodness for programs like this."

"I learned so muth from the trainers. When I came to this country, I dedicated
myself to working with my children. I didn't know my rights. If the school
said to go here or go there, I did it. Now I know my rights and about services
and I can tell other parents about them. I felt very good to be in this group."

"Before I came here I only knew the history oA my son, but here I learned about
the history of other children."

"These meetings have done so much for me. I didn't know anything and now
know who to go to and where to go. I got so much information."

"I liked the small groups. It was more comfortable to talk there. I have
trouble talking in big groups."

"I wasn't aware that there are so many organizations for learning disabled
childrgin."

"I learned a lot about job training. Pm a little slow, but I read the mat rial at
home."

"The meetings made me so much more aware. Pm going to help keep an eye on
my son. I want to know his progress step by step. I'm willing to pull him out
of school and give him training now if necessary."

"My son is on the howr roll in his class. He's trying real hard. He likes to
cook. He said he doesn't work, but he does. He does errands and sells papers
and participates in church activities and helps the elderly."

"More parents should benefit from this."
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TRAINING PARENTS AS CAREER EDUCATORS

EVALUATION REPORT

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Evaluation Report is to provide external

evaluative data concexiiing the Project titled "Training Parents As

Career Educators." This Project, sponsored by the Center for Advanced

Study in Education (CASE), Institute for Research and Development in

Occupational Education, Graduate School and University Center of the

City University of New York, was in operation during the School Ye

1984-1985 with a staff consisting of David Katz, Roslyn Fisher, and

Ellen Icolari.

This training program was designed to provide parents of Special

Education pupils with information and skills to assist their children

prepare for careers and employment. More specifically, the Proposal

Abstract stated that the Project was developed to enrich the career

and development of inner-city handicapped students on the junior

high school level by t- parent-trainers using a traine of-trainers

model. This process was envisioned as a way to fill a major gap between

home and school, and to forge strong working relationships among

collaborating community groups whose personnel were trained.

In operational terms, the Project trained representatives from

a cross section of community groups including parents in two communi y

school districts, using a seminar and practicum model. Following an

orientation session, five seminar sessions for training trainers and

and five practicum sessions for trainers to replicate their training
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'with parents were held on a weekly alternating basis, e.g. seminar,

week 2; practicum, week 3, and so on.

During the practicum aspect of trai -lag, parent-trainers con-

ducted a series of parent education workshops for parents whose di-

capped children were in junior high school Special Education classes

for the neurologically impaired and or emotionally handicapped mainly,

within the two selected districts.

The University staff assigned to training brought many strengths

and positives for Infusion into this parent-trainer program, e.g.

validated content, materials, and teaching strategies used saCcessftlly

in prior years when conducting pilot demonstration programs for training

innercity parents as ca:leec educators; training and experience from

the areas of special education and career counseling. In addition,

cooperating traine amd consultants were drawn from representatives

of community groups and junior high school enior high school Special

Education and Mainstream personnel.

Five, two-hour workshops were planned and conducted for parents

who ware recruited using the following incentives:

1. Bilingual presentations as needed;

2. Resource materials available in both Engli

Spnni

3, Stipend of $5.00 for each workshop to cover

transportation and other expenses;

4. Babysitting facilities during the workshop d

5 Certificate of completion given at an Awards Ceremony.
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produced in English and in Spanish, gave information

ming staff, resource pel5onnel, participating agencies,

and objectives related to parental participation in the workshops.

According to the brochure, by participating in the workshops, paren

would be better prepared to:

Help their children develop positive attitudes
toward work.

O Help their children consider their interests and
abilities whe-. making career choices.

Help their children understand employment require-
ments, job duties, and responsibilities.

Help their children to get information on careers
in which they may be interested.



II. EVALUATION DESIGN

In designing this EValuation, summative and formative evaluative

modalities were considered as Project interventions. It was recognized

that summative evaluation has as its primary goal rating of participants,

g train onsultant effectiveness, and comparing cuimiculum

content. To be truly an aid to the teaching and learning processes,

evaluation must take place not only at the termination of these

processes, but also while they are still malleable and amenable to

ge, adaptation, and modification. Thus, formative evaluation

data meet the criteria of an in-process intervention.

Formative evaluation intervenes the paxticipant's formation

period, not when the process is deemed to be complete. Formative

evaluation pinpoints areas of concern so that Immediate and subsequent

training can be made more relevant, pertinent, effective, and beneficial.

In sum, the primary purpose of formative observations is to determine

how well a given learning task has been mastered and to define the

part of the task still to be mastered. By so doing, the part ipant-

learner and the trainer focus upon the specific lea/-ning necessary

for approaches to mastery.

Summative, as opposed to formative evaluation, usually sves to

document the success or failure of a project. In most instances, it

frequently comes too late to impact on the practices of the program

as these practices axe being evaluated. At times, potentially effective

programs are jettisoned because evaluative information and recommendations

for change axe provided too late to impact on a program. Oft

only using a summative approach, a good program must wait for its

first replication to achieve excelience. On the other hand, formative
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evaluation seeks to provide ongoing validation of proposed plans and

activities along with course corrections in order to maximize the

success of a project.

When this Consultant made entry into the Project, formative

evaluation data had already been collected, which had been used by

trainers and consultants on an ongoing basis to make changes, adapta-

tions, and modifications to fit participants' t

closely.

This Consultant gained a historical perspective of the Project

as a result of the following:

1. Perusal of documents concerning the Project,
e.g. Proposal Abstract, recruitment brochure,
seminar/practica agendas;

2. Examination of Evaluation Forms filled out
participants who attended past training sessions, and

3. Consultations with Pro ect administrator who
provided verbal confirmation with added insights
concel-ning the overall philosophy, rationale,
goals, and objectives of the pro

dition, this Consultant obtained a current and first-hand

observation of the Project bY:

1. Attending seminars for trainers and practice
sessions with i'arents held at each of the
two district -6.,tes;

Analyzing user feedback presented orally at
each se sion attended by trainers an or parents;

3. Holding informal conversations with trainers
an or parents to determine the level of satis-
faction with the Project, and

4. Consulting and or interviewing trainers and/o
consultants who conducted meetings attended

this EValuator.

9 0



This EValuation Report represents, therefore, a distillation of

prmsary and secondary souzves, both foimative and summative, from which

a statement of program effectiveness can be InRrie. It appears to this

Evaluator that the Project was very effe tive in that it responded to

a pressing need and exemplified signi _cant positive aspects. Specific

positive mApects of the Project's design and implementation will be set

forth in the Summary, Conclusions, and Recomm dations segment of this

Report.
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SUMMARY CONCL °NS., AND RECOMDATIONS

It is the opinion of this EValuator that the Project kaown

"Tisining Parents As Career Educators" was exemplary. A qbeicer'

dozen" of specific examples of positive aspects of the Project's

design and implementation are as follows:

1. The Project responded to a critical need felt
by parents of Special Education pupils in
junior high schools for assistance in preparing
these children for careers and employment;

2. The Project's model concentrated on developing
parent-trainer leadership and advocacy skills
that trainers transmitted in practica to
parents of Special Education pupils.

3. The Project made linkages with school pezbonnel
in two districts, as well as with personnel
in community-based organizations, thus increasing
the capabilities of community groups and parent
coalitions to influence school programs that
promote career education for handicapped youth
as a means to facilitate the transition from
school to the "world of work."

4.. Curriculum for the Project was planned on a
develaimental, sequential, and organized basis.
Each session's curriculum appeared in outline
form as a duplicated flyer which was distributed
to participants before the seseion began.

5. Resource materials for distribution to the
participants were carefUlly selected for their
practicality, pertinence, and readabilityt

6. University staff members and consultants were .

experts with training in appropriate disciplines,
aa well as relevant experience. They exa'rcised
leadership indi-idually and collectively to
provide seminar presentations which represanted
maximum competence and contrasting leadership
styles. During practicum sessions, they observed
and monitored the leadership behavior of parent-
trainers to provide substance for later feedback
and traini

9 2



7. Refreshments ware included at sessions for a
variety of reasons. FOr example, serving food
at the beginning of a session set up an informal
and practical activity to accommodate latecomers,
to refresh participants who might otherwise have
missed some food intake in order to be present
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m., and to-build a climate
of trust and rapport.

Session presentations included a diversity of
teaching approaches which recognized individual
differences in learning styles. Session approaches
included didactic presentatims, experiential
activities, questions and answers, role playing,
"ice breakers," and open-ended discussion starters.

9. Session presentations utilized a variety of
group-work formats. large-group sessions, for
example, used the Circle technique. SmA11-group
activities were provided, for example, with
opportunities fora spokesperson to report to
the large group. In this way, opportunities were
provided participants' varying levels of comfort
at responding in dyads, triads, groups of 4 or 5,
and the fUll Circle.

10. Provision was made to make non-English-speaking
parents feel at ease. Presentations at parents'
sessions were made in both English and Spanish.
In addition, materials were prepared for a bi
audience.

Feedback from Project "users" was obtained and
utilized in an ongoing way for planni of future
sessions, making changes and modifications, and
preparimg for tuture replication.

12. The Project utilized validated content, materials,
teaching strategies, and principles such as "peers
teaching peers" deemed successfUl in prior years
when conducting other pilot/demonstration programs
for training inner-city parents as career educators.

Parents were offered incentives tor the purposes
of recruitment ana retention, e.g. stipend of
$5.00 for each workshop to cover transportation
and other expenses; babysitting facilities;
certificate of completion at an Awards Ceremony.
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Recommendations which axe the outcome of the Project are:

I. Replication of the Project in additional

School Districts throughomt New York City;

2. Designation of the two School Districts chosen

for 1984-1985 as follow-up sites for 1985-1986

to determine the impact of the Project.

3. Codify the content materials, and process used

by this Project to facilitate replication.

4. Develop a parent-trainer's Manual.



TRAINING PARENT-TRAI

Internal E

CA ER EDUCATORS

n Retort

Project Year Two
1985-1986 -
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TRAINING PARENT-TRAINES AS CAREER EDUCATORS

Evaluation Re ort

I. Introduction

The purpose of this evaluation report is to provide internal evaluat ve data

concerning the Project titled "Training Parent-Trainers as Career Educators." This

project, sponsored by the Center for Advanced Study in Education (CASE), Institute

for Research and Development in Occupational Education, Graduate School and

University Center of the City University of New York (CUNY) operated during the

School Year 1985-1986 (the project's second year) with a staff consisting of

Dr. David Katz, Ms. Roslyn Fisher, and Ms. Ellen Icolari.

Historically, the project in its present phase evolved from many earlier

pilot/demonstration programs, field tested by CASE personnel, in the training of

urban parents as career educators for their special education youngsters. For

almost a decade, CASE staff gathered and validated curriculum materials, and

teaching techniques which were effective for training parents of special education

pupils in selected junior/senior high schools of the New York City Public School

program. The program model presently in use represents, therefore, a distillation of

over six years' successful experience in the field of career education and training

for parents of children with handicapping conditions, particularly in terms of pre-

adolescents and adolescents.

This training program was designed to provide parents of special education

pupils with information and skills to assist their children prepare for careers and

employment. More specifically, the Proposal Abstract stated that the project was

developed to enrich the career grow th and development of inner-city students with
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hanlicapping corsclxiitions on the jusamior high school level 'L.)), training parent-traine s

using a trainer-of-X-trainers model. This process was envisioned as a way to fill a

major gap betweer2en home and s=hool, and to forge strong working relationships

among collaboratirting comrnunity gra-oups whose personnel were trained.

In operationazal terms, the pr=ject trained representatives from a cross section

of community grateups including pam-ents in four community school districts, using a

seminar and pra=ticurn model. FoBowing an orientation session, five seminar

sessions for trainiling trainers and five practicum sessions for trainers to replicate

their training witit:th parents were rheld of a weekly alternating basis, e.g., seminar

week two; practicu-Alm, week three, nd so on, for a total of 11 sessions.

During the pi acticum aspect ef training, parent-trainers conducted a series of

parent education %to:workshops for parents whose ch ldren with handicapping conditions

were in Junior hi 1-th school special education classes for the neurologically impaired

and/or emotionally's& handicapped maaainly, within the four selected districts.

The Universi-ity staff assigned:1 to training brought many strengths and positives

for infusion into Hil-ais parent,trainemr program, e.g., validated content, materials, and

teaching strateg =S used suc.essfully in prior years when conducting

pilot/demonstratiotan programs for training inner-city parents as career educators;

training and ex riience from the ..reas of special education and career counseling.

In addition, cooperaating trainers antz-d consultants were drawn from representatives of

community groups a and junior high z school/senior high 3chool special education and

mainstream persona-1nel.

Five, two-holt:our workshops wre planned and conducted for parents who were

recruited using the following incen=ives:

1. Bilingual presentations as eeded;
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2. Resource materials available In both Engtish and Spanish;

3. Stipends of $5.00 for each workshop to caver transportation and other
expenses;

4. Babysitting facilities during the workshop time, and

5. Certificate of completion given at an Award Ceremony.

A brochure, produced in English and in Spanish, gave information concerning

training staff, resource personnel, participating agemcies, and objective s. related to

parental participation in the workshops. According to the bcgchure, by participating

in the workshops, parents would be better prepared to help their children:

o to develop positive attitudes toward work.

o to consider their interests and abilities wherz making career choices.

o to understand employment requirements job duties, and responsibilities.

o to get information on careers in which they may be interested.



II. tv _uation Desi n

In designing this e-valuation, surrtrnative and formatie evaluative rraL odalities

were comsidered as project interventions. It was recognized that sum-nmative

evaluation has as its primary goal rating of part cipants, ji-adging trainer/o=nsultant

effectiven ss, and compa_ring curriculurra content. To be truly an aid to the -teaching

and learraing processes, ftvaluatiorl must take place not ally at the terrnir-Aation of

these proicesses, but aim:, while *key are still malleable and amenable to change,

adaptation, and modifica_tion. Thu's, for-rnative evaluation data meet the cr-iteria of

an in-proess intervention.

Formative evaluate= intervenes during the participart's formation pew-lod, not

when the process is deerned to be complete. Formative elealuation pinpoimts areas

of concern so that immediate and subsequent training can be made more =elevant,

pertinent,, effective, and beneficial. In sum, the primary purpose of f=brmative

observatitmins is to deterraine how well given learning tad< has been nia5tred and

to define the part of the task stiil to be mastered. E8y so. doing, the parmicipant-

learner amid the trainer fcscus upon the specific learning nee sary for approches to

mastery.

Surrarnative, as oppctsed to formaTive evaluation, usu1ly serves to di=ocurnent

the succes of failure of a project. In rnost instances, "t frequently comes too late

to have impact on the practices of -the program as thse practices are being

evaluated- At times potentially effective programs mire jettisoned because

evaluativ m. information mind recommendations for change are provided taz.o late.

Often, by cDrily using a surnrnative approach, a good programa must wait for its first

replication to achieve ex=ellence. On the other hand, formattive evaluation =eeks to

provide ongoing validatic3n of proposed plans and activizies along with course

correctioriz in order to ma.lcimize the success of a project.4-
99
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When this evaluator made entry into the project, some formative evaluation

data had already been collected, which had been used by trainers and consultants on

an ongoing basis to make changes, adaptations, and modifications to fit participants'

training needs more closely.

This evaluator gained historical and current perspectives for the project as a

result of the following:

I. Perusal of documents concerning the project, e.g., Proposal Abstract,
recruitment brochure, seminar/practica agendas;

2. Examination of evaluation forms filled out by trainers and participants who
attended training sessions, and

Consultations with the project administrator and staff members who
provided verbal confirmation with added insights concerning the overall
philosophy, rationale, goais, and objectives of the program.

This evaluation report represents, therefore, a distillation of primary and

secondary sources, both formative and summative, from which a state ent of

program effectiveness can be made. It appears to this evaluator that the project

was very effective in that it responded to pressing needs and exemplified significant

pos tive aspects.



Findin s: A Ca sule View Evaluation

A "baker's dozen" of specific examples of positive aspects of the project's

design and implementation are presented here. Subsequent sections of this

evaluation will present data to support these examples,, which are testimony to the

exemplary nature of this program.

I. The project responded to a critical need felt by parents of special
education pupils in jtinior high schools for assistance in preparing these
children for careers and empioycnent;

2. The project's model concentrated on developing parent-trainer leadership
and advocacy skills that trainers transmitted in practica to parents of
special education pupils.

3. The project made linkages with school personnel in four districts, as well as
with personnel in community-based organizations, thus increasing the
capabilities of community groups and parent coalitions to influence school
programs that promote career education for youth with handicapping
conditions as a means of facilitating the transition from school to the
"world of work."

4. Curriculum for the project was planned on a developmental, sequential, and
organized basis. Each session's curriculum appeared in outline form as a
duplicated flyer which was distributed to participants before the session
began.

5. Resource materials for distribution to the participants were carefully
selected for their practicality, pertinence, and readability.

6. University staff members and consultants were experts with training in
appropriate disciplines, as well as relevant experience. They exercised
leadership indivithially and collectively to provide seminar presentations
which represented maximum competence and contrasting leadership styles.
During practicum sessions, they observed and monitored the leadership
behavior of parent-trainers to provide substance for later feedback and
training.

7. Refreshments were included at sessions for a variety of reasons. For
example, serving food at the beginning of a session set up an informal and
practical activity to accommodate latecomers, to refresh participants who
might otherwise have missed some food intake in order to be present from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m., and to build a climate of trust and rapport.

Session presentations included a diversity of teaching approaches which
recognized individual gifferences in learning styles. Session approaches
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-boActk. presentations, experiential activities, questions and
rswe s, ie playing, "ice breakers," and open-ended discussion starters.

9 . .ntilotthons utilized a variety of group-work formats. Large-
ns, :for example, used the Circle technique. Small-group

Were. provided, for example, with oppor tunities for a
:Toke peraun tzi report to the large group. In this way, opportunities were
vrovidmil pVticipants' varying levels of comfort at responding in dyads,

ias, it0"31-15 of four or five, and the full Circle.

lion was made to make non-English-speaking parents feel at ease.
ntattions At parents' sessions were made in both English and Spanish.
tion, materials -were prepared for a bilingual audience.

IL Feetpack from project "users" was obtained and utilized in an ongoing way
(Or planning of future sessions, making changes and modifications, and
preparing for future replication.

12. The project utilized validated content, materials, teaching strategies, and
principles such as "peers teaching peers" deemed successful in prior years
when conducting other pilot/demonsIration programs for training inner-city
parents as career educators.

13. Parents were offer0 incentives for the purposes of recruitment and
retention, e.g., stipend of $5.00 for each workshop to cover transportation
and oiher expenses; babysitting facilities; certificate of completion at an
Awards Ceremony.
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IV. Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation design, outlined in the proposal, describes a formative and a

summatjve evaluation of the Project's goals, activities, and outcomes. In order to

respond to the conditions of the evaluation design, instruments were developed for

the collection of pre-test and post-test data on both Fall and Spring trainers. In

addition, pre- and post-survey data were collected from parent participants in both

cycles, as well as paper/pencil ratings from parents at the end of workshops

conducted for sessions 2, 3 and 4.

A. Develo- ment of Evaluation Instruments and Proc dures

At the outset of this project period, staff members conferred to review

and refine evaluation instruments and techniques used the previous year,

and to develop new procedures. The following measurement instruments

were the products of the consultations:

I. Trainer Pre-Surve -s These forms were developed to generate

demographic data about the trainers (e.g. professional background). In

addition, the exent of trainers' organizational involvement was

measurtd, as well as their attitudes, knowledge, and skills related to

parent education. Trainer pre-surveyt: were completed at the beginning

of the Fall training cycle for the following purposes:

o to provide information about the trainers' previous experience;

o to supply data concerning the participating school district;

-to give baseline data by which to determine the project's
impact on trainers' self-preceptions of their parent education
leadership potential and abiEty in the field of career
development, and

o to determine the extent
individual/organizational involvement with career development
activities.

of change in terms of

-8-
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2. Trainer Post-Surveys This form, also known as the Trainer

Followup Survey, was constructed primarily to assess the impact of

training on the attitudes, kno 1 dge, and performance of trainers as

group leaders of parents in career education activities. Personal

impact questions were included to assess changes in competence

through trainers' self-perceptions of group leadership. In addition,

feedback was requested about the training program's effecLiveness and

quality for the purpose of obtaining qualitative data to be u :d in

planning futu e training programs.

Another post-survey for trainers was designed for trainers who,

observed in the Fall cycle and participated actively as trainers during

the Spring. This survey included similar material developed for Fall

trainers, plus assessment of training "mpact during the participant-

observer stage.

1. Parent Pre-Surveys The o ficial title of this pre-test measu was

'Parents As Career Educators: Survey." This assessment instrument

designed for a junior high selool parent population as a
measurement of parents' knowledge of and attitudes about special

education prior to workshop attendance. All parents were given survey

forms, available in both English and Spanish, at the first workshop

session.

4. Parent_Pos.Ourveys These forms (Parents as Career Educators:

End of Program Survey) included statements designed to measure

attitudinal and knowledge changes of parents related to lf" and

children, based on program participaton. The surveys, which w

distributed at the final workshop session, were essentially the same as

the pre-survey instruments.
-9-
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5. Parent End-of-Session7RatingS -- These evaluative forms were

designed to elicit qualitative data from parents concerning the

effectiveness of sessions 2, 3, and 4. Parents were asked to rate these

sessions in terms of content usefulness, learning gains, and group

dynam cs, for example, at the end of the time specified for the

meeting.

6. Trainer-Observer Guides for Focused .0bservation -- This instrument

was devised by project staff to provide trainer-observers with a

learning tool for improving leadership skills through observations of

parent concerns, group dynamics, and group leadership techniques. The

format of this instrument required trainers to focus their observations

on specific aspects of group interaction and leadership style.



District Demography

The project, during its second year, was conducted in four districts of the New

York City Public School System -- two districts in Fall 1985; two districts in Spring

1986 as follows:

F all Cycle

District 13 Brooklyn;
District 23 Brooklyn.

Spring Cycle

District 15 Brooklyn;
District 19 Brooklyn.

Each part cipating school district had distinctive characteristics which

influenced the nature of concerns and attitudes expressed among parents; thus,

trainers and project staff had to change, modify, and adapt workshop offerings to

"match" these respective community needs and differences. A brief demographic

statement concerning each of the participating districts is given in the following

paragraphs.

Table 1, which appears on the following page, describes District 12 and 23,

participants during the Fall 1985 Cycle, in terms of ethnic composition, geographic

location, socioeconomic status, and type of housing. Table 2 on page 13 presents

data on the same characteristics for District 15 and 19, program participants in the

Spring of 1986.

Although all four districts are located in Brooklyn, it is apparent that the

communities possess distinctive geographic and sociological characteristics. These

neighborhood attributes are reflected in the socioeconlmic conditions which

determine, for example, the prevalent tyne of housing units. Districts 13 and 15

appear to have the most variability in income with a solid upper-middle class, on the

-102-
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one hand, and a large low-low income group, on the other. This dichotomy in incomr

level is clearly observable in District 13, where cooperative and condominium luxury

high-rise dwelings co-exist with lo- - and

accommodations.

1. Ethnic Cornpostion (by
Asian
Black
Hispanic
Indian
White

Total

2. Gepgraphic Location

Socioeconomic Status

4. Housing

TABLE 1
Demographic Data
Districts 13 and 23

Fall, 1985

DISTRICT 13

0.7
80.7
16.9
0.0
1.7

100.0

middle-income public housing

Northwestern Brooklyn
(Brooklyn Heights/
Bedford Stuyversant)

Upper Middle and
Low-low

1- and 2-family units:
Low- and Middle-income
public housing;
3-10-family apartments,
Cooperative and
condominium units

DISTRICT 23

0.2
81-1
18.5
0.0
0.2

100.0

Central/Eastern Brooklyn
(Brownsville/East New
York)

Middle-middle and
Low-low

1-and 2-family units;
Low- and Middle-income
public housing and
3-10-family units,



TABLE 2
Demographic Data
Districts 15 and 119

Sprhig 1986

Ethnic Cornpostion (by 96)

DISTRICT :ba' DISTRICT 20i

Asian 3.8 2.3
Black 21.1 47.5
Hispanic 59.1 45.0
Indian 0.0 0.1
White 16.0 5.1

Total 100.0 100.0

2. Geographic

conomic Status

4. Housing( pes of)

Cobble Hill/Park
Slope/Sunset Park

Upper Middle and
Low-low

1- and 2-family units;
Low- and middle-income
public housing, and
3- 10-family apartment
units

Sourth Eastern Brooklyn
(Canarsie/New Lots)

Middle-middle and
Low-low

1- and 2-family units;
Low- and middle-income
public housing, and
3-10-family units



VI. Findius: A Detailed View

A. Parent Pre--Surveys

I. Fall Cycle This survey was administered to the parents of

Districts 13 and 23 at the beginning of the first workshop session held

for each group respectively. Survey forms were available in both

English and Spanish.

When this measure of parents' knowledge of and attitudes about

special education, prior to workshop attendance, was analyzed, the

following findings emerged, as shown by Tables 3, 4, and 5, on pages 15,

16, and 17. (Copy of form used for data gathering appears in the

Appendix.)

Table 3 indicates that parents from District 23 had a slightly better

pre-knowledge and understanding of special education law and

procedures than those from District 13 (mean 53.8 v. 52.5). Except for

the item "get child to tell me about likes and dislikes," less than half of

the parents in both districts admit to "often" performing special

education activities with or for their children (Table 4). Pre-test data

concerning parental attitudes/beliefs concerning individuals with

handicapping conditions (Table 5) reveal that parents from District 13

seem mcre tolerant and accepting than those from District 23 (mean

77.3 v. 69.7).
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TABLE 3
Parents' Knowledge and Understanding of Special

Education Law And Procedures
True/False Correct Items by District*

Fall 1985

District

1

2

3

4

CORRECT
No-

6

2

7

6

ITE

60.0

20.0

70.0

60.0

52.5

23 1 5 50.0

2 3 30.0

3 8 80.0

4 4 40.0

5 6 60.0

6 4 40.0

7 3 30.0

8 4 40.0

9 6 60.0

10 7 70.0

11 6 60.0

! 2 8 80.0

13 6 60.0

*Perfect Score = 10

-15-
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Item

Work with school
to plan child's 1EP

Go to school's
parent meeting

Make suggestion
child's schooling
after 3.11.5.

Go to community
organizations to
get help

n about special
g:ts because of

disability

Show child books it
magazines about
careers

Get child to tell
me about likes Sc
abilities

Talk to people
about right kind
of job for my
child

Think about the
kind of job my
-child could do
when school is
finished

Learn about dif-
nt programs
.5. that would
.st for my

child

No
Often

96

Parents'
Education

Some
No

TABLE
Present/Future

Activities
Districts

Fall 1925,

'rnes
96

4

-
13 and

N=19

RESPONSE
Not

No

Special
Pre-Test
23

Often Plan
No

To
96

No/No
No

Answer

3.3 2 10.5 2 10.5 10 52.6 4 21.1

15.8 9 47.4 1 5.3 6 3 .6 0 0.0

21.1 2 10.5 15.8 10 52.6 0 0.0

2 10.5 7 36.8 2 10.5 7 36.8 1 5.3

7 36.8 5 26.3 2 10.5 4 21.1 1 5.3

9 47.4 4 21.1 2 10.5 4 21.1 0 0.0

13 68.4 4 21.1 2 10.5 0 0.0 0 0.0

6 31.6 5 26.3 2 10.5 5 26.3 1 5.3

9 47.4 4 21.1 1 5.3 3 15.8 2 10.5

42.1 5 26.3 0 0.0 5 26.3 1 5.3



TABLE 5
Parents' Attitudes/Beliefs Concerning

Indivickvis with Handicapping Conclitions Pre-Test
Disagree/Awee Items by District*

Pall 1935

Districi

1

2

3

4

5

6

CORRECT
No-

3

0

10

9

9

10

ITE

27.3

90.9

90.9

81.8

$1.8

90.9
77.3

23 1 10 90.0

2 6 54.6
3 8 72.7
4 7 63.6

5 8 7L7
6 10 90.9
7 7 63.6

8 8 72.7

9 8 72.7

10 7 63.6

7 63.6
12 6 54.6

* Perfect Score 11
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B. Parent-End-of-S !ssion Ratin s

1. Fall Cycle These ratings were designed pri a ily to measure parent

attitudes and knowledge. In addition, they reflect trainer effectiveness, as

well as the usefulness and practicality of workshop content. Parents were

asked to complete rating forms at the end of sessions 2, 3, and 4, thus

providing "user feedback" concerning positive and negative aspects of

individual workshop pre ntations for modification and change of content,

activities, and trainer presentation. (The first and the last workshops were

used for completing pre- and post-survey instruments.) Parents responded

v.ery favorably to the three workshop sessions, in general. Table 6, on the

following page, presents the mean overall ratings concerning the value or

worthwhileness of the sessions on a 3-point scale (3 = very good,

2 = somewhat good, 1 = not very good.)

As shown in Table 6 respondents were enthusiastic about the workshop

in terms of qualities designated as "worthwhileness," and "value of

speakers, and "interesting." On the other hand, they did not rate the

"useful career ideas" which they tried out at home as highly. The mean

ratings for "meeting length" contained some expressed dissatisfaction

because sessions were regarded as being "too short." In other words,

respondents liked what the workshops offered and wanted more time for

participation.

Table 7, on page 19, shows mean ratings, on a 3-point scale (3 = very

useful, 2 = a little useful, 1 = not very useful) of the activities included in

each of the workshop sessions evaluated (2, 3, and 4).



TABLE 6
Mean Value of Workshop Sessions Rated by Parents

Fa111985, Districts 12 and 23*

Item
Item 2 3 4 3-Session Mean

Worthwhileness 2.84 2.61 3.00 2.82

Interest 2.92 2.78 2.92 2.87

Value of Speakers 2.84 2.65 3.00 2.83

Useful Career Ideas 1.52 2.91 2.77 2.40

Meeting Length 2.52 2.70 2.31 2.51

Session Mean Rating 2.53 2.73 2.80 2.69

Size of N 25 23 13

100 percent of respondents at all three sessions indicated that they
would recommend the meeting to a friend.

Although the mean ratings presented in Table 7 indicate the

respondents were overwhelmingly positive regarding a 1 workshop rated

terns, they were most favorable to three activities nformation

from speakers" (2.89), questions about my own. child" (2.82), and

"practicing career planning activities in the small group" (2.82). The least

favorable rating (2.60) was given to the category "getting information

about training and careers that might be u iful for myself."

-19-
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TABLE 7
Mean Ratings by Parents of Workshop Activiti

Fall 1985, Districts

Item

13 and 23

--ssion Number
4

I em 3-Session
Mean2

_

3

Getting information from speakers
to help my child 2.88 2.87 2.92 2.89

Getting information about training
and careers that might be useful
for myself 2.44 2.74 2.62 2.60

Getting things to read 2.56 2.61 2.77 2.65

Asking questions about my own child 2.92 2.70 2.85 2.82

Listening to other parents talk
about their children 2.76 2.48 2.92 2.72

Talking with other parents in the
small group about our experiences
on the liomework" 2 2 2.61 2.92 2.75

Practicing the career planning
activities in the small group 2.88 2.65 2.92 2.82

Session Mean Rating 2.74 2.67 2.85 2.75

Size of N 25 2: 13

Table 8, on the fo low ng page, presents the parents' rating of

effectiveness of small group activities, largely as a dimension of trainer

competence, using a 3-point scale (3 = always, 2 = sometimes, I = never).

Based on the data provided by respondents, it can be concluded that

trainers were perceived as competent in cognitive and affective aspects of

small group leadership.
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Parents perceived the trainers as highly competent small-group leaders.

All of the parents at the three sessions felt that the leader offered good

suggestions, there was good group feeling, and a high comfort level existed

during the small-group activities. High ratings were given to leaders who

were perceived to be goad listerners and clear explainers, gave everyone a

chance to speak, and under tood parent concerns.

Paren
TABLE 8

Ratings of Small Group Processes & Activities
Fail 1985 - Districts 13 and 23

Item 2

Session Number
4

Item 3-Session
Mean3

Leader listened. 2.84 2.83 2.92 2.86

Leader gave everyone a chance
to speak. 2.92 2.84 2.92 2.89

Leader understood parent concerns. 2.84 2.83 3.00 2.89

Leader offered good suggestions. 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

There was good group feeling. 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

I was comfortable speaking. 2.92 3.00 3.00 2.97

1 understood What the leader
talked about. 2.92 2.92 2.92 2.92

SessiGn Mean Rating 2.92 2.92 2.97 2.93

Size of N 25 23 13

Table 9, on the following page, contains the parent mean ratings of

information and skills conveyed at each workshop session, based on a 3-

point scale =.1earned a lot, 2 = learned a little, 1 = did not learn much).

Parents felt they had learned the most about where to get help for their

-21-
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children, how to work with other parents and the schools to get help, and

ways to do things at home to help children learn about career interests and

abilities. Parents felt they had learned the least about the kinds of jobs

available to and the career training needed for their children, as weil as

the qualities business looks for in workers.

Item

TABLE 9
Mean Ratings of Pareirts' Learning at Each Session

Fall 198.5 - Districts 13 and 23

Item 3-Session
Mean

What the schools do for students
with special needs 2.48 2.65 2.62 2.58

What other organizations do for
students with special needs 2.76 2.44 2.77 2.66

Where 1 can get help for my child
or my family when we have
ph.oblems 2.72 2.61 2.69 2.67

How to work with other parents 2.72 2-61 2.62 2.65

How to work with other organize ions
to help my child 2.60 2. 9 2.46 2.48

How to work with schoo s to help
my child 2.60 2.65 2.62 2.62

Things I can do at home to help my
child learn about his or her
interests and abilities 2.64 2.83 2.62 2.70

What kinds of jobs might be
available for my child 2.24 2.09 2.23 '.19

What kind of training is needed for
different careers 2.32 2.39 2.31 2.34

What business looks for in workers 1.80 2.00 2.31 2.04

Session Mean Rating 2.49 2.47 2.53 2.49

Size of N 25 23 13



When parents were asked to respond to open-ended statements

concerning aspects of each workshop they thought best, those that could

have been improved, and those where they had questions or needed

addit onal information, they made the following representative comments:

Best about today's meetinfi

"I liked talking about things."

. talking about what kinds of jobs my son can have."

. learning what the high school was doing for children with s _cial
needs."

"Everyth

H. . communicating with one another."

. learning about what job I like."

a chance to express myself."

"Each time I become more comfortable."

"Parents had opportunities to explore careers that their children might
obtain."

"I thank God for being here to meet people to talk and listen."

. the approach on careers, the reasons why you like a career the
most and why you didn't llike others."

. . learning how you can help your child."

Things that could have been imppoved

11. . give more information on paper about who to see."

".. . have more parents, fathers particularly."

". . have fewer topics, one to two at each meeting."

use different rooms for group activities. I'm easily distracted by
other groups."

. have longer meetings."

-23-
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uestions and additional information needed

"I need more information on high school programs."

"How do I make contact with OVR?"

"How do parents get information about their rights and child's rights in
testing situations to get into Resource Room programs?"

"How do I help my child read better."

. after 3:00 p.m. I want to help my children."

Most of the comments made by parents indicated positive feelings

concerning the program's effectiveness. Major criticisms of the workshop

experience indicated that parents needed more of what was offered and

more time in which to digest it.

C. Parent Post-Surveys

1. Fall Cycle This survey was administered to the workshop parents of

bistricts 13 and 23 at the end of five sessions held for each group

respectively. The survey form for the post-survey was indentica2 to the

pre-test in three areas, i.e., measurement of parents' knowledge and

understanding of special education law and procedures; their present/future

special education activities, and their attitudes/beliefs concerning

individuals with handicapp ng conditions. Two additional checklist areas,

included on the post-test because of relevance to program completion,

were added to determine the usefulness and value of the workshop content,

activities, and experiences. Copy of this post-survey instrument appears in

the Appendix.

Findings from post-survey data are presented in Tables 10, 11, 12, 13 and

14 shown on pages 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30.
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The post-test survey provided opportunities for parents to make

spontaneous comments to open-ended questions concerning what was

learned and what needs to be learned. Sample verbatim responses to these

questions are listed below.

"6. What new things did you learn about your child through this

program?" "I learned about job opportunities..." . . she will be able to

get help through the Skills Training Program." . how to help my child

find a job." ". . . his interests are widespread."

"8. What kind of work do you think your child can do?" ".. . numerous

things." "Typing, computer operating, piano." ". . . anything he puts his

mind to "Something simple nothing too complicated." . desk jobs."

. driving a bus." ". . . working with her hands, for example, as an artist

or beautician." ". . anything she feels she can do and wants to work hard

at doing."

"W. What else would you like to learn about?" . . college education

for special education students." ". . the rights of my child." "more about

the school program." would like to know a little more about job

availability especially for a child with I.D." . how I can as a single

parent get training with a guaranteed job placement."

Question 7 requested parents to respond to "What is your child's

disability." Four of the 18 respondents (22.2%) replied "slow learner"; five

(27.8%) stated "none," and the remaining parents gave highly individualized

responses, such as, "having to live in poverty," "being raised by a s ngle

parent," "reading," "bored, needs mainstreaming," and "kept in emotionally

handicapped classes too long."
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When parents were asked "9. Would you like to continue these

meetings?" they all responded "Yes!" "Don't stop." "They are most helpful

to parents and students."

'Perfect Score

TABLE 10
Parents' Knowledge and Understanding of

Speria I Education Law and Procedures Post Test
True/False Correct Items by District*

Fall 1935

District Parent
CORRECT ITEMS
No.

13 1 6 60.0

2 8 80.0

3 10 100.0

80.0
23 1 6 60.0

2 5 50.0

3 5 50.0
4 5 50.0
5 9 90.0
6 7 70.0
7 8 80.0

8 8 80.0

9 7 70.0
10 8 80.0

11 9 90.0
12 7 70.0

70.0



Item

Work with school
to plan child's IEP

Go to school's
parent meeting

Make suggestion
child's schooling
after 3.H.S.

Go to community
organizations to
get help

Learn about special
rights because of
disability

Show child books &
magazines about
careers

Get child to tell
me about likes &
abilities

-Talk to people
about right kind
of job for my
child

Think about the
kind of job my
child could do
when school is
finished

Learn about dif-
fernt programs
'in H.S. that would
be best for my
child

TABLE 11
Parents' Present/Future Special
Education Activities - Past-Test

Districts 13 and 23
Fall 1985, N = 18

RESPONSE
Often Sometimes Not Often Plan To No/N_

No No % No % No % No

5 27.8 6 33.3 5.6 3

_
16.7 3 16.7

9 50.0 0.0 1 5.6 2 11.1

44.4 4 22.2 2 11.1 3 16.7 1 5.6

11 61.1 22.,2 0 0.0 2 11.1 1 5.6

72.1 3 16.7 1 5.6 1 5.6 0 0.0

11 61.1 4 22.2 2 11.1 1 5.6 0 0.0

14 77.8 4 22.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

7 38.9 7 38.9 0 0.0 4 22.2 0 0.0

14 77.7 1 5.6 0 0.0 2 11.1 1 5.6

12 66.6 4 22.2 0.0 1 5.6 5.6
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Di

TABLE 12
Parents' Attitudes/Beliefs Concerning

1ndividuaLs with Handicapping Conditions Post-Test
Disagree/Agree Items by District*

Fall 1985

Parent
CORRECT ITEMS
No. Mean

13 1 13 92.9
2 10 71.4
3 12 85.7

83.3
23 1 12 85.7

2 11 78.6
3 12 85.7
4 12 85.7
5 14 100.0

6 14 100.0

7 9 64.3
8 9 64.3
9 13 92.9

10 11 78.6
11 9 64.3
12 10 71.4

81.0

*Perfect score 14; 3 items added to post est to obtain program
evaluation data



ITEM

Getting information from
the speakers to help my
child

Getting information
about training & careers
that might be useful for
myself

Getting things to read

Asking questions
about my own child

Listening to other parents
talk about their children

Talking with other parents
in the small group abc4ut
our experiences on the
"homework"

Practicing the career
planning activities in
the small group

TABLE 13
Parents' Perceptions of Usefulness of

Workshops Activities Post-Test
Districts 13 and 23

Fall 1985, N=18

Not Very
Useful

RESPONSE
A Little Very
Useful Useful

-
No Response

No. % No. 96 No. 96 No,_ 96

0 0.0 1 5.6 16 88.8 1 5.6

0 0.0 6 33.3 10 55.5 2 11.1

0 0.0 1 5.6 16 88.8 1 5.6

0 0.0 3 16.7 15 83.3 0 0.0

0 0.0 4 22.2 13 72.2 1 5.6

0 0.0 5 27.8 10 55.5 3 16.7

5.6 4 22.2 55.5 3 16.7
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TABLE 14
Parent Responses to Yes/No Statements Related

To Workshop Participation Post-Test
Districts 13 and 23

Fall 1985, N=18

Item

Response
Yes

No. % No.
No

%

I would recommend this program to anoi.her parent. 18 100.0 0 0.0

The program showed me there are people and
organizations to help my child find a job. 18 100.0 0 0.0

Because of this program, I am more familiar with
what high school programs have
to offer in special education. 17 94.4 1 5.6

Because of this program, I have a better idea of the
requirements to get a high school diploma. 17 94.4 1 5.6

I tried some of the activities with my child. 18 100.0 0 0.0

I contacted organizations that sent people to the
meetings. 10 55.6 8 44.4

I know more about careers my child is interested in
because of this program. 15 83.3 8 16.7

I am better able to help my child decide on a
career because of this program. 17 94.4 1 5.6

Because of this program, I know more about the kinds
of jobs that are right for my child. 15 83.3 3 16.7

I agree with what the school says is my child's disability 10 55.6 8 44.6

I have been thinking about changing careers myself. 13 72.2 5 27.8

I have teen thinking about going back to school. 16 88.9 2

I am currently working outside my home. 5 27.8 13 72.2

I am currently a student. 10 55.6 8 44.6

I am active in one or more community organizations
(such as PTA, church groups, advocacy groups). 14 77.8 4 22.2
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Post-test parents' scores indlcate learning gains based on training when

comparisons are made with 2re-test data. Table 10 shows means of 80.0

and 70.0 for the post-test ite "parents" knowledge and understanding of

special education law and procedures (page 26); pre-test means for this

same items (Table 3, page 13) were 52.5 and 53.8.

When pre- and post-test data concerning "parents attitudes/beliefs

concerning individuals with handicapping conditions" were compared (Table

5, page 17 with Table 12, page 28), differences in favor of the post-test

were observed for both districts as follows:

ean
Pre-test

District 13 77.3
District 23 69.7

Post-test

83.3
81.0

The gro th in the group means for both sets of scores, in favor of the

post-tests are indicative of learning gains attributable to effective

tra n ng. This conclusion is supported by data from all other sources, e.g.,

parents' responses to open-ended statements which reflect satisfaction

with the qual ty of training.

C. Trainer Da a

1. Trainer Pre-Survey, Fall Cycle These pre-survey forms yielded data

concerning the educational and professional backgrounds of trainers,

terms of experience in special education, and work with parents of

junior high school age children. Table 15 contains the percentage of

trainers from Districts 13 and 23 included in each educational category.
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As shown in Table 15, which appears on the following page, District 13

trainers were all pedagogical personnel, while District 23 had some

nonteaching professionals. In addition, Board of Education supe visors and

coordinators were included in District 23's group of trainers.

Table 16, on page 34, contains a breakdown of trainers, by percentage,

with regard to experience in special education. Some trainers appear in

more than one category because both past and present experiences were

included. District 23 trainers as a group consisted of a higher percentage

of individuals with special education teaching experience at the junior high

school level than those from District 13. In addition, a higher percentage

of District 23 trainers had supervisory experience. Because District 23's

group of trainers included nonpedagogical personnel from the Board of

Education, as well as professionals affiliated with fields other than

teaching, it showed a lower percentage than District 13 in the "previous"

and/or "current" special education experience.

Table 17, on page 35, shows the percentage of trainers who indicate that

they had prior experience either working with parents of special education

junior high school age children or in career education programs. Based on

Table 17 data, it can be concluded that most or all of the trainers have had

group leadership experience with parents of special education junior high

school youngsters (100%, District 13 v. 89%, District 23). Involvement in

career education programs, in the past, was experienced by the trainers

from both districts to a considerably lesser degree (44%, District 13 v. 56%,

District 23).
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TABLE 15
Percentage of Trainers by Self-Designated Job Title

Fall, 1985 Districts 13 and 23

Job Title 23*

Teacher 31-IS 33.4 11.1

Teacher MIS II, 5F15 11.1 0.0

Teacher Intermediate School, MIS II 11.1 11.1

Resource Room Teacher 11.1 0.0

Teacher Trainer 11.1 0.0

Special Education Teacher 11.1 1.2

CIT (Crisis Intervention Teacher) 11.1 11.1

Special Education Teacher MIS I, Interme1ate School 0.0 11.1

Community School Board Officer 0.0 11.1

Special Education Supervisor 0.0 11.1

Settlement House Association Director 0.0 11.1

Bilingual Coordinator 0.0 11.1

Total 100.0 100.0

*N 9
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TABLE 16
Percentage of Trainers with Special E4:lucation ence

Fall 1985 Districts 13 and 23

Ntuof Erience
Percentag_e_

23"

Teacher Elementary 5.9 6.7

Teacher 3I-15 23.4 33.3

CIT (Crisis Intervention Teacher) 0.0 6.7

Teacher Other 35.3 6.7

Supervisor SE 0.0 6.7

Camp Counselor 5.9 0.0

Recreation Leader 5.9 0.0

Teacher Trainer 5.9 6.7

Resource Room Teacher 5.9 13.3

Group Teacher 5.9 6.7

No experience previously and/or currently 5.9 13.3

Total 100.0 100.0

*N = 17; ** N=.15; Individual trainer may appear in more than one
category.

Table 18, which appears on the same page with Table 17, contains

similar percentages on an organizational level by indicating the proportion

of trainers that worked in schools or organizations providing career

education to parents and/or students, as well as the extent of the

-34-
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organization's contact with other agencies. District 23's trainers reported

higher percentages of "career education activities -- students" and

"contact with other agencies" than did District 13 trainers. Both districts'

trainers indicated a dearth of activities which respond to the need of

parents for career education to assist their children.

TABLE 17
Percentage of Trainers with Relevant Parent Lea

or Career Education Experience
Fall 1985 Districts 13 and 23

Percenta e

Type of Experience 13 23

3.H.S. Parent Special Education 100.0 88.9

Career Education 44.4 55.6

TABLE 18
Percentage of Trainers Working in Organizations Providing

Career Education Services and/or Maintaining Contact
with Other Agencies

Fall 1985 Districts 13 and 23

Percentage

Service 13 23

Career Education Students 44.4 66.7

Career Education Parents 22.2 22.2

Contact with Other Agencies 11.1 66.7
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Table 19, on page 37, gives the pre-test mean ratings for trainers who

indicated their comfort levels on eight concepts involving knowledge,

skills, and attitudes towards working with special education parents on the

subject of career education. A 4-point, Likert-type rat-ng scale was used,

where "I" indicated the trainer was uncomfortable with the concept and "4"

indicated the trainer was very comfortable.

On an overall basis, the mean ratings for all 8 concepts in toto by

trainers in both districts were almost iden Icel. When taken into

consideration as separate concepts, however, concepts f. and g. relating to

"content knowledge" received the lowest ratings, suggesting that trainers

felt the greatest need for training in factual and cognitive areas. The

trainers in both groups showed a very positive orientation toward the

concept of "parents as career educators of their own childen." They, also,

perceived themselves as individuals possessing some skills necessary for

parent leadership and having the flexibility: to "adapt" these skills "to a

special education population."

2. Trainer Post-_,Survey Fall Cycle

a. Fall cycle,. Post-Survey The purpose of this survey instrument was

to evaluate the impact of training seminars and workshops on trainers'

perceptions of their leadership skills, opinions concerning the

effectiveness of training, and future plans for conducting similar career

development workshops.
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TABLE 19
Pre-Test Trainer Mean Ratings of Comfort Level

with Workshop Concepts and Procsses
Fall 1985 Districts 13 and 23

Concevt

a. It is worthwhile to involve parents as
career educators of their own children.

b. Parents should be advocates for their own
children.*

I have the skills to work with parents in
small groups.

d. I have the skills to work with parents in
large groups.

e. I have the skills to work with parents on
a one-one basis.

I possess sufficient content knowledge in
the career education area to help train
parents as career educators.

g. I have the skills and content knowledge to
train parents to become advocates for
their own children.*

h. I can adapt my skills and kno ledge to a
special education population.

Mean Rating for 8 Concepts

*Not included on the post-test form.

+Reworded on post-test.
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13 23

3.89 2.67

3.44 3.00

3.22 3.22

3.11 3.22

3.44 3.78

2.56 2.89

2.44 2.56

3.44 1-22
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Table 20, on the following page, gives post-test mean ratings to

indicate comfort levels on eight concepts, following training, involving

knowledge, skills, and attitudes toward working on career education

with special education parents. Five of the concepts measured on the

post-test were identical with those assessed by the pre-test (i.e. worth

of involving parents as career educators of their own children; skills to

work with parents in small groups, large groups, and on-to-one; content

knowledge to help train parents as career educators). When mean

ratings on the pre- and post-tests wee compared for these five

concepts, they were generally higher in favor of the post-test. (See

Table 19 for pre-test mean ratings.) Post-test concepts f, g, and h

attempted to assess trainer& perceptions of their skills, content

knowledge, and experience when utilized with special education parents

from mainstream, bicultural, and/or limited English language ability.

Thw lowest mean ratings were obtained from trainers data in both

districts for the concept "utilize my experience with parents of special

educat on students who also have limited English language skills." This

finding is consistent with the backgrounds of most trainers, who are

fluent only in English.

It should be noted from comparing the overall m an ratings of pre-

and post-tests that both districts' trainers perceive themselves to be

more skillful and knowledgeable in terms of parent leadership and

career education as the result of training.
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TABLE 20
Post-Test Trainer Mean Ratings of Comfort Level

with Workshop Concepts and Processes
Fall 1935 Districts 13 and 23

Concept

a. It is worthwhile to involve parents as
career educators of their own children.

I have the skills to work with parents
in small groups.

c. I have the skills to work with parents
in large groups.

d. I have the skills to work with parents on
a one-to-one basis.

e. I possess sufficient content knowledge in
the career education area to help train
parents as career educators.

I have the skills and content knowledge to
use my experience with parents of a special
education population.

g. I have the skills to utilize my experience
with a bi-cultural population.

h. I have the skills to utilize my experience
with parents of special education students
who also have limited Englhh language skills.

Mean Rating for S Concepts
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4.00 4.00

3.75 3.60

3.60

3.75 3.80

3.25 3.20

3.38 180

3.63 3.60

2.63 2.80
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The bulk of this post-survey form was opn-ended, providing

opportunities for trainers to respond to quest_ions, give general

reactions, and assess various techniques used in tht. parent workshops.

The following results were obtained from four clue stions posed by the

survey:

a. As a result of participa 'rig in the program what did you learn

about yourself as a parent-group leader?

District 13's trainers responded in two ways abc=3ut self-learning

one, to express confidence in group leadership M.-611s; the other, to

express needs for additional training. Those vi focused on the

effectiveness of their skills said, ler example,

"I learned that my years of experience, traL-_riing and knowledge
of community resources place me in a po-rition to help lead
these types of training programs."

"I've learned that I'M Capable of working we _ 11 with parents in a
group setting."

"I learned that I am an eifective corn
to guide, be tactful and diplomatic."

. . with ability

Those trainers with perceived 'weds said,

"It is necessary for rne forget past filures with parents
in this sociocultural groLlo,"

"I am still unaware of Ito resources, sld=ls, and approaches
that make a good grwo lader with parents."

As a group, trainers from District 23 were rno=-e optimistic about

the effectiveness of training and their skills group leaders.

Representative statements were,

"I have the ability to work with difficult 1=*aren s

"I've learned that I'm able to lead a grot-p of parents into
understanding and working with their younsters for planning
the future."



"I now realize that I have many of the positive qualities
essential for a leadership role. .

II. . . I have empathy with parents and am familiar with their
frustrations."

"It reinforced by belief and my confidence in dealing with
parents."

b. In what ways did the program change your ideas about the needs

of speciai education students?

Several trainers from District 13 indicated that there had been little

change because they came into the program with awareness and

sensitivity to these parents' needs. Most of the trainers, however,

admitted to dramatic changes saying, for example,

9 found that some parents do care."

"Changed my previous notion that parents were unconcerned."

"It was clear that the parents were as concerned about their
own careers as the future jobs of their kids. . . The brighter
parents all are also more flexible and open to new ideas."

"The needs were far greater than I expected of the parents."

Trainers from District 23 defined their growth in terms of

recognizing parents needs for information more effectively. For

example, trainers said,

"This program changed some of my ideas about the needs and
interests of parents of special education students. Parents are
still unsure about why their child was put in special education.
There --.re many places where these parents can get that extra
help."

"Parents are not aware of the many facilities available to them
and their children. Originally, I felt parents were well
informed. Now I see workshops as a major vehicle to bring
parents up-to-date on the issues involved and to participate
actively in the decision-making process involving career choices
of their children with special needs."
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c. Other than in the workshops with parents or with the child with

whom your practiced the exercises, have you tried any of the career

education exercises/activities that were used in the workshops?

Responses of trainers in both districts ran the gamut from "none" or

"not applicable" to enthusiastic and regular use of act vities with

students, parents, colleagues, friends, and, even, a fiancee in need of

decision-making skills.

In District 13, typical comments were,

' benefited from exposure to materials developed in this
program. I increased my awareness of other forms and tools to
use in parent awareness workshops. I meet with students daily.
I use a variety of materials I've collected or developed."

"Picture sorting with children in my class."

"Practiced skills with friends who are parents. They were
amazed at how much they were missing. Some showed up at
some of the workshops."

"I tried the activities with my students. They enjoyed the
activities, e.g., choosing their careers."

Trainers from District 23 made the following representa ve

comment::

"I tried out a few of the activities with my students (Grade 8 --
Special Education) - especially the choice of careers using the
picture clues."

"I've tried the different pictures of careers choices with a few
students in my class. I observed that they were highly
motivated by the exercise and they enjoyed it. Oral discussion
on why they made specific choices generally showed some
understanding of what the selected jobs entail. The need for a
wider selection was also evident."

d. In what ways has your participation in this prqgram generated

plans to use the workshop or related activities with the parents,

colleagues, students, etc. at your school or organization?
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Trainers in both districts referred to a wide variety of upcoming

school events (career day, career fair, parent workshops, teacher

training, parent needs assessment, PTA liaison sessions) where the

career education curriculum and parent group leadership skills would be

used in the planning and implementing phase of programs. The most

unusual response came from a District 23 trainer who said,

"We are opening a home for homeless young ladies ages 16-21. I
am positive this program will have merit for these clients. We
plan to use the workshops for this clientele."

Further data were generated by the Trainer Post-Survey under the heading

GENERAL REACTIONS. The purpose of this part of the post-survey was to measure

program effectiveness in four areas:

o strengths and needs improvement;

o specific techniques (e.g., resource people, small group activities,
paired co-trainers);

o most important training aspect of skill building, and

o least important training aspect of skill building.

a. Looking back at the meeting_for trainers held_ before and after_the sessions

for parents, list the main strengths and areas that need improvement (for

example, modeling techniques, debriefing of previous workshops, sharing of

trainer experiences, planning and print materials):

All trainers considered the use of modeling techniques as high!: -.Its of the

training. In addition, trainers were enthuiastic about the well-planned and

well-organized sessions conducted by competent and knowledgeable project

staff members. Other strengths mentioned related to the rapport established,

which encouraged openness and sharing among pa -ticipants.
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There were mixed reactions to debriefing periods for previous workshop

activities; trainers were split with some calling this activity "meaningful "

wh-le others thought improvement was needed to make it effective. The most

negative comment in this section of the post-survey was that "speakers" should

be "more emotionally attuned to the population addressed."

b. Describe the ways each of the following techniques contributed to the

overall effectiveness of the parent workshops:

a Presentations of resource people to the large group Most trainers

were favorably disposed to the resource people who attended and to the

quality of their presentations. Representative positive comments from

District 13 trainers were that

"They gave parents vital information."

"It gave parents chance to question individuals they normally
would not meet."

"Presentations were well done. Simple language and expert
experiences."

"Specific information about City resources showed there are
people and places to go to for support and help after the
seminars are over."

Some District 13 expressed caveats about resource people saying,

"A greater effort should made to screen resource people to
determine content relevance and to brief them on the
population being addressed."

"I felt parents may have been overwhelmed by the number of
'professionals' in the room. Perhaps meeting with just parents
and leaders could help."

District 23 t ainers echoed the sentiments expressed by those from District

13. The traine s in District 23 had additional positive statements about

resource people which related to the high quality of printed materials

distributed and to the well planned presentations offered.
- 44-
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o Small group activities Trainers in both districts agreed on the

effectiveness of small group activities as providers of opportunities for

parents to discuss the! concerns, share experiences, and practice

career development activ ties they were expected to do as "homework"

with their children. Typical comments were,

"Very good because we shared ideas. Not enough time allowed."

"Very helpful in getting ideas across to parents."

"Developed good interpersonal relationships."

"Made many parents feel more comfortable about speaking and
asking questions."

o Use of paired co-trainers All parent groups were run by two or more

trainers. Reaction to this procedures was almost universally positive

with trainers saying,

"Gave trainers support and confidence that they normally
wouldn't have to lead a group."

"Helped when some ideas or thoughts were difficult to discuss."

"It was often helpful in getting a more well-rounded
perspective."

"Excellent technique."

"We gained tremendously from this."

A few noncommittal or negative reactions were also expressed. For

example, trainers said,

"Prefer to work alone."

"Trainers should be matched so they complement each other."

"Co-trainers should have time to prepare."
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"Parents sometimes 'open-up' with one trainer, whereas they
may have been hesitant with others."

o Presence of traine -observers -- This program component seemed to be

the most controversial. Trainer-observers elicited either high praise or

negative comments from trainers in both districts. Trainers who felt

positive about the presence of trainer-observers indicated that they

were,

"Good resource people for on-the-spot problems and for follow-
up discussions."

"Helpful to put trainers on track and stop digression."

"Enablers who helped trainer beeorne better through
observation."

"Able to strengthen weak points."

"A very good idea."

"Good gave me an opportunity to compare notes, share ideas
a learning experience."

"Effective -- a way to receive additional input."

On the negative side, some trainers felt burdened and uncomiortable

with the presence of trainer-observers. These trainers said,

"There were so few parents that the trainer-observers made it
seem too lopsided heavy, heavy," (District 13)

"Constrain ng and restrictive."

"Could become useful if observers were not hesitant to make
constructive suggestions and/or criticisms after workshops
ended."

". . they could benefit from s- cific instruction on how to do
their assignments."

o Print materials given to parents All trainers indicated that pr nted

mate_ ials provided parents ith essential information in writing that
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could be used currently and referred to later as needed. Representative

comments were:

"The materials that were given out I found very helpful not only
to the parents but also for myself."

"The materials were well-prepared and to the point."

"Reinforcement of learning."

"Gave parents hands-on materials to use with their children."

o "Giving testimony" at the end of each session Most trainers in both

districts felt this to be a "helpful and effective" way to end sessions.

Typical positive comments were,

"Giving testimony had the effect of re easing emotions and
bringing the group together."

"Enabled everyone to voice their opinions."

"That part was good. To hear a parent say how much he/she
enjoyed the session, and how the activity was used with a
child."

"Good for people who are not uneasy about speakin- out also
helps to relieve uneasiness."

On the negative side, some trainers found this activity "awkward" or "difficult

with so few parents" (District 13). It should be noted that several trainers left this

part of the survey blank, even though they responded to everything else on the form.

c. In your opinion hat aspect of the program stands out as important to you

in becoming an effective trainer?

All of the program components were mentioned by some trainers as the

most important for becoming an effective trainer. Some t ainers made global

statements indicating that 'tall of the program" components were essential to

good group leadership. Many trainers cited "modeling techniques, "career
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educat on information/resources," "co-leadership opportunities," and the

practicum experience as program highlights. At least one trainer included

"debriefing," "small group activities.' " orkshop organization," and "having

students present when guest speakers appeared" as factors conducive to

effective group leadership.

d. In your opinion, what aspect of the program was least effective developing

your skills as a trainer?

Most trainers made comments such as "nothing to change" or "this work

had a positive approach and outlook" because they were overwhelmingly

pleased with the quality, content, organization, and presentation of training.

Several trainers made the following suggestions:

"More community outreach and promotion of the program would
have perhaps increased parent attendance."

"I felt that career speakers should have been able to help high
school and junior high school students with employment."

One trainer chose to include a summary statement in this section which

pehaps exemplifies the overall percept ons of trainers about this program --

"Thank you for the opportunity to learn and to assist others to learn. It was a

pleasure to work with you."
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E. Spring_1986 Cycle

Data for the Fall 1985 Cycle were presented in detail for both parents and

trainers in Districts 13 and 23. A variety of reporting styles was used, e.g.,

listing of individual rather than group scores, setting forth separate pre- and

post-survey tables, as welt as presenting and comparing group means.

This section of the evaluation will report Spring 1986 data from Districts 15

and 19 using a similar but not identical format. For example, more data wilt

be presented in group context and pre-/post-survey summaries will appear in

the same table, if possible. Overall succinctness and referencing to Fall 1985

explanations will be utilized to avoid redundance. Where appropriate,

coMparisons between Fall 1985 and Spring 1986 data will be made.

1. Parent Surveys

This survey was administered to the parents of Districts 15 and i9 on a

pre-and post-basis for the purpose of measuring three areas: parents'

knowledge of and attitudes about special education law and procedures;

their present/future special education activities, and their attitudes/beliefs

concerning individuals with handicapping conditions.

Table 21, on the following page, presents pre- and post-survey data for

both districts concerning parents' knowledge and understanding of special

education law and procedures. When the parents in both districts

responded to the pre-survey, administered prior to presentation of the first

workshop, they had a "poor" knowledge and understanding of special

education law and procedures.
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TABLE 21
Parents' Knowledge and Understanding of

Special Education Law and Procedures
Pre- and Post-Survey True/False Correct Items by District Means

Spring 1936

Correct Item Mean No- of Correct Item Mean No. of
District Pre- rvsy Parents Post-Survey Parents

15 50.00 27 81.1 19

19 56.3 16 81.5

Raw scores based on 100 for perfect rating.

After five sessions of workshop training, both groups of parents

improved their knowledge and understanding to "good" or "above average."

Comparison of these data with Fall 1985 findings revealed the following

information:

Pre-test Post-test
District Mean Mean

13 (Fall) 52.5 80.0
23 (Fall) 53.8 70.0

15 (Spring) 50.0 81.1
19 (Spring) 563 81.5

Mean Difference

+27.5
+16.2

+31.1
+25.2

As a result of training all four districts made substantial gains in

learning about special education law and procedures; District 15 posted the

largest gain (+31.1); District 23, the least (+16.2).
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Table 22 on the following page indicates findings related to parents'

present/future special education activities. Findings are presented in

terms of pre-and post-survey percentages for parents performing these

activities, separated by district. Pre-test data indicate that parents were

reluctant to engage in special education activities on a regular and an

ongoing basis. This fact is verified by the percentage of parents who

responded in the "often" category or .tailed to answer. It should be noted

that the parents in District 19 appeetr even less assertive than those in

District 15 with regard to frequent involvement in designated special

education and career development with the school, other organizations, and

their o---n children.

Post-survey data show that workshop training had an appreciable effect

on the parents in both districts in terms of how "often" special educat on

and career development activities were performed. Parents in both

districts acknowledged their greater co mitment to "often" attending

parent-meetings, going to community organizations, and working with their

children and agencies about caree for example, thus pointing to

increased awareness of special education responsibilities and greater

assertiveness in responding to parental demands.

During the Fall Cycle, when the project conducted workshops in

Districts 13 and 23, similar results were obtained. (See Tables 4 and 11,

pages 16 and 27.) Based on the pre-and post-survey data collected from all

four districts, during the Fall 1985 and Spring 1986 progra cycles, it can

be concluded that parents made learning gains, which are attributable to

training, concerning ways to work more effectively with the school, outside

agencies, and their children to obtain services for the enhancement of

career development plans, processes, and procedures.
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Working with school
to plan child's EIP
District 15

19

Go to school's
parent meeting
District 15

19

Make suggestion
chid's schooling
District 15

19

Go to community
organizations
District 15

19
arn about
cial rights
-trict 15

19
Show child career
books at magazines
District 15

19

Get chld to tell
me about likes/
dislikes
District 15

19

Talk to people
about right kind
of job
District 15

19

Talk about the
kind of job my
child could do
District 15

19

-arn about
differnt H.S.
program
District 15

19

TABLE 22
Parents' Present/Future Special

Education Activities Pre- and Post-
Survey Percentages by District

Spring 1986

RESPONSE (By Percentase of Parents)
Often Sometimes Not Often Plan To No/No Answer

Post Pre Post Pre Post

22.2 47.4 25.9 42.1 18.6 5.3
12.5 30.8 37.5 38.5 12.5 23.1

48.2 78.9 25.9 21.1 14.8 0.0
12.5 53.8 25.0 15.5 25.0 15.5

25.9 42.1 25.9 26.3 7.5 26.3
25.0 53.8 6.3 31.0 18.7 7.6

33.3 57.9 18.5 26.3 22.2 15.8
6.3 31.0 12.5 53.8 43.7 7.6

55.5 78.9 14.8 21.1 11.1 0.0
37.5 53.8 18.7 38.5 12.5 7.6

51.9 78.9 5.4 10.5 18.6 10.5
37.5 53.8 25.0 31.0 18.7 7.6

51.9 52.6 25.9 47.4 3.7 0.0
68.8 76.9 25.0 15.4 0.0 7.6

48.2 52.6 14.8 31.6 11.1 10.5
18.7 31.0 25.0 31.0 18.7 15.5

51.9 78.9 14.8 21.1 7.5 0.0
31.3 76.9 18.7 7.6 12.5 0.0

37.0 52.6 14.8 47.4 11.1 0.0
25.0 31.0 12.5 31.0 6.3 22.5
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29.6 5.3 3.7 0.0
25.0 7.6 12.5 0.0

11.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
37.5 7.6 0.0 7.6

25.9 5.4 14.8 0.0
25.0 7.6 25.0 0.0

18.5 0.0 7.5 0.0
31.2 0.0 6.3 7.6

11.1 0.0 7.5 0.0
25.0 0.0 6.3 0.0

7.5 0.0 16.6 0.0
25.0 7.6 0.0 0.0

7.5 0.0 11.1 0.0
6.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

11.1 5.4 14.8 0.0
37.5 22.5 0.0 0.0

18.6 0.0 7.5 0.0
37.5 15.4 0.0 0.0

29.6 CM 7.5 0.0
43.7 15.4 12.5 0.0



Data in Table 23 (page 54) present pre- and post-survey responses of

parents concerning their attitudes/beliefs concerning individuals with

handicapping conditions. These data are set forth in terms of means for

correct items scored on "disagree/agree" sta e- ents. Based on the higher

mean scores obtained in favor of the post-test, it can be assumed that

parents in both districts became more aware, knowledgeable, and

understanding of the problems, concerns, needs, and aspirations of youth

with handicapping conditions as the result -f exposure to workshop

experiences. A similar gro th pattern was observable, during the Fall 1985

program cycle, when parents in Districts 13 and 23 showed appreciable

change in attitudes/beliefs concerning individuals with handicapping

conditions (Table 5, page 17 and Table 12, page 28) as follows:

Correct Item Mean Mean Post-test
Pre-test Post-test Gain

District 13 77.3 83.3 +6.0

District 23 69.7 81.0 +11.3

While all four districts showed gains in favor of the post-test mean,

District 23 achieved the greatest change (+11.3) and District 19 the least

(+5.4).

Two additional checklist areas were added to the post-test because of

their relevance to program completion: usefulness of seven items "we did

or talked about"; applicability of 15 career development and/or special

education summary statements to program participants.
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TABLE 23
Parents' Attitudes/Beliefs Concerning Individuals

with Handicapping Conditions
Pre- and Post-Survey Disagree/Agree Items by District Means*

Spring 1986

_ -an
Correct Item Mean No. of Correct Item Mean No. of Post-test

District Pre-Survey Parents Post-Survey Parents Gain

15 75.9 27 82.7

19 78.1 16 83.5

*Raw scale based on 100 for perfect rating.

19 +6.8

+5.4

Table 24, on the following page, gives the parents' perceptions of

"usefulness" of workshop activities by district, number of responses, and

percentage of responses. By and large, parents in both districts perceived

the workshop activities to be "very useful," with District 15 participants

responding in the "above average" to "outstanding" catego:ies throughout

(range of response from 78.9% to 94.7%). Parents in District 19 responded

in the "very useful" category less frequently than their District 15

counte_rparts (range of District 15 response from 53.8% to 84.6).

Comparisons with District 13 and District 23 responses may be made by

referring to Table 13 (page 29).

The data in Table 25 (pages 57 and 58) present summaries of parent

responses by percentage to 15 statements related to workshop

participation. On the whole, parents gave responses that indicated training

had had an impact on their knowledge about and performance of activities
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TABLE 24
Parents' Perceptions of Usefulness of

Workshop Activities - Post-Test
Districts 15 and 19

Spring 1986

Not Vepr Useful A Little U
Item No.

Very
No.

segul

Getting information from
speakers to help my child

District 15* 53 1 5.3 17 89.4
District 19** 7.7 2 15.4 10 76.9

Getting information about
careers and training that
might be useful for myself

District 15 15.8 0 0.0 16 84.2
District 19 15.4 4 30.8 7 53.8

Getting things to read
District 15 5.3 0 0.0 94.7
District 19 7.7 4 30.8 61.5

Asking questions about
my own child

District 15 15.8 1 5.3 15 78.9
District 19 0.0 2 15.4 11 84.6

Listening to other parents
talk about their children

District 15 5.3 10.5 16 84.2
District 19 0.0 23.1 10 76.9

Talking with other parents
in the small group about
our experiences on the
"homework"

District 15 53 1 5.3 17 89.3
District 19 7.7 3 23.1 9 69.2

Practicing the career
planning activities in the
small group

District 15 5.3 0.0 94.7
District 19 0.0 30.8 69.2

*N = 19
**N = 13
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help their children, e.g., increased awareness of where to obtain

information about careers, high school diploma requirements, and special

education programs. Fewer parents were as enthusiastic about their own

career plans and/or further schooling needed to realize these goals.

Parents were unanimous about the quality of training which would enable

them to recommend the program (100% of parents in all four districts both

Spring 1986 and Fall 1985, Table 14 on page 30). In general, parents seemed

ambivalent about the school's diagnosis of their child's disabililty, often

questioning the appropriateness of special education placement.

When the post-survey gave Spring 1986 parents opportunities to

complete open-ended statements about what was learned and what still

needed to be learned, their comments were consistent with those of

counterparts in the Fall 1985 program (pages 25-26). Parents in District 15

and 19 described the program in their own words as "very important

learning experience." In response to the question "6. What new thing did

you learn about your child through this program?" many parents cited what

they had learned about career opportunities of which they had been

unaware. For example, parents stated:

"I learned what some of my child's interests are for the first time."

"Because of our career talks, I became closer to my child."

"I learned that he had more potential than I gave him credit for."

"I learned how to really help my child."

Parents seemed to have an expanded view of the kinds of jobs their

children might do (Question 8 'What kind of work do you think your child

can do?") as the result of career development discussions and activities in
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TABLE 25
Parent Re5ponses to Yes/No Statements Related to

Workshop Participation Post-Test
Districts 15 and 19

Spring 1936

Item

Resr

Yes

No.

I would .recommend this kogram
to another parent.

District 15_* 19 100.0 (10
District 19** 13 100.0 0.0

This program showed me theta are people
and organizations to help my child find
a job.

District 15 18 94.7 1 5.3
District 19 13 10 0.0 0 0.0

Because of this program, I have a better
idea of requirements to get a high school
diploma.

District 15 16 84.2 15.8
District 19 13 100.0 0.0

Because of this program, I am more
familiar with what 1-1.5. programs
have to offer in special education.

District 15 17 89.4 2 10.6
District 19 13 100.0 0 0.0

I tried some of the activities with
my child.

District 15 17 89.4 2 10.6
District 19 12 92.3 1 7.7

I contacted organizations that sent
people to the meeting.

District 15 12 63.2 36.8
District 19 11 84.6 15.4

Note: (continued on next ge)
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Item

Response

NoYes

I know more about what careers my
child is interested in because
of the program.

District 15 17 89.4 2 10.6
District 19 13 100.0 0 0.0

I am better able to help my child decide
on a career because of this program.

District 15 17 89.4 2 10.6
District 19 12 92.3 1 7.7

Because of this program, I know more
about the kinds of jobs that are
right for my child.

District 15 16 84.2 3 15.8
District 19 13 100.0 0 0.0

I agree with what the school says is
my child's disability.

District 15 13 68.4 6 31.6
District 19 10 76.9 3 23.1

I have been thinking about changing
careers for myself.

District 15 12 63.2 7 36.8
District 19 10 76.9 3 23.1

I have been thinking about going
back to school.

District 15 14 73.7 5 26.3
District 19 10 76.9 3 23.1

I am currently workin- outside my home.
District 15 9 47.4 10 52.6
District 19 4 30.8 9 69.2

I am currently a student.
District 15 7 36.8 12 63.2
District 19 4 30.8 9 69.2

I am active in one or more community
organization such as PTA, church groups,
advocacy groups, etc.

District 15 12 63.2 36.8
District 19 9 69.2 30.8

*N 19
**N 13
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the workshops. Verbatim comments made by parents included:

"Work with children in day care centers."

"Commercial art."

"Possibly something with computers. He enjoys working with ours
at home."

"Filing. General office clerical work."

District 15 and District 19 parents expressed similar needs to those

written by Fall 1985 participants when they answered question 10 "What

else would you like to learn about?" Anxieties and uncertainties about

being a "good" and "understanding' parent as the child entered adolescence

and became more difficult were expressed. In addition, parental needs for

coping with frustrations and helping children do the same were mentioned.

Verbatim comments in this area reflected concerns about special education

students' present as well as future development.

For example, parents stated:

"I would like to learn how to become more understanding of the
needs of my child."

"I want to know about housing for special children."

"Marriage prospects"

"All the special programs available to my child."

"Knowing about more Spanish speakers and brochures."

All of the parents in districts 15 and 19 were in favor of continuing

workshop training. It had provided them with information about career

development and special education programs, in addition to fostering

meaningful relationships with other parents with similar problems and

concerns.
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2. Parent-End-of-Session Ratings

These rating forms were constructed to measure parent attitudes and

knowledge, trainer effectiveness, and practicality of workshop content.

Because rating forms were completed at the end of sessions 2, 3, and 4,

trainers were provided with "user feedback" or formative evaluative data

concerning positive and negative aspects of workshop presentations.

Table 26 (page 61) pre _nts the mean ratings for five workshop

characteristics, in addition to an overall session mean rating. A three-

point, Likert-type scale (3 = very good, 2 = somewhat good, 1 = not very

good) was used for rating workshop attributes. As shown, respondents were

highly positive about the "worthwhileness," "value of speakers," and

"interesting" aspects of the workshops. They were less enthusiastic abut

the usefulness of "career ideas" which they were to try out with their

children at home. Whenever a parent found fault with "meeting length,"

he/she regarded the session as "too short," thus expressing dissatisfaction

because they wanted more ti e for participation.

Table 27, on page 62, gives --ess', andents' mean rating for usefulness of

the "things we did or talked about" for sessions 2, 3, and 4. Each of the

seven items was rated on a 3-point scale: 1-not very useful; 2=a little

useful, and 3=very useful. The tabular presentation indicates that

respondents were positive and enthusiastic about the workshop offerings.

Their ratings were consistent with those of Fall 1985 parents (Table 7, page

20). it should be noted that the least favorable ratings were given by all

four districts in both Fall 1985 and Spring 1986 for the category "getting

information about training and careers that might be useful for myself."
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TABLE 26
Mean Value of Workshop Sessions Rated by Parents

Sprtng 1986, Districts 15 and 19.

2 ssion Me

13 15 D 19 1315 13 19 5 13 19 D 15 13 19

Item

Worthwhileness 3.00 2.50 2.82 2.69 2.86 2.87 2.89 2.69

Interest 3.00 2.70 2.91 2.77 2.86 2.87 2.92 2.78

Value of Speakers 2.92 2.60 2.82 2.77 2.86 2.73 2.87 2.70

Usefulness of
Career Ideas 2.62 2.60 2.45 L54 2.71 2.47 2.59 2.54

Meeting Length 2.84 2.70 3.00 2.77 2.79 3.00 2.88 2.82

Session Mean Rating 2.88 2.62 2.80 2.71 2.82 2.79 2.83 2.71

Size of N 13 10 11 13 14 15

*97.4% of District 15 parents indicated they "would recommed today's meeting to a
friendr 92.1% of District 19 chose to "recommend."
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TABLE 27
Mean Ratings by Parents of Workshop Activities

Spring 1986, Districts 15 and 19

Item

Session Number
Item 3-Session

Mean3

Getting information from speakers about
my child

District 15 2.85 2.82 2.71 2.79
District 19 2.69 2.60 2.80 2.70

Getting information about training and
careers that might be useful for myself

District 15 2.46 2.64 2.64 2.58
District 19 2.77 2.20 2.47 2.48

Getting things to read
District 15 3.00 2.73 2.93 2.89
District 19 2.46 2.70 2.53 2.56

Asking questions about my own child
District 15 2.85 2.82 2.64 2.77
District 19 2.62 2.80 2.67 2.70

Listening to other paren s talk about
their children

District 15 2.92 2.82 2.86 2.87
District 19 2.62 2.80 2.67 2.70

Talking with other parents in the small
group about our experiences on the
"homework"

District 15 2.92 2.73 2.93 2.86
District 19 2.46 2.90 2.60 2.65

Practicing the career planning activities
in the small group

District 15 2.78 2.91 2.86 2.85
District 19 2.62 2.90 2.87 2

Session Mean Rating
District 15 2.83 2.78 2.80 2.80
District 19 2.61 2.70 2.66 2.67

Size ol N
District 15 13 11 14
District 19 13 10 15
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Parents probably enter these workshops for the primary purpose of

obtaining information to assist their youngsters with handicapping

conditions make entry into the world of ork; therefore, they may be less

motivated concerning their own career development and plans.

Table 28, on the following page, presents parents' ratings of small group

activities, largely as a function of trainer attitude, competence, and skill.

A 3-point scale was used (3=always, 2=sometimes, 1=never). Trainers were

perceived to be highly competent and att tudinally well suited to small

group t a ning. Parents in District 15 and 19 concurred with those in

Districts 13 and 23 (Fall 1985, Table 8 page 21) in positive ratings of

trainer understanding, knowledge, and ability to create a comfortable

group setting.

Table 29, which appears on pages 65 and 66, contains parent mean

rat ngs for "things we learned" at sessions 2, 3, and 4, based on a 3-point

scale (3=learned a lot, 2=learned a little, 1=did not learn much). Spring 1986

parents agreed with those trained in Fall 1985 (Table 9, page 22) that they

had learned valuable information about ways to work with their children at

home, as well as through schools and other organizations. Parents from all

four districts seemed to need additional t a ning concerning "what business

looks for in workers."

Parents in District 15 and 19 responded to open-ended statements

concerning aspects of each workshop they liked best, those needing

improvement, and those requiring clarification or additional information by

making the following representative comments:
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TABLE 28
Parent Mean LR.atbIgs of Small Group Processes and Activities

Spring 1986, Districts 15 and 19

Session Nurnl
Item 3-Session

Item 2 3 Mean

Leader listened.
District 15 3.00 3.00 2.86 2.95
District 19 2.92 3.00 2.87 2.93

Leader gave everyone chnce
to speak.

District 15 2.92 3.00 2.93 2.95
District 19 2.85 3.00 2.93 2.93

Leader understood paren
concerns.

District 15 2.85 3.00 2,93 2.93
District 19 2.92 3.00 2,93 2.95

Leader offered good
suggestions.

District 15 2.78 2.91 2.93 2.87
District 19 2.85 2.90 2.87 2.87

There was good group
feeling.

District 15 3.00 3.00 2,93 2.98
District 19 2.78 2.80 2.73 2.77

I was comfortable speakirmg.
District 15 3.00 3.00 2.86 2.95
Disrict 19 2.69 2.90 2.93 2.84

I understood what the
leader talked about.

District 15 2. 2.91 2.93 2.90
District 19 2.85 2.90 2.80 2.85

Session Mean Rating
District 15 2.91 2.94 2.91 2.92
District 19 2.84 2.93 2.87 2.88

Size of N
District 15 13 11 14

District 19 13 10 15
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TABLE 29
Mean Rating of Parents' Learning at Sessions 2, 3, and 4

Spring 1986 - Districts 15 and 19

ssion timber
Item_ 3-Session

Item 2 3 an

What schools do for s udents with
special needs

District 15 2.46 2.56 2.64 2.55
District 19 2.08 2.30 2.27 2.22

What other organizations do for
students with special needs

District 15 2.62 2.45 2.71 2.59
District 19 2.15 2.40 2.80 2.45

Where I can get help for my child
or my family when we have problems

District 15 2.54 2.64 2.71 2.63
District 19 2.08 2.10 2.73 2.30

How to work with o er parents
District 15 2.69 3.00 2.57 2.75
District 19 2.23 2.20 2.73 2.39

How to work with o her organizations to
help my child

District 15 2.62 2.36 2.64 2.54
District 19 2.23 2.20 2.47 2.23

How to work with schools to help my child
District 15 2.62 2.82 2.57 2.67
District 19 2.23 2.20 2.80 2.41

Things I can do .at home to help my child
learn about his/her interests and
abilities

District 15 2.54 2.73 2.71 2.66
District 19 2.23 2.50 2.60 2.44

What kinds of jobs might be available
for my child

District 15 2.38 2.82 2.57 2.59
District 19 2.23 2.20 2.60 2.34

No e: continued on next page)
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ssion Number
Item 3-Session

Item_ 3 Mean

What kinds of mining is needd
for different careers

District 15 2.38 2.82 2.50 2.57
District 19 2.08 2.20 2.47 2.25

What busintos looks _or in r -kers
District 15 2.31 2.56 2.50 2.46
District 19 2.31 2.20 2.20 2.24

Session Mewl eating
District 11 2.52 2.68 2.61 2.60
Dlistrict 19 2.19 2.25 2.57 2.34

Size of N
DistrIct 15
District 19
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Besneetin
working in small gtoups."

"learning about oppottunitiis for y children"

"working with trainets whohave gnuine interes

"knowing you can tall< toother parents"

"finding out about placesvihere my child will be able to work"

"being able to ask qUeStios"

"being together with ether parnts telling and informing ore
another of possibilities for our children"

"learning that all high schools adrn it special education kids"

"learning how to make future plans for my child"

"having speakers to Make presentations"

"getting information aDoutwork study"

iLhin s cot_lls11-lave been im proved

etting male involverileiltand participation. Don men care?"

"more information about getting jobs"

"finding out more information on different programs in high
schools"

"longer me tings"

"more information on the beha children"

Question5 a r_ itional in f o r in a tion needed

"How do we get our children in regular classes?"

"information about highereducation for L.D's"

"more job information"

"information on hyperactive chi dren o handle the child
when he/she comes off mdicatiori? What to do when they act
out?"
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'agive an exa ple of high school special education student's day"

"training parents to recognize early signs (ages 2-4) of retarda
or emotional disturbance"

On the whole, Spring 1986 parents shared similar anxieties and concerns

as those expressed in the Fall 1985 workshops (pages 23 and 24). Parents in

both cycles revealed positive feelings about program effectiveness. Most

f the time, when negative feelings were mentioned, they indicated

parents' thirst for more of what was offered and more time for

participation.

3. Trainer Data

a. Trainer Pre-Survey These pre-survey forms were developed to

yield data concerning the educational and professonal backgrounds of

trainers, experiences in special education, and work with parents of

junior high school age children.

Table 30, on the following page, indicates the percentage of

trainers in Districts 15 and 19 by self-described job title. District 19 had

more than twice as many trainers as District 15, which probably

accounts for the greater diversity in job titles.

A breakdown of experience in special education is shown for

trainers, by percentage, in Table 31 (page 70). Trainers may appear in

more than one category based on the inclusion of both past and present

experiences. It was almost universal for each trainer to have had some

past and/or current special education professional experience.
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TABLE 30
Percentige of Trainers by Self-Designated Job Title

Spring 1986 Districts 15 and 19

b Title

Percentage

15* 19**

Special Education Teacher IS or JFIS 30.0 47.9

Teacher MIS I or II, IS or MIS 20.0 17.5

Office of Special Education Aide 10.0 0.0

Bilingual Guidance Counselor SE 0.0 4.3

Guidance Counselor SE 10.0 4.3

Site Coordinator Alternative School 10.0 0.0

Resource Room Teacher 10.0 8.8

Psychologist 10.0 0.0

Career Education Teacher 0.0 4.3

Bilingual Special Education Teacher 0.0 4.3

Crisis Intervention Teacher 0.0 4.3

Educational Assistant 0 0 4.3

100.0 100:0

*N = 10

**N = 23
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TABLE 31
Percentage of Trainers with Special Education Experiences

Spring 1986 Districts 15 and 19

rcentage

Naturerience 15* 19**
Teacher EH or NIEH 35.9 44.7

Teacher LD 7.1 20.6

Teaching Assistant EH 7.1 0.0

Site Coordinator -- EH 7.1 0.0

Reading Specialist EH o 7.1 10.3

Guidance Counsior EH 7.1 3.5

Resource Room Teacher -- LD 7.1 3.5

Teacher .MR 14.4 6.9

School Psychologist LD 7.1 0.0

Day Care Teacher LD 0.0 3.5

Crisis Intervention Teacher -- EN 0.0 3.5

Bilingual Guidance Counselor EH 0 0 3.5

100.0 100.0

*N = 14

**N = 29
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Table 32, on page 72, indicates the percentage of trainers who

noted they were either working with parents of special education jun or

high school age children or in career education programs. On the same

page, Table 33 presents d ta for trainers who work in schools or

organizations providing career eduction to parents and/or students, as

well as the degree of contact with other agencies.

It appears from Table 32 that both groups of trainers are highly

experienced as workers with special education parents of junior high

school age pupils. On the other hand, both groups of trainers have been

involved in career education programs to a lesser degree, particularly

trainers from District 15.

Table 33 data indicate a higher level of trainer participation in

"organizations providing career education serv ces to students and/or

to parents in District 15. In addition, trainers from District 15 all

maintain "contact with other agencies" (100%, District 15; 69.2%,

District 19L In the explanatory narrative which accompained their

responses, both groups of trainers indicated that there were few

activities which respond to the need of special education parents for

career information, resources, and agencies to assist their children in

entering the world of work.

Comparison data for the Fall 1985 cycle are available in Tables 17

and 18 on page 35.

Pre-test mean ratings were obtained from trainers regarding their

comfort levels on eight concepts designed to measure knowledge, skills,

and attitudes towards working with special education parents on the

subject of career education. Tables 34, on page 74, presents the results
-71-
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TABLE 32
Percentage of Trainers with Relevant Parent Leadership

or Career Education Experience
Spring 1986 Districts 15 and 19

Type of perience Percentag_o

15 19

JI-15 Parent Special Education 90.0 100.0

Career Education 30.0 65.2

Table 33
Percenuge of Trainers Working in Organizations ProvidLing

Career Education Services and/or Maintaining Contact
with Other Agencies

Spring 1936 Districts 15 and 19

Service Percenta e

15 19

Career Education Students 70.0 60.9

Career Educati n Pa.ents 50.0 26.1

Contact with Other Agencies 100.0 69.2



from trainers' responses to a 4-point, Likert-type rating scale where "1"

indicated the most discomfort with the concept and "4" indicated the

least.

The mean ratings for the eight concepts together were similar for

trainers in both districts. Concepts d., f., and g. received the lowest

ratings, indicating awareness by trainers that they had factual deficits

in career education curriculum, as well as in group leadership process

and skills. Both groups of trainers showed positive feelings towards the

concept of "parents as career educators" and "advocates" for their

children. In addition, the data reveal trainers' perceptions reflecting

flexibility and adaptability of leadership skills to a special education

population. Similar findings resulted from data analysis during the Fall

1985 cycle of trainers (Table 19, page 37).
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TABLE 34
Pre-Test Trainer Mean Ratings of Comfort Level with

Workshop Concepu and Procedures
Spring 1986 Districts 15 and 19

Concept

a. It is worthwhile to involve parents as
career educators of their own children.

b. Parents should be advocates for their own
children.*

C. I have the skills to work with parents in
small groups.

d. I have the skills to work with parents in
large groups.

e. I have the skills to work with parents on a
one-one basis.

f. I possess sufficient content knowledge in
the career education area to help train
parents as career educators.

g. I have the skills and content knowledge to
train parents to become advocates for
their own children.*

h. I can adapt my skills and knowledge to a
special education population.*

Mean Rating for 8 Concepts

*Not included on the post-test survey form.

+Reworded on the post-survey.

Mean Rating by District

15 19

3.80 2.78

3.80 3.22

3.00

2.80 2.91

3.50 3.52

2.70 2.65

2.60 2.96

3.00 3.48

3.15 3.2 1



b. Trainer Post-Survey -- This instrument evaluated the impact of

training seminars on trainers' opinions of training effectiveness,

perceptions of self-growth and change in leadership skills, and future

plans for conduct ng career development workshops.

Table 35, on page 76, indicates post-survey mean ratings for

comfort levels on eight concepts relating to trainers' knowledge, skills,

and attitudes towards working on career education with special

education parents. Ratings were interpreted from a four-point scale

where "4=strongly agree" and "1=strongiy dkagree." Five of the eight

concepts appeared on the pre-survey also. When mean ratings on the

pre- and post-surveys were compared for these five concepts, they were

higher in favor of the post-survey (Tabe 34, page 74). Similar findings

were observed between the pre- and post-surveys administered during

the Fall 1985 cycle for CMstricts 13 and 23 (rataes 19 auld 20, cmges 37

and 40). When post-survey concepts f, g, and h were included to assess

trainers' perceptiom of their leaderstap skills, content knovdedge, and

experience as workers with mainstream, bicultural, and/or limited

English-speaking special education parents, trainers' data yielded lower

mean ratings. These findings are consistent with those for the Fall 1985

cycle, probabily because the backgrounds of most trainers in the four

districts for both cycles indicate fluency only in English.

Based on the data from Table 35, it can be concluded that both

districts' trainers perceive themselves as having become more

knowledgeable and skillful in career education and in parent leadership

as a result of training.
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TABLE 35
Post-Survey Mean Ratings of Trainer Comfort Level

with Workshop Concepts and Processes
Spring 1986 Districts 15 and 19

Concept*

a It is worthwhile to involve parents as
career educators of their own children.

b. I have the skills to work with parents
in small groups.

c. I have the skills to work with parents
in large groups.

d. I have the skills to work with parents
on a one-one basis.

e. I possess sufficient content knowledge
in the career education area to help
train parents as career educators.

g-

I have the skills to use my experience
with parents of a special education
population.

I have the skills to utilize my
experience with a bi-cultural population.

I have the skills to utilize my
experience with parents of special
education students who also have limited
English language skills.

Mean Rating of 8 Concep s
Size of N

Concepts a, b, c, and e appeared on pre-survey.
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Mean Rating by District

15 19

4.00 4.00

3.50 3.41

3.00 3.12

3 3.82

3.38 3.12

3.63 3.59

3.13 2.94

3.00 2.65

3.44 3.33
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When trainers responded to open-ended questions, gave general

reactions, and assessed various techniques used in the workshops, the

following information was obtained.

) As a result of participating in the program what did you learn

about_yourself as a parent-group leader?

Districts 15's respondents indicated growth in terms of actual group

leadership skills, increased self-confidence as group leaders, and

heightened awareness of and sensitivity to special education parents'

needs. Typical comments illustrative of these areas were:

"I learned how to time myself. ..
"I certainly feel 'better trained' now to conduct parent groups."

"I have better knowledge of needed subject matter."

"I learned that many parents of special education children are
concerned."

. that I am capable of working with a diverse group of
parents."

The trainers from District 19 made comments consistent with those
of their District 15 counterparts. Several of the most insightful
statements are included here, however, because they add an additional
dimension to the trainer self-evaluation function by relating to current
and ongoing training needs.

"This experience has shown me that I have skills I did not know I
possessed. Your program enabled me to hone those skills and
bring them to the forefront."

"I learned that I am not too talkative. I am very tense and need
to be more loquacious."

"I learned that I know more than I thought I did and that parents
respected me as their parent-group leader and were willing to
follow my advice and counsel. They listened to me."

"I need to continue to develop active skills -- really tuning in
the parents and encouraging them to express themselves."
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(2) In what ways did the program change your ideas about the

needs and interests of parents of special education students?

Respondents from both districts incorporated answers to this

quest on in responses to the first question. The main idea expressed was

that special education parents are like parents of "mainstream" children

they care about their children and want them to have a better life

than their own parents. Another theme related to the magnitude of the

parent-education task because young people with handicapping

conditions need much more information and training in order to realize

career satisfaction. One trainer summarized the comments of many

others by stating,

"It illustrated just how deep some of the parents concerns are.
They were willing to spend time after a work day to learn
helpful things. They wanted to know everything, from rights to
options. They are not apathetic as I once thought they were."

(3 ) Other than in the workshop with parents or with the child with

whom you practiced, have you tried any of the career education

exercises/activities that were used in the workshops?

Responses among trainers from Districts 15 and 19 were widely

different. While a few trainers reported "no opportunity to try," most

of the shared experiences took place in special education classrooms or

with special education teacher-colleagues and were deemed to be

successful. Several of the most unusual practicing sessions were

described as follows:

"I shared the picture game with a friend who teaches in Day
Care. Her students, ages 4-5 years, enjoyed it!"

"1 practiced _card sort with a room mate. The result was a good
conversation about careers we would both enter if we had the
opportunity."
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(4) In what ways has your participation in this program generated

plans to use the workshop or related activities with parents, colleagues,

students, etc. at your school or organization?

District 15 and District 19 trainers were enthusiastic about

developing plans to use what they had learned in an appropriate work-

related activity. Most respondents indicated being in favor of parent

education, usually in the form of workshops and seminars. A few

respondents stated that they would work with interested colleagues

who, in turn, would be expected to pass on information and skills to

parents and/or students. Other respondents mentioned upcoming school

events where career education curriculum and parent leadership skills

could be used. Verbatim statements which show evidence of some

concrete and specific planning are listed below:

"I plan to hold a workshop 9:30 -- 11:30 a.m. at the Dis
Office with parents of different schools."

"I direct an after-school tutorial and counseling program. . .
hope to use the techniques with the evening parent group."

"Parents have expressed interest in an ongoing career workshop
in the school.'

ict

"I and two other colleagues from my school are presently
planning to run three or four career workshops for parents and
three or four workshops for students in Fall 1986."

"I'm assisting in the school career fair. I hope to reach parents
to begin ongoing workshops."

"I plan to use the training at my a ts workshop in September
1986."

Under the heading GENERAL REACTIONS, the Trainer Post-

survey atte pt d to measure program effectiveness in four areas:
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strengths and needs improvement; specific techniques; most important

tra ning aspect of skills building, and least important training aspect of

skill building.

(1) 'Looking back at the meetin for traine s held before and after

the sessions for parents., list the main strengths and areas that need

mprovement (for example, modeling techniques, debriefing of previous

workshops, sharing of trainer experiences, planning and print maVanals):

Comments in this section were overwhelmingly positive. Trainers in

both districts rated modeling techniques; well planned and well

organized workshop sessions; empathic, competent, and sensitive

project staff- significant career education curriculum pertinent group

leaderhip training, and knowledgeable speakers as highpoints of the

sess on. Debriefing and sharing, as well as resource materials

distributed, were mentioned as additional plus factors. Some negative

comments were generated because workshop sessions were t o full. A

suggestion made by a trainer to relieve feelings of pressure stated the

following:

"The only thing I would change would be not presenting resource
people and groups in the same day. I observed parents who
finally collected the nerve to speak run out of time. I would
alternate days."

Another trainer offered suggestions which favored a change in

workshop design and format, indicating "that the five trainers sessions

should have been during five consecut ve weeks and then the five parent

sessions in order to avoid confusion among parents" and, thus, improve

attendance.
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(2) Describe the ways each of the following techniques contributed

to the overall effectiveness of the parent workshops:

Presentations of resource people to the large group: Respondents

were generally favorable concerning the competence and expertise of

resource people. Representative positive comments ere:

"Excellent very knowledgeable people were presented. They
were infomative and therefore maintained the interest of an
their audience."

"The speakers from the community seemed well prepared and
aware of their audience. They were approachable and
encouraging."

"Gave parents much information that couldn't be obtained from
teachers, guidance counselors, etc."

Whenever trainers gave negative feedback about speakers, they

mentioned the need for a larger time allotment and the need to remind

them "to simplify their vocabulary and their use of educational jargon."

Small group acti ties: Trainers in both districts spoke highly of

the effectiveness of small group work because it provided parents with

opportunities for discussing concerns, sharing experiences, reporting on

"homework," and building interpersonal relationships. High praise was

given for assistance offered to Spanish-speaking parents during small-

group interaction. Typical comments were:

"Gave trainers and parents the opportunity to discuss career
needs of their children. It also gave the parents an instrument
for career discussion with the child."

"Very effective as opposed to lecturers speaking in a very short
time limit."

"These activities were the most effective. They allowed
parents to have input and gave me a chance to learn about the
Lnterests of special education parents."
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"Fantastic! Haitian parents would I ke creole-speaking teache, s
too!"

"Enrichment for participation of Spanish-speaking parents

"People, that is, participants were more free to talk in the
small group; they were less inhibited and told about their
concerns."

Several trainers added admonitions to be self-imposed, e.g.,

"Trainers must encourage parents to participate. While it is
appropriate for trainers to use themselves as an example, they
should not continually refer back to themselves."

Use of paired co-trainers Reactions to this technique was more

mixed than for any other activity, probably because "teaming" with

another person requires considerable effort, patience, planning, and

interpersonal sharing to become effective. TrOners in both districts

were highly positive about the learning experience related to co-

leadership, although some made qualifying statements:

"It is essential that the assigned co-trainers speak before the
training session to discuss techniques and modifications of the
exercises being sure that the two come to agreement."

"This added variety, interest and a sort of 'spicC to the group.
We experiencd this in my group."

"This was very beneficial to the success of the group. It
enables various viewpoints to be expressed and gave parents
two different people to relate to."

"Especially helpful to those who did not speak English."

"Fairly effective, although I found one trainer was more active
and dominant at the expense of the co-trainer being
overpowered and takIng a more passive role."

"Very good. Each one reinforces and complements the other."

"Depends on the personality of the co-leader. In one instance
our approaches were not consonant and in another I saw the co-
leader as a support.
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Presence of trainer-observers This activity seemed to elicit

more controversy than :ther program components. Although trainers in

both districts were largely positive about the presence of trainer-

observers, some felt stongly in opposition. Comments which validate a

mixed reaction are indicated below:

"Observers were helpful because the feedback is important
especially if the trainer was not sure of what she or he was
doing."

"This was a convenient 'check-up' whereby we obtained more
objective opinions."

"Individuals conducting the meetings could find out about the _r
strengths and weaknesses."

"An effective way to utilize extra trainers but hold them
accountable for evaluation materials. The observers should not
become active speakers in the group. Two trainers at most
should be talking."

Printed materials given to parents All trainers were enthusiastic

about the informative nature of printed materials distributed. In

addition, they felt that these materials could be saved as future

resources for parent use. One trainer made a statement which best

summarized respondents' reactions: "Materials were abundant and very

explicit. The parents found them valuable and so did I. I have kept

them all for future reference and for duplication, also."

"Giving testimony" at the end of each session This program

component was deemed effective by most trainers in both districts.

Typical positive comments were,

"An important part which kept us 'on our toes' and cleared
doubts."
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"Gave all who attended a chance to see what insights people
attending gained at a particular session."

"Necessary time for parents to express their feelings pro or
con."

"Good. These discussions did help bring out bad points, good
ideas."

"Giving testimony was excellent because it left a broad scope
for anyone to say what they felt."

Comments which were less positive referred to the giving

testimony activity as "too controlled," "good for those who enjoy

addressing a large group or have the need to expres! themselves, and

"too long not necessary to provide 15 minutes for each session."

It was observed that several trainers, who responded to every other

item on the survey, left this part of the form blank.

3) In your opinion, what aspect of the program stands out as

mportant to you in becoming an effective trainer?
a

Each of the program components was mentioned by one or more

trainers as the most important featu e. Most vainers listed several

components or made global statements indicating that all facets of the

program h d contributed to building good leadership. "Modeling

techniques," "co-leadership opportunities," "small-group activities," and

"career education curriculum" were mentioned most often as high

points of the parent education leadership training.

(4) In your opinion, what aspect of the program was least effective

in developing your skills as a trainer?

Most traine s indicated that they found nothing to change because

"everything was necessary" and "all parts helped in their way. In sum,
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trainers felt that "the overall program stood as a unit." Whenever

trainers made specific "needs improvement" statements which reflected

less than positive feelings, they listed "giving testimony" and "presence

of co-trainers" most often.

(5) Comment Trainees in District 15 and 19 reported a high

degree of satisfaction with the quality, content, organization, and

leadership of the project. In this assessment, they were consistent with

Fall 1985 trainers from Districts 13 and 23. (See pages 36 through 48.)
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VI. Formative Evaluation Procedures -- Fall 1985 and Spring_1986 Cycles_ _

Consistent with the guidelines outlined in the original project proposal, several

procedures were carried out in order to provide for changes, modificat ons, and

adaptations of program content and process during the second year of operation.

Staff members held formal and informal staff meetings throughout the second year,

using the assessments of the first-year's implementation in addition to ongoing

formative evaluative data from a variety of sources. As noted in the first year's

evaluat on report, formative and sum ative procedures overlapped significantly.

Formative evaluation data emerged from diverse and various sources,

reflecting through "user feedback" and staff observations regular and ongong

"readings" concerning trainer effect veness and workshop content usefulness and

process. Essential and critical aspects of the formative evaluation process were

inherent in data from:

A. Parent7End-of-Session Ratings described in detail earlier in this report;

B. parent Verbal reactions elicited during the last five minutes of each

workshop and noted by project staff and trainer observers;

C. Trainers' Verbal Reactions to workshop content and process, as well as self-

assesment of their effectiveness as group leaders determined during and prior to

each seminar. As reactions were noted by project staff, they formed an agenda for

later discuss on which was used to change, adapt, and shape the direction of future

workshop sessions;

D. Trainer-Observer Guides for Focused Observation developed primarily as a

learning device to help observers. These observations, however, provided a rich

source of feedback to project staff in the area of parent concerns and perceptions of

trainer strengths and weaknesses. For example, many parents expre sed their needs
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for specific and concrete information about special education curr culum, their

rights and responsibilities as parents of young people with handicapping conditions,

and employment opportunities for their learning disabled, e otionally distressed,

physically different, or otherwise handicapped child.

Trainer-observers, for example often made constructive suggestions about

trainer leadership styles which could be used to help the learner become more

effective:

"One co-leader nodded frequently when someone was speaking
appearing anxious and hurried. His body language needs
improvement. He should sit up straight, appear attentive,
encourage whoever is speaking to address the entire group, not just
the leaders,"

E. Trainers Post-Survey Part II designed as a follow-up instrument which

would measure the impact of the workshop experience on the trainer's school or

organization. Data from this inst ument provided summative information for the

current year's implementation, as well as formative information for the year ahead.

Respondents, in general, had made efforts to develop one-to-one or group activities

to meet the needs of parents, students, and colleagues for career educat on and

special education information. Activities chosen for the educative process varied

widely from no change; setting up a modest career library in the classroom;

conducting one-shot meetings about career opportunities with parents, students, or

colleagues; presenting for career days organized by the school, and planning and

implementing a series of workshop offerings to give parents requested information

about career development and special education. Most respondents indicated that

the training they had received made them more aware of and sensitive to the needs

of special education parents and children; in addition, respondents stressed that they

became more insightful about the ways in which special education parents shared
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common goals for their children's welfare, making them more like than different

from mainstream parents, and

F. Pro ect Staff hilfs_tin_ga held on both formal and informal bases for the

purpose of pooling information, discussing pertinent project issues, and making mid-

course corrections and changes based on data from the above measures. Many of

the changes in format and presentation were based on data concerning diversity of

trainer background, as well as English-language facility of parents. Other issues

discussed related to parent recruitment and attendance.



VII. 5urnmary1 Conditions, and.Recommendations

An earlier section of this Evaluation Report enurrerated a "baker's dozen" of

specific examples related to positive aspects of the project's design and second year

of implementation (III, pages 6 and 7). Data were presented in the intervening and

succeeding sections of this Report which validate and support these conclusions,

which taken in totality attest to the exemplary character of this program.

Based on the data presented with their accompanying findings,

recommended that a manual be developed, which will be a "how- o" statement of

process and procedure for replicators to follow and emulate.
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EXTERNAL EVALUATION

Background

The "Training Parent-Trainers as Career Educators for Handicapped Youth"
project has now completed its second year (1985-1986) of operation and remains
essentially the same in format and staff as it was during its first year of
implementation. The staff continues to include Dr. David Katz and Ms. Roslyn
Fisher, Center for Advanced Study in Education/Institute for Research and
Development in Occupational Education and Ms. Ellen Icolari from the New York
City Board of Education.

As in the previous year, the format of the project consisted of seminars for
trainers and workshops for parents. The training seminars included a cognitive
component in which trainers were given factual information about career
development and group processes and of an experiential component in which the
workshop exercises were conveyed through role modeling. In the latter situation,
the CUNY staff assumed the role of workshop leaders and the trainers assumed the
role of parent participants. In this way, trainers were prepared to serve as
facilitators of the parent workshops in which the parents of special education
students were helped to develop skills as career educators of their own children.

Each training seminar, therefore, was followed the next week by a parent
workshop in which trainers duplicated the activities that they had experienced
during the previous week. The following week another training seminar was held at
which time trainers shared and revi-_wed their experiences as group leaders and then

practiced the exercises for the next parent session. This pattern of "prepare-
implement-debrief-prepare" was carried out for twelve training sessions and five
parent workshops in each of four school districts. This year District #13 and #23 in
Brooklyn were served during the fall cycle and Districts 1119 and #15 were served
during the spring cycle. In total 53 trainers went through the program and 97
parents were directly affected by these sessions.

As in the previous year, an additional component of the program consisted of
the independent workshop that trainers developed in their own schools following the
completion of their formal training. Trainers were given an opportunity to run these
programs with ongoing consultation from the project's Board of Education liaison,
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Ellen Icolari. Based on interviews of trainers who have already carried out or have
plans to carry out this phase of the project, it is estimated that another 100 parents
will be reached.

The project as described seems to have had two main goals. The first goal was
the training of indivaduals in order to create a cadre of school and community
personnel skilled in career development and group process techniques who, after
having gone through the program can continue to train parents independently in
their home school and agencies. The second goal of the project is to train parents,
through workshops, to be more effective career educators of their own special
education children. A more detailed analysis of the impact of the.project on parents
and trainers in terms of these goals appears in the internal evaluation section of this
report. It is the purpose of the external evaluation to supplement those findings by
providing a more informally structured assessment of the effectiveness of the
project in terms of these goals.

Evaluation Procedure
The external evaluation was conducted through loosely structured interviews

of both trainers and parents. Although all participants were not interviewed, a
representative sampling from both spring and fall training groups was obtained.
Specifically, the evaluator attended the final training seminar and the final parent
workshop of one of the spring cycle groups. During these visits, individual
interviews of all trainers and parents present were conducted. Another group of fall
cycle trainers was interviewed over the telephone after the completion of their
formal meetings and during the time of the implementation of their independent
projects. Based on these interviews, the overall impact of the project seems to have
been very positive and is described in more detail below.

Project Effectiveness
1. Trainer Develo ment Goals

Among the trainers interviewed, there seemed to be a consensus that the
project had helped them to become more effective leaders of parent groups in
general and in particular helped them to understand the career development
needs of both special education parents and their children.

a. Occupational status and recruitment of trainers
Almost all of the trainer participants interviewed were involved
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professionally ith special education populations in the schools. Many

were teachers, but a fair number of guidance and COH team members were
also represented. The majority of trainer participants were recruited
through some kind of personal contact with a member of the CUNY staff
.e., the Board of Education liaison) or a colleague/superviosr. A few

participants found out about the program through a written memo. The
impression given was that recruitment of trainers largely on the basis of
personal contact led to a highly receptive and motivated group from the
outset of training.
b. Most useful as ects of the roect for develo ment of effective arent

trainers
The majority of the trainers interviewed felt that the actual interaction

with parents had been most useful to them in becoming effective parent-
group leaders. They found that conducting the workshops had made them
more sensitive to the needs of this population and that for many it was
their first experience in working with parents as a group.

Others felt that for them the most useful aspect of the training had
been their exposure to information about community resources available
for special education students and their parents in terms of career
possibilities. These trainers saw this aspect of the program as critical to
their development as workshop leaders and felt that this kind of knowledge
could readily be applied to their efforts at carrying out workshops in their
local schools and agencies.

To a lesser extent, the trainers interviewed believed that the feedback
and role playing of the training seminars was the most useful aspect of the
project in terms of their own development. However, in order to have had
such positive parent workshop experiences, the training seminars clearly
must have had a positive though perhaps more subtle effect on their
development as parent trainers.
c. Trainer criti ue of project

Without exception', all trainers felt that the project had been a very
effective and much needed one and were, therefore, reluctant to suggest
that it might be improved upon. After some encouragement, however,



several mild criticisms were offered. A large proportion of the trainers
were concerned about attracting more parents to the workshops and with
spreading the training to more school staff members. Although a few did
not know what could be done to expand the project in this way, many
others suggested some very specific approaches. For example, some
suggestions included:

Speak about the program to more teachers and special education
team members so that they can tell more parents about it.

Go all out to reach parents at PA meetings.

Have a CUNY staff member included in the grant budget whose job
is to be a community outreach person.

Other predominant reactions had to do with concerns about scheduling.
For example, several trainers suggested increasing the number of
workshops for parents or having the meetings for parents on consecutive
rather than on alternate weeks. These ideas were also presented as
possible solutions for increasing parent participation in the project.

Some other trainers thought that the scope of the project should be
increased. For example, it was suggested that topics beyond career
education, such as parenting and health practices, might be included and
that children as well as parents should be involved in the workshops.
Although such changes might not be possible within the constraints of this
specific grant, it does demonstrate the effectiveness of the existing
program as a vehicle for sensitizing school personnel to the needs of
special education students and their families. It also highlights the need
for extending services of this type in the future for families of special
education students. In fact several of the trainees were planning additional
workshops with expanded themes in their own schools for the coming year.

A few trainers also suggested changes that focused on issues specific to
their concerns. For example, one trainer felt that she was tired at the end
of the day and would have gotten more out of the sessions if they had been
held during the work day. A few seemed to feel generally insecure about
their own competencies and were, therefore, uncomfortable with
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unstructured training seminar techniques. One indicated that she wa.s
never sure about what to do at the workshops and another felt that she
needed more time between the announcement of the project and its
beginning. While these concerns were not typi:zal, it would still be
important to address them in future projects so that trainers who may have
similar anxieties can be helped.
d. Who should become a trainer in the future?

All trainers interviewed said that they would definitely recommend this
program to other professionals, but while some indicated that the prograrn
should be made available to all school personnel, others expressed some
reservations about what kinds of people the program was really appropriate
for. Some considerations included:

This program is excellent, but only for people who are interested. It
works best when trainers are already involved with kids and parents.

Depending upon what their goals are I would or would not
recommend this program. Before accepting a trainee, you have to
know why they want to do it. I don't see the need to train more
people with no place to run a group. But it does provide a good
insight for teachers and others who are interested in working With
parents in groups.'

I would recommend this program to any teacher, but more to thos
who are particuarly interested in guiding students into careers. For
these teachers it would be particularly helpful.

I would recommend this program to a range of people. I think it
would be good for new staff people after their first year or O. New
personnel need to be exposed to career education. Also it would
useful for counselors who have a lot of parent contact. Parent
education is the way of the future. It is also good for teachers who
have usually only negative contacts with parents.

These kinds of reflective comments seem to indicate that many o
trainees came away from the program with some deep insights and a very
clear sense of the specific goals of the project, particularly in terms of its
potential impact after the completion of training. By limiting the range of
individuals for whom this project is viewed as appropriate, these trainers
clearly showed an understanding of ways to maximize the project's long
term effectiveness.
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e. Indeendenv Oects isiLrined_ or carried out
Three main categories of independent projects wer! planned or were

allaready carried cutby the trainers. First, some trainers, either alone or in
caftalaboration 1,1/411 a few o-=her trainers, were working on reproducing the
wcrkshops done on a distr=e.ct !evel in their own schools. These trainers
vire plarming er had goten small groups of local parents together.
5-_-4cond, there were sern trainers who had adapted their workshop

e)pzrience for foecial edt_ication students rather than parents. These

triners, rnovtlY teachers Mut also including a few guidance counselors,
riire more interested in pu-mting what they had learned from the project to
Los in their clit-reht jobs and in bringing career education directly to
0if:lents. Some cf their probjects included use of career inventories and the
de--Nreloprnent of career fair. Third, a small group of trainers was actively

1r-ring to adapt 11.Pliat they Wiad learned to thz.- particular groups that they
ha chosen to Work With. or example, one trainer was focusing on brining
th project to group of Spanish-speaking parents while another was
prparing to traio other tachers and supervisory personnel and another
wa_s planning IC nin a workshop with a health component added.
Int7-07-restingly, th e main prel:=plem anticipated or experienced in carrying out
pla=___Ils was the sactle problern that trainers saw in the initial training project,
narnely that reCrulting prents might be difficult. As one trainer

intracated, "It was hard to met parents to become more involved. I think
ttai problem i 6 particuarl w. true of special education parents." Many

trainers did not see this or any other issue as a problem in running their
ovift, workshop; hoover. Rather they planned to start out on a small scale
anc2I felt that taro! plannL_ng in cooperation with the appropriate school

pet---onnel would eliminate ar-niy potential difficulties.

As reported by 94rents and rainers, the program had a very strong impact
cyt primly on childreirs career development, but also upon the career and
ducatonal plans of warty of tl-mie parents. As one trainer observed, "Many of

paar-ents had dropped out of school in order to raise families and now the
rogra n is helping thell to See the possibility of resuming their own careers."
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For other parents, the workshops provided them with a unique opportunity to
open up and discuss all kinds of difficulties and concerns that they were having
about their special education child.

a. Recruitment and attendance
Most of the parents interviewed were informed about the program

through a letter and flyer developed by project staff and sent out from
their child's school although a few were contacted directly by a teacher.
Once involved in the program, attendance seemed to be very regular and
parents seemed to be proud of the fact that they did not miss any of the
workshops. If a workshop was missed, it was usually the first one. The
CUNY staff, however, made sure that newcomers were given an
opportunity to participate in the activities of the initial workshop so that
all parents interviewed felt that they had been adequately oriented to the
project. Follow-up letters were sent to parents who missed a workshop.
b. Most important aspects of project for parents

The majority of parents interviewed felt that they had benefited most
from the informational aspect of the program. Almost without exception,
they commented upon their increased knowledge about where to go for help
and about their expanded awareness of the availability of career and
training options for their special education children. Many of the parents
also felt that they had been helped by the small group activities in which
they were able to share information and experiences with others. These
parents found that they were now better able to communicate with their
youngsters and had a more favorable attitude toward special education in
general.

c. Things the .arents would like to chan e abou he o -ram
Overall the parents were satisfied with the program. However, there

was a general feeling of not wanting the program to end. A number of
parents indicated that they would have liked to see the sessions continue
beyond the five weeks and to have more opportunity to share information
with other parents. One parent also indicated that the workshops,
unfortunately, came too late for her own child who was already graduating
from school. These criticisms, however, "seem to reflect the enormous
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need of special education parents to learn more about ways of acting as
advocates for their children and less of a weekness in the prgram itself.
The success of this program has to be viewed in terms of its intended
purpose which is not to solve all parent concerns but to stimulate interest
and begin the long process of career education with parents. To the extent
that these parents have been encouraged to do more for their children and
feel the need for further similar kinds of experiences, this program has
been very successful.

The only substantial criticism of the program was that a couple of the
parents wou d have liked more written materials available in Spanish or
thought that the simultaneous oral translations could have been more
precise.
d. Effectiveness of_program based on changes in arents activities

All the parents interviewed had already taken or planned to take some
specific action on behalf of their own or their child's career development
as a result of this program.

In terms of a group effort, several parents indicated that they live in
the same building complex and plan to seek one another out for continued
support and sharing of information. This activity represents a positive and
promising direction for dealing with the disappointment that the formal
meetings had come to an end.

On an individual level, the parents now feel much more comfortable
about seeking help from agencies and in particular the workshop speakers
or CUNY staff. In fact, some already have made some movement in that
direction. Some of the more noteworthy comments about changes that
have been made due to this program are:

I have already contacted a speaker from one of the high schools. I
went to see him and he spoke with me and showed me around. If I
wasn't in the program and he didn't speak here, I never would have
gone.

I decided to go back to college myself because of this program. I
have already filled out the application and now I am waiting for my
transcripts. I will be getting a degree in urban horticulture,
something I have always been interested in.
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I plan -to become more active in the school special education
program.

I am doing more talking with my child because of this program.

I help my childreri more. I talk to them more and am calmer with
them than I used tO be

I plan to be in taith with the family worker from my child's school
who is also a trainer in this prograM.

I am planning to Call up two of the speakers to get help for my child.

I am considering new career options with my chld in case the one
she is going into now (hospital work) does not provide her with what
she needs and wants.

When I need help for my children, I plan to contact the speakers or
someone from the CUNY staff.

These activities reflected a trend for parent participants to have
established a more optimistic attitude about the future and also a practical
way of resolving their need to continue participation in the program even
though it was formally over. This optimism seems to have been one of the
most important successes of the program, particularly because it will
continue to have an impact in the long run. In addition, the attitudes of
the parents reflect their own sense of having been empowered to take
responsibility for their own lives and those of their children. Again, this
kind of attitude, as much as the actions that follow from it, reflect the
real success of the program for parents.
e. A licability of the program for others

When asked if.they would recommend the program to other parents, all
agreed that they would. One parent seemed to represent the opinion of the
others when she said:

Yes. If it helps the parent, it helps the child. When the parents are
helped, they convey a positive feeling to the child. They know
where to lead him.

Summary

Informal interviews with trainers and parents participating in the project
indicate that the program has succeeded in meeting its goals for both groups. A
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group of in special educators and other community people have been trained to serve
as effective career development workshop leaders both for parents, other staff, and
students. These trainers will be reaching out in their own communities and
spreading the knowledge and skilki that they have gained. The parents who
participated in the prograth also seem to have grown in their understanding of
career options for their special education youngsters and in their sense of their own
potential impact on their children's development. These parents seem to have the
desire and basic skills necessary to continue in their search for information and
services both as individuals and as part of a group of parents. For these parents, the
sense of isolation and confusion that may have drawn them to the program initially,
has diminished considerably. Based on the responses of both trainers and parents,
the impact of this project seems to be going beyond the limits of the groups that
participated by reaching others with whom the trainers and parents are coming into
contact. This branching out effect should be even greater durng the project's third
year of operation.

Trainer Responses
1. What is your lob?

Special education teacher - 3HS
Guidance counselor - special education
Resource Room teacher
Attendance Improvement teacher
Biligual special education teacher
Attendance Improvement Guidance Counselor
Physical Education Teacher
PTA President
School Psychologist
Special Education teacher
Social worker
Special Education teacher - 3HS
Guidance Counselor - special education
Teacher Trainer - special education

2. How did ou hear about this ro ram and wh did ou choose to attend?
I heard it from a flyer from the Board of Education.
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It was announced at a CON meeting.

A colleague (attendance improvement teacher) told me about it.

I heard about it through the drop out prevention teacher.

Notice posted at school I called for information. I often dal with parents
and feel that anything I learn would be effective and useful.

A friend of mine is a trainer and told me abaut it. I often deal with parents
and feel that anything I learn would be effective and useful.

I got a call from someone telling me about the program. I don't know who it
was, but as a parent of special education children, I wanted to get involved.

Ellen Icolari (The Board of Education Liaison to project) spoke at a CON
meeting and it seemed interesting. Working vith parents is something that I
had gotten away from.

Ellen Icolari contact d me.

I heard about it from CON circulars and a memo.

I was recommended by the principal. A circular was sent to the school.

Through the special education supervisor in the school where I work. I wanted
to do it because I work in an area of human services and I thought I could make
a greater contribution by getting involved with parents in the district. I also
have a belief in career education as a motivating force.

Through Ellen Icolari. I was interested in working with parents.

What as ects of the am were most hel o ou as a parent traineDid tl_mgrwwva s?
The experience of interacting with parents in a group instead of individually
was very helpful to me.

Learning about parents' needs and children's needs as far as career goals and
future opportunities is concerned.

The best part was the training seminars in which we discussed the speakers of
the previous week.

I discovered that parents are interested in careers for themselves careers
that they haven't had because they dropped out of school to raise a family.

Both the practical and theoretical parts of the program have been helpful, .e.,
the training seminars and the practice, have helped me to learn how to run
groups.
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Gave me poise and confidence in runnirws groups.
I have a better under5tanding of career development and community resources.

I have felt useful because I am able -am reach many of the parents by using
Spanish which makes tile parents feel rnwm ore secure.

I have been in other stall developmerrat projects, but this one was particularly
informative.

I found the inforrnattora presented at -tl.me training seminars very helpful, but so
were the speakers and aisoactually cm-clucting the parent groups.

I wa-s struck by how Maid parents neel -this kind of workshop. In particular I
found the discussionS aZter each worksh-iop and the role playing to be helpful to
me.

I found doing the workshops with parerts to be the best part of the program.
This area I feel is (Ine olmy strengths.

The exposure to the parents and seeing how much they enjoyed the session and
having the opportunity ioget together 1./as mosthelpful to me.

Being able to see the ikleraction betwen guest speakers, paren s, and children
helped me to see the different sides of Sthe issues.

Working with the parentsand leading gr.c:mps was most helpful to me.

Learning about available resources for t--aelping students get into the real world
of work.

The excellent written materials durin workshops and reading about parent
training.

Being exposed to differentcommun ty azencies.

Working with a co-trairler. In this way E was eNpo ed to a different model than
the one I am familiar With from counseLang.

Meet ng and working Wi-th the parents.

I enjoyed the feedback atthe seminars.

It helped develop rrly skills in dealing I.rrith parents and I learned that parents
really want to help their children, but o-tere don'tknow what to do.

4. How would could?

Make it last longer for i:iarents.

-12-
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Include children in the training sessions for parents.

Try to get more parents. If you get the parents, you get the children too..

Try to go all out when you go to the PTA or come in and talk to the teachrs.

Every teacher should know about the program. Publicize it more for parets.

Inform all staff on the special education team about the program. (It's
fantastic).

Notify potential trainers well in advance of tite first meeting.

Include not only career education information, but teach parents how to =Ilse
their children without punishment i.e., parenting and mental 11alth
practices.

I would have gotten more out of the program if it hadn't been at the end off the
day when I am so tired. Try scheduling meetings during the day.

Providu more lectures and brochures in Spanish.

Bring children into the program as participants and observers.

Extend it

I would like to see the program go one week after another for parents. I t-iink
the continuity would have kept more parents coming U it had been held ev.rery
single week.

You should try to bring more parents in by somehow making the program rritore
attractive. Maybe it would help if you would go to the schools more and gt in
touch with the PTA and other parents' organizations.

I would change the times of the parents' meeting so -hat they were rt---ore
frequent. I think that we lost some parents because therewas too much =)f a
lapse between meetings.

The training seminars could have been clearer at times- Sometimes the m-ole
modeling technique was not enough and I was not sure about what was
expected at the next parent workshop.

Recruitment of parents was a problem and needs to be improved althouh I
don't know what to do about it.

Get more parents to come, although I don't know how to do it.

-13--
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5. Are you planning (or have your carried outLany kind of follow-vp pro rams for
trainin rents rou-s in the future? What will this consist of?

I am planning to get parents in and talk to them about interviewing their
children about career plans. I would like to get the parents to interview
students in school.

I have been giving my students more information about jobs and community
resources.

I have used the interest inventories with my elementary school special
education children.

I am plant:mg to team up with a co eague (another trainer in my school) and
meet with parents.

I am trying to write a readng curriculum based on the high school career
directory and other career education materials.. I got the idea here.

We are planning a career fair at our school.

I plan to start a group for Spanish speaking parents with the help of the CUNY
staff.

I will try to work with the specia'l education supervisor and the crisis
intervention teacher to try to help them to set up programs in our local school.

I am planning to do a mini--career education course in my school after school
hours for parents and students.

I am already involved in career elucation activities in our school and have
been linking up activities from this program to the one I do with the children
in my school. Pve brought the activities back to the special educaton teacher
as well.

Three other teachers and myself plan to use what we learned here for the
parents in our school. We plan to set up workshops in which I will add a health
related component. I will bring in speakers in this area.

As a PA president I have access to parents who could not come to it for the
late afternoon meeting time. I will be running this program for parents in the
morning at the District Office. I think that this is a better time for many
parents, when their children are in school.

I use career education activities all the time as a guidance teacher to special
education. I have incorporated what I learned into the existing structure. For
example, I have used the career inventory with children.

-I4-
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I am in the procss of organizing a parent training wrshop with another
teacher from my sehool who is also a trainer. We are gairtmg to discuss career
opportunities and himeow parehts can help their children succed at school.

I worked on a carer fair and it went very well.

I plan to follow upe. the parent particpants in the fall and ir=svite them to come
back again to talk about the training program and the carter fair. I want to
see how much cam= over there is and how the training proram influenced the
children in terms o careers, school, and home life.

I tried some of tne workshops on my own with parents. I used the group
dynamic stuff, the inventories, and got a better idea ef lw.rhat parents need.
They really are conmecerned.

I will work over th summer to plan a workshop in th,..

What problems do you expect (or did ou ) encounte ement
xour own program?

Parent recruitment= may be a problem.

Recrultng speakers may be difficult

Finding a suitable ttrne to run a workshop may be a problem.

It is difficult to reaz---ch parents. Social workers need to do thids.

Attendance w 11 be problem.

None. We will be sietarting on a small scale.

None. We are on omit- way already.,

None.

Getting par-znts wLJl be the biggest problem. We will tale using flyers and
emphasize the heall=h aspect to attmct more people.

None. I already spc=ke to the superintendent and principals. I have to make it
interesting for pareerIts. i have also left myself threcl months for planning.

None.

None yet.

It was hard to get parents to become more involved. 1 tliirik this problem is
particularly true of -special education parents.

-15-
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Getting parents to corm I did a. workshop with early childhood parents and
got 15 out of to cotrie. !OHS I groat fewer parents even though I extended the
topic beyond careers.

7. Would ou recommend Wh ? %TM not?

Yes. Participants can learn a lem..t from this program. Often they do not
interact with parentS nd lot5 C) parents don't interact with kidth Also a
program like this helps parents get their own careers together. It also helps
teachers find out about new resoures.

Yes. Other people should be informed about the program. All the people on
the team. It's fantastic..

Yes, but only others that are intrested. It worked best when trainers are
already involved with k145and pareits.

Yes. It is a good program to let peamziple know about resources and opportuni
for parents to use for their ehildrerm.

Yes. It is important to hava parents involved. Children are only in schoolf
5 to 6 hours a day.

Very much.

Certainly.

Yes.

Yes. I wouldn't have beerr w focued to do this (run parent group with health
emphasis component) i f Ile for the :program.

Yes. For learning to nin groups arid work with par n s which is an important
link in the whole education process.

Yes. If parents have information they can help their own children and the
trainers can carry this information to the parents and classrooms by running
their own meetings.

Yes and no. Depending lam what .Wheir goals are. You have to know why they
want it. But, it may be a good insight for teachers regarding parents in
groups. They can get fedback frorz parents regarding how teacher respond to
the needs of children.

Yes, to any teacher, but more tor those who are particularly interested in
guiding students into cereers. Po=- these teachers it would he particularly
helpful.
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Yes, for a range of people. I think it would be good for new staff people after
their first year or so. New personnel need to be exposed to career education.
Also it would be useful for counselors who have a lot of parent contact.
Parent education is the way of the future. It is also good for teacher who have
usually only negative contElcts with parents.

Sure. I enjoyed it. The atmosphere was good and I did learn skills that helped
me in my job.

Parent interview Reszmses

How did you hear about this program?

Got a letter from the school.

Got a letter from the school

Mail from the school

Mail from the school

From my child's teacher

Got a letter from the school

From the attendance teacher who spoke at a PTA meeting

2. How many sessions did xou attend?

4 missed the first session, but they had a first session repeat for us at the
second meeeting.

5,5,4,5,4,4,5,3.

3. What was the most im.ortant thin: ou learned from this o ram? Which
parts have been most helpful to you personally?

Some of the speakers were very good.

The small group gave us the opportunity to share information regarding schools
with otr parents.

I learned a lot about school and trades for special classes.

I also got a lot of numbers you can go to for help. There ws a time I didn't
know where to go, who to call, but I learned about that here.

I learr_t--d about programs to put my children during and after school.
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Now I know what to do if my child wants to change careers.

I learned about what is available in the high schools.

I learned about varied job opportunities.

I learned about certain jobs and hsw to help my child.

It was all very interesting, but in particular I learned how to communicate
with my child.

There are so many organizations to help you.

I got more information about where to go and met people who are able to help
me more.

My attitude toward special education in general has changed a little. I feel it
is little better than I did before I came to the program, although I still feel it
is not good enough.

Have you made an chan es concerning what _are doing or planning to do
foryour child's or your own education and career? Have you made any othsr
changes regarfrmg_your child?

My daughter will go to Jr. H.S. 142 for the ninth grade instead of high school.

I just found out what my daugher wants to do. She is going into nursing.

I have already contacted a speaker from one of the high schools. I went to see
him and he spoke with me and showed me around. If I wasn't in the program
and he didn't speak here, I never would have gone.

I decided to go back to college myself because of this program. I have already
filled out the application and now I am waiting for my transcript& I will be
getting a degree in urban hortiulture, something I have always been interested
in.

I am doing more talking with my child because of this program.

The activities from this program got my daughter thinking about what she
wants to be.

I plan to become more active in the school special education program.

I help my children more. I talk to them more and am calmer with them than I
used to be.

I plan to be in touch with the family workder from my child's school who is
also a trainer in this program.



I am planning to call up two of the speakers to get help for my child.

I am considering new options with my child in case the one she is going into
now (hospital work) does not provide her with what she needs and wants.

When I need help for my chlildren, I plan to contact the speakers or someone
from the CUNY staff.

Is there anything:lhatyou would like to add or change in this progsam?

Some of the speakers seemed to be trying to convince us that their school was
best and I know that this is not so.

Because I speak Spanish and English I could unders and what the translators
were saying. Some of the things that Dr. Katz said were not well translated.
Thz Spanish translation should be improved.

There should have been more sharing of factual information among parents in
the small groups. Even though there was some of this, it should provide
particular opportunities to do more of it.

The program happened too late for me. My daughter is graduating already. It
would have been more helpful for me if it had started sooner.

I'd like to see the program continue, even it if it was just once a month. I wish
we could keep coming every other week.

You should cont nue it and have it more often and longer than just 5 weeks.

No.

No.

I would like to have more written material in Spanish.
a

No.

Should get meeting places with more space.

6. Would ou recommend this rc ram to another karen

Oh, yes. I brought a couple of parents here.

Yes, sure.

Yes.

Yes. If it helps the parents, it helps the child. When the parent is helped, they
convey a positive feeling to the child. They know where to lead him.
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Yes.

Yes,

Yes. It is interesting and important to learn what they can do to help their
own chid.

Yes.

you plan to k mp in touch with an one ou met here?

Yes, with other parents who live in my building complex.

I plan to go to all the school meetings and hope to see people there.

Maybe. I live in the same building as another parent.

No.

Yes, though activities in the special education program.

I will be in touch with the family worker from the school who is a trainer in
the program.

Some parents live in my building, so we will be discussing this between us.
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TRAINING PARENT-TRAINERS AS CAREER EDUCATORS

Evaluationort

I. Introduction

The purpose of this evaluation report is to provide internal evaluative data

concerning the Project titled "Training Parent-Trainers as Career Educators." This

project, sponsored by the Center for Advanced Study in Education (CASE), Institute

for Research and Development in Occupational Education, Graduate School and

University Center of the City University of New York (CUNY) operated during the

School Year 1986-1987 (the project's third ar) with a staff consisting of

Dr. David Katz, Ms. Roslyn Fisher, and Ms. Ellen Icolari.

Historically, the project in its present phase evolved from many earlier

pilot/demonstration programs, field tested by CASE personnel, in the training of

urban parents as career educators for their special education youngsters. For

almost a decade, CASE staff gathered and validated curriculum, materials, and

teaching techniques which were effective for training parents of special education

pupils in selected junior/senior high schools of the New York City Public School

system. The program model presently in use represents, therefore, a distillation of

many years' successful experience in the field of career education and training for

parents of children with handicapping conditions, particularly in terms of pre-

adolescents and adolescents.

This training program was designed to provide parents of special education

pupils with information and skills to assist their children prepare for careers and

employment. More specifically, the Proposal Abstract stated that the project was

developed to enrich the career growth and development of inner-city students with
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handicapping condit ons on the junior high school level by training parent-trainers,

using a trainer-of-trainers model. This process was envisioned as a way to fill a

major gap between home and school, and to forge strong working relationships

among collaborating community groups whose personnel were tralned..

operational terms, during all three years, the project trained

representatives from a cross section of community groups including parents in

various community school districts, using a seminar and practicum model. Following

an orientation session, five seminar sessions for training trainers and five practicum

ssions for trainers to replicate their training with parents were held on an

alternating weekly basis, e.g. seminar week two; practicurn, week three, and so on,

for a total of 11 sessions.

During the practicurn aspect of training, parent-trainers conducted a series of

parent educaton workshops for parents.whose children with handicapping conditions

were in junior high school special education classes for the neurologically impaired

and/or emotionally handicapped mainly, within the selected districts.

The University staff assigned to training brought many strengths and positives

for infusion into this parent-trainer program, e.g., validated content, materials, and

teaching strategies used successfully in prior years when conducting

pilot/demcnstration programs for training inner-city parents as career educators;

training and experience from the areas of special education and career counseling.

In addition, cooperating trainers and consultants were drawn from representatives of

comMunity groups and junior high school/senior high school special education and

mainstream personnel.

Five, two-hour workshops were planned and conducted for parents who were

recruited using the following incentives:

-2-
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1. Bilingual presentations when appropriate;

2. Resource materials available in both English and Spanish;

3. Stipends of $5.00 for each workshop to cover tramportation and other
expenses;

4. Babysitting facilities during the workshop time, and

5. Certificate of completion given at an Awards Ceremony.

A brochure, produced in English and in Spanish, gave information conce n ng

training staff, resource personnel, participating agencies, and objectives related to

parental participation in the workshops. According to the brochure, by participating

the workshops, parents would be better prepared to help their children to:

0 develop positive attitudes toward ork;

consider their interests and abilities when making career choices;

understand employment requirements, job duties, and responsibilities, and

o get information on careers in which they might be interested.
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Evaluation Design

In designing this evaluation, summative and formative evaluative modalities

e considered as project interventions. It was recognized that summative

- evaluation has as its primary goal rating of participants, judging trainer/consultant

effectiveness, and comparing curriculum content. To be tru3y an aid to the teaching

and learning processes, evaluation must take place not only at the termination of

these processes, but also while they are still malleable and amenable to change,

adaptation, and modification. Thus, formative evaluation data meet the criteria of

an in-process intervention by providing ongoing validation of proposed plans and

activ.ties in addition to course corrections to make the project more effective.

Formative evaluation intervenes during the participant's formation period, not

when the process is deemed to be complete. Formative evaluation pinpoints areas

of concern so that immediate and subsequent training can be made more relevant,

pertinent, and beneficial. in sum, the primary purpose of formative observations is

to determine how well a given learning task has been mastered and to define the

part of the task still to be mastered. By so doing, the participant-learner and the

trainer focus upon the specific learning necessary for approaches to --astery.

Summative, as opposed to formative evaluation, usually serves to document

the success or failure of a project. In most instances, it frequently comes too late

to have impact ,:)n the practices of the program as these practices are being

evaluated.

When this evaluator made entry into the project's third year, some formative

evaluation data had already been collected and used by trainers and consultants on

an ongoing basis to make changes, adaptations, and modifications to fit participants'

training needs more closely.



This evaluator gained histcical and current perspectives for the project as a

result of the following:

Perusal of documents concerning the project;

2. Examination of evaluation forms filled out by trainers and participants who
attended training sessions, 1

Consultations with the project adminis rator and staff members who
provided added insights concerning the overall philosophy, rationale, goals,
and objectives of the program.

This evaluation report represents, therefore a distillation of primary and
secondary sources, both formative and sum ative, from which a statement
program effectiveness can be made. It appears to this evaluator that the project

was very effective in that it responded to parents' needs and exemplified significant

positive aspects.
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Findin s: A Ca stile View Evaluation

Specific examples of positive aspects of the project's design and

implementation are presented here. Subsequent sections of this evaluation will

present data to support these examples, which are testimony to the exemplary

nature of this program.

I. The project responded to a critical need felt by parents of special
education pupils in junior high schools for assistance in preparing these
children for careers and employment;

2. The project's model concentrated on developing parent-trainer leadership
and advocacy skills that trainers transmitted in practica to parents of
special education pupils.

3. The project made linkages with school personnel in several districts, as
well as with personnel in community-based organizations, thus increasing
the capabilities of community groups and parent coalitions to influence
school programs that promote career education for 'fouth with
handicapping conditions as a means of facilitating the trar-lition from
school to the "world of work."

4. Curriculum for the project was planned on a developmental, sequential, and
organized basis. Each session's curriculum appeared in outline form as a
duplicated flyer which was distributed to participants before the session
began.

5. Resource materials for distribution to the participants were carefully
selected for their practicality, pertinence, and readability.

6. University staff members and consultants were experts with training in
appropriate disciplines, as well as relevant experience. They exercised
leadership individually and collectively to provide seminar presentations
which represented maximum competence and contrasting leadership styles.
During practicum sessions, they observed and monitored the leadership
behavior of parent-trainers to provide substance for later feedback and
training.

7. Refreshments were included at sessions for a variety of reasons. For
example, serving food at the beginning of a session set up an informal and
practical activity to accommodate latecomers, to refresh participants who
might otherwise have missed some food intake in order to be present from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m., and to build a climate of trust and rapport.

8. Session presentations included a diversity of teaching approaches which
recognized individual differences in learning stylesr Session approaches
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included didactic presentations, experiential activities, questions and
answers, role playing, "ice breakers," and open-ended discussion starters.

9. Session presentations utilized a variety of group-work formats. 1.,arge-
group sessions, for example, used the Circle technique. Small-groupactivities were provided, for example, with opportunities for a
spokesperson to report to the large group. In this way, the program was
responsive to participants' needs by providing for discussions in dyads,
triads, groups of four or five, and the full Circle.

10. Provision was made to make non-English-speaking parents feel at ease.
Presentations at parents' sessions were made in both English and Spanish.
In addition, materials were prepared for a bilingual audience.

Feedback from project "users" was obtained and utilized in an ongoing way
for planning of future sessions, making changes and modifications, and
preparing for future replication.

12. The project utilized validated content, materials, teaching strategies, and
principles such as "peers teaching peers" deemed successful in prior years
when conducting other pilot/demonstration programs for training inner-city
parents as career educators.

13. Parents were offered incentives for the purposes of recruitment and
retention, e.g., stipend of $5.00 for each workshop to cover transportation
and other expenses; babysitting facilities; certificate of completion at an
Awards Ceremony.



IV. Eyaluation Methodology

The evaluation design, outlined in the proposal, describes a formative and a

summative evaluation of the Project's goals, activities, and outcomes. In order to

respond to the condit:ons if the evaluation design, instruments were developed for

the collection of pre-test and post-test data on both Fall and Spring trainers. In

addition, pre- and post-survey data were collected from parent participants in both

cycles, as well as paper/pencil ratings from parents at the end of workshops

conducted for sessions 2, 3, and 4.

A. Development of Evaluation Instruments and Procedures

At the outset of this project period, staff members conferred to review

and refine evaluation instruments and techniques used the previous years,

and to develop new procedures. The follo ing measurement instruments

were the products of the consultations:

1. Trainer Pre-Surveys These forms were developed to generate

demographic data about the trainers (e.g. professional background). In

addition, the exent of trainers' organizational involvement was

measured, as well as their attitudes, knowledge, and skills related to

parent education. Trainer pre-surveys were completed at the beginning

of the Fall training cycle for the following purposes:

o to provide information about the trainers' previous experience;

o to supply data concerning the participating school district;

to give baseline data by which to determine the project's
impact on trainers' self-preceptions of their parent education
leadership potential and ability in the field of career
development, and

o to determine the extent of change in terms of
individual/organizational involvement with career development
activities.
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2. Trainer Post-Surveys This form, also known as the Trainer

Followup Survey, was constructed primarily to as ess the impact of
raining on the attitudes, knowledge, and performance of trainers as
group leaders of parents in career education activities. Personal

impact questions were included to assess changes in competence

through trainers' self-perceptions of group leadership. In addition,

feedback was requested about the training program's effectiveness and

quality for the purpose of obtaining quattative data to be used in
drafting future training proposals.

Another post-survey for trainers was designed for trainers who

observed in the Fall cycle and participated actively as trainers during

the Spring. This survey included similar material developed for Fall

trainers, plus assessment of training impact dur ng the participant-

observer stage.

3. Parent Pre-Surveys The official title of this pre-test measure was

"Parents As Career Educators: Survey." This assessment instru ent

was designed for a junior high school parent population as a

meas rement of parents' knowledge of and attitudes about special

education prior to workshop attendance. All parents were given survey

forms, available in both English and Spanish, at the first workshop

se ssi on.

4. pAixatirve s These forms (Parents as Career Educators:

End of Program Survey) included statements designed to measure

att. tudinal and knowledge changes of parents related to "s f" and

children, based on program participator'. The surveys, which were

-211-
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distributed at the final workshop session, were essentially the same as

the pre-5urvey instruments.

5. Parent End-of-Session-Ratings These evaluative forms were

designed to elicit qualitative data from parents concerning the

effectiveness of sessions 2, 3, and 4. Parents were asked to rate these

sessions in terms of content usefulness, learning gains, and group

dynamics, for example, at the end of the time specified for the

meeting.

6. Trainer-Observer Guides for Focu d Observation This instrument

was devised by project staff to provide trainer-observers with a

learning tool for improving leadership skills th ough observations of

parent concerns, group dynamics, and group leadership techniques. The

format of this instrument required trainers to focus their observations

on specific aspects of group interaction and leadership style.

2 6
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V. District Demography

The project, during its third year, was conducted in three districts of the New

York City Public School System. The borough of Staten Island, which comprises a

single school district, often complains about its isolation and "underservice" from

available New York City resources and programs. In order to respond to the
perceived needs of the Staten Island Community, this project included the borough

in both Fall 1986 and Spring 1987 training. Although two different groups of parents

were trained during the 1986-1987 school year, Staten Island can be counted only as

one district.

Training during the Fall 1986 and Spring 1987 cycles took place at the
following geographic sites:

Fall Cycle

District 12 Bronx
District 31 (Group Staten Island, North Shore

District 9 Bronx
District 31 (Group 2) Staten Island, South Shore

-11
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Each participating school district had distinctive characteristics whit.h

influenced the nature of concerns and attitudes expressed among parents; thus,

trainers and project staff had to change, modify, and adapt workshop offerings to

"match" these respective community needs and differences.

Table 1, which appears on the following page, describes District 12 and 31

(North Shore), participants during the Fall 1986 Cycle, in terrns of ethnic

composition, socioeconomic status, and type of housing. Table 2 on page 13 presents

data on the same characteristics for District 9 and 31 (South Shore), program

participants in he Spring oi 1387. Reference to the North Shore will be as Group 1

in the future, whereas South Shore will be designated as Group 2.

Although all of the districts are located in New York City, it is apparent that

the communities possess distinctive geographic and sociological characteristics.

These neighborhood attributes are re lected in the socioeconrmic conditions which

deter ine, for example, the prevalent type of housing units.



1. EtclnCo stion
by_percentage

Black
Hispanic
Other

Total

_nomic_Status

4. Housing (types of)

TABLE 1
Demographic Data

Districts 12 and 31 (North Shore)
Fall, 1986

DISTRICT 12

45.0
40.0
15.0

100.0

DISTRICT 31
(North Shore

10.0
3.0

87.0
100.0

Low Income Low to Middle Income

Multi-dwellings; 1 to 4- amily homes
Many "burnouts"

TABLE 2
Demographic Data

Districts 9 and 31 (South Shore)
Spring 1987

DISTRICT 9 DISTRICT 31
(South Shore)

Ethnic Cor=tim
(1-3)r-___percenta

.Black 45.0 4.0
Hispanic 40.0 1.0
Other 15.0 95.0

Total 100.0 100.0

2. Soc economic Status

3. Housin -s of)

Low Income Middle Income

Projects, mu
dwellings

2 HP
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VL Finngs: A Detailed View

F=sarent Pre- and Post-Surves

A pre-survey form was given to all parents at the beginning of the fi

1,...orkshop session held for each group respectively. Survey instruments

I,w.-Fere available, as needed, in both English and Spanish. (Copy of the pre-

tst survey form appears in the Appendix.)

Parents were given a post-survey form at the end of five workshop

sssions. This form for the post-survey was identical to the pre-test in

t--sree areas, i.e., measurement of parents' knowledge and understanding of

sliecial education .law and procedures; their present/future special

eucation activities, and their attitudes/beliefs concerning individuals with

hndicapping conditions. Two additional checklist areas, included on the

pcmst-test because of relevance to program completion, were added to

dtermine the usefulness and value of the workshop content, activities, and

eperiences. (Copy of this post-survey instrument apears in the Appendix.)

1. Fall 1986 Cycle When Fall 1986 data related to parents'
knowledge of and attitudes about special education were gathered and

analyzed, on a pre- and post-basis, findings shown in Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

and 8 resulted.

Tables 3 and 4, shown on pages 15, and 17, present information

about "Parents' Knowledge and Understanding of S:lecial Education Law

and Procedures" in the form of correct scores obtained on true/false

statements. Table 3, based on the pre-test administered before training

began at the first workshop session, indicates that parents from District

12 had a slightly better knowledge and understanding of spec".al



education law and procedures; both mean Sores, howevr-r, were well

below average (61.9, District 12 and 59.5, 1:24s-.T.trict 31, Gr 1). Scores

for both groups of parents ranged from 2 tO 8, with a me, dian of 6. A

project score for the pre-survey was 9.

TABLE 3
Parents' Knowledge and Understandng cf SPeciki

Edumation Law And Procedures
True/False Correct Items on Pre-1-41*

Fall 1986

COR
District Parent No.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

4

66.7
77.8
66.7
22.2
sa.9
44.4
66.7

31
(Group 1) 1 3 333

2 5 55,6
3 7 77.8
4 4 44,4
5 6 66.7
6 3 33.3
7 4 44.4
8 6 66,7
9 7 77.8

10 8 88.9
11 6 66.7
12 5 55.6
13 3 33.3
1_4 8 88.9

* Perfect _c_ re = 9

-15-
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Tab1 4, based on the post-survey ad t1d at =he end of the

final wo=kshop session, shows that District 1 prerlts maia_ntained scores

indicatirg better knowledge and understanding et)lspecial education law

and pro=edures; both mean scores were abo--,re avoge (8.33, District
12 and '4.17 District 31). Scores far bot*-1 gcoups of pamarents ranged

from 6 =o 9, with a median of 8. A perfec-t sore for 11-a-lie post-survey

was 10, =lecause a question, not on the pre-tst, wis add t--1 "Some jobs

that use=1 to be closed to people with special. ndare ro longer closed

to therm'

Table--=s 5 (pre-test) and 6 (post-test) presnt giedings bi.sed on parent

check1it responses about their present anczl future spe=ial education

activitie Comparison of the two tables by obseryation imndicates that,

followin training, parents seem more acti-on oriented tr-about helping

their cliiMdren with handicapping condtions thr-oqh invoLadvement with

schools =ommunity organizations, and "self-hgelpw'rocedures.

-1
222
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TABLE 4
Paren-' Knowledge and Undersiancling of Special

Edumtion Law And Procedures
True/False Correct Items on Post-Test

Spring 1937

CORRECT EMS
District Parent No.

12 1 8 80.0
2 9 90.0
3 7 70.0
4 6 60.0
5 8 80.0
6 9 90.0

31

(Group 1) 1

2

3

4

_ 7

8

9

10

11

12

tzerlect S=ore 10

7 70.0
8 80.0
6 60.0
8 80.0
7 70.0
9 90.0
6 60.0
8 80.0

8 80.0
7 70.0
7 70.0

80.0

Mean

7

74.2



Item

Work with school
to plan child's 1EP

Go to school's
parent meeting

Make suggestion
child's schooling
after 3.1-1.5.

Go to community
organizations to
get help

Learn about special
rights because of
disability

Show child books&
magazines about
careers

Get child to tell
me about likes a
abilities

Talk to people
about right kind
of job for my
child

Think about the
kind of job my
child could do
when school is
finished

Learn about dif-
ferent programs
in H.& that would
be best for my
child

ph=1
Often

96

Parents
Educati=n

Distrit-LN

Somet=imes
No

TABLE 5
Present/Future Speatal

Activities - Pte-fest
12 and 31 (Group n

Fall 1985 N=21

RESPONSE
Not Often

No 96
Plan

No
To

%
No/No

No
Answer

9.5 2 9,5 10 47.6 - 4 19.1

5 9 42.9 6 28.5 0 0.0

2 9.5 4 19.1 14.3 12 57,1 0 0.0

2 9-5 7 33.3 2 9,5 9 42.9 1 4.8

33.3 5 23.8 2 9.5 6 28.5 1 4.8

33.3 19.1 2 3S.1 0 0.0

10 47.6 4 19.1 0 0-0 0 0.0

5 19.1 6 2L5 5 234 1 4.8

7 33.3 4 19.1 5 23 8 3 14.3 2 9.5

5 23J 5 23.8 23.8 5 23.8 1 4.8
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Work with school
to plan child's IEP

Go to school's
parent meeting

Make suggestion
child's schooling
after J.H.S.

Go to community
organizations to
get help

Learn about special
rights because of
disability

child books &
azines about

careers

Get child to tell
me about likes &
abilities

Talk to people
about right kind
of job for my
child

Think about the
kind of job my
child could do
when school is
finished

Learn about dif-
fernt programs
in H.S. that would
be best for my

d

Often
No

TABLE 6
Parents' Present/Future Spedal
Education Activities - Post-Test

Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1)
FW1 1986, N =

RESPONSE
Some.dmes Not Often Plan 'To No/No Answer
No No No % No

44.4 6 33.3 16.7 5.6 0 0.0

10 55.6 6 33.3 0.0 1 3.6 1 5.6

44.4 4 22.2 2 11.1 16.7 1 5.6

11 61.1 5 27.8 0 0.0 2 11.1 0 0.0

13 72.1 5.6 3 16.7 5.6 0 0.0

13 72.1 16.7 1 5.6 1 5.6 0 0.0

10 55.6 6 33.3 5.6 1 3.6 0 0.0

12 66.6 16.7 3 16.7 0 0.0 0 0.0

13 72.1 2 11.1 0.0 2 11.1 1 5.6

12 66.6 4 22.2 0 0.0 1 5.6 1 5.6
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Tables 7 (pre-test) and 8 (post-test) present data about "Parents'

Attitudes/Beliefs Concerning Individuals with Handicapping Conditions"

in the form of correct scores on disagee/agree items. Table 7, based on

the pre-survey, shows that parents in District 31 were somewhat more

knowledgeable in this area than th se in District 12 (31's Mean = 60.0;

12's Mean = 54.3), although both scores were below average. Scores for

both groups ranged from 3 to 8, with a median of 6. A perfect score for

the pre-survey was 10.

Table 8, based on the postsurvey. shows that District 31 maintained

a slight edge when the mean was computed (31's Mean = 76.2; 12's =

75.0). Scores for both groups ranged from 8 to 14, with a median of 11.

A perfect score for the post-survey was 14 because items were added to

obtain evaluative data. Tables 9 and 10, which appear on pages 23 and

24, present findings based on these additional data from the post-

survey.

Table 9, based on parents' perceptions of the usefulness of workshop

activities, indicates that there was enthusiasm about the

worthwhileness and utility of training sessions (see column "very
useful"). Data in Table 10 ve _fy the effectiveness of training from

parents' yes/no respnses to workshop participation statements.



TABLE 7
Parents' Attitudez/Beliefs Concerning

Inthviduals with Handicapping C4anclitions Pre-Test
Disagree/Agree Items on Pre-Test*

Fall 1986

District Parent
CORRE
No. Mean

12 4 40.0
2 5 50.0
3 7 70.0
4 6 60.0

5 7 70.0
6 3 30.0

60.0

31

54.3

(Group 1) 1 5 50.0
2 7 70.0
3 8 80.0
4 4 40.0
5 6 60.0
6 6 60.0
7 5 50.0
8 7 70.0
9 8 80.0

10 6 60.0

11 4 40.0
12 5 50.0
13 7 70.0
14 6 60.0

* Perfect Score = 10

-21-
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TABLE 8
Parents' Attltudes/Beliefs Concerning

Inclividuals with Handicapping Con.fitions Post-Test
Ditgree/Agree Items on Pre-Test

Fall 1986

CORRECT
District Parent No.

12 1 10 71.4
2 12 85.7
3 11 78.6
4 13 92.9
5 9 64.3
6 8 57.1

31

(Group 1) 1 11 78.6
2 12 85.7
3 8 57.1
4 10 71.4
5 11 78.6
6 11 78.6
7 17 85.7
8 9 64.3
9 8 57.1

10 13 92.9

11 14 100.0

12 9 64,3

75.0

76.2

* Perfect Score = 14; items added to post-test to obtain program evaluation data.
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TABLE 9
Parents' Perceptions of Usefulness

Workshop Activities Post-Test
Diviricts 12 and 31 (Group 1)

Fall 1986, N=18

RESPONSE
Not Very A Little Very -

Useful Useful Uful N Response
ITEM No. No. Nn. No.

Getting information from
the speakers to help my
child

Getting information
about training & careers
that might be useful for
myself

Getting things to read

Asking questions
about my own child

Listening to other parents
talk about their children

Talking with other parents
in the small group about
our experiences on the
"homework"

Practicing the career
planning activities in
the small group

0 0.0 5.6 17 94.4 0 0.0

0 0.0 5 27.8 12 66.7 5.6

0 0.0 2 11.1 16 88.9 0.0

0 0.0 3 16.7 15 83.3 0 0.0

0 0.0 4 22.2 13 72.2 1 5.6

0 0.0 4 22.2 11 61.1 3 16.7

5.6 3 16.7 11 61.1 2 11.1

- 23-
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TABLE 10
Parent Responses to Yes/No Statements Related

To Workshop Participation Post-Test
Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1)

Fall 1986, N=18

Item

I would recommend this program to another parent.

The program showed me there are people and
organizations to help my child find a job.

Because of this program, I am more familiar with
what high school programs have
to offer in special education.

Because of this program, I have a better idea of the

Re
Yes

No. %

100.0

18 100.0

16 88 9

No.

0

0

2

No
%

0.0

0.0

ILI

requirements to get a high school diploma.- 17 94.4 1 5.6

I tried some of the activities with my child. 18 100.0 0 0.0

I contacted organizations that sent people to the
meetings. 72.2 5 27.8

I know more about careers my child is interested in
because of this program. 15 83.3 3 16.7

I am better able to help my child decide on a
career because of this program. 17 94.4 1 5.6

Because of this program, I know more about the kinds
of jobs that are right for my child. 15 83.3 3 16.7

I agree with what the school says is my child's disabili y 9 50.0 9 50.0

I have been thinking about changing careers myself. 13 72.2 5 27.8

have been thinking about going back to school. 16 88.9 2 11.1

I am currently working outside my home. 6 33.3 12 66.7

am currently a student. 9 50.0 9 50.0

I am active in one or more community organizations
(such as PTA, church groups, advocacy groups). 15 83.3 3 16.7
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Th post-test survey provided opportunities for parents to make

spontneous comments to open-ended questions concerning what was

learns d and what needs to be learned. Sample verbatim responses to

these ezquestions are listed below.

Question 6 "What new thing did you learn about your child through
this piogram?"

tlTher is more of a future than I had imagined."

lealned how to communicate with him about careers, his likes, and
many tnore things."

"That kier and I have a lot of the same interests, and maybe I can help
guide 1-3e r

"That =here are many organizations to help my child."

. alout careers."

hi rights at school."

stion 7 requested parents to respond to "What is your child's

disabilk ?" Four of the 18 respondents (22.2%) replied "learning

disabili-ties": 3 stated "slow learner" (16.796); 3 wrote "none" (16.7), and

(44.4196) gave highly individualized responses, such as "reading," "not

sure," "'hearing mpaired," "talk ng problems," and "visual-perceptual-

notor-ksyperactive."

Qustion 8 "What kind of work do you think your child can do?"

elicite both general and specific responses, such as "anything that

deals ve=ith speaking and contact with people," and "he can be anything

he wara.-ts to be" to "mechanic," "baseball player," "model," "nursery

school eacher," "beautic an," "electrician," and "carpenter."

-25-
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When parents were asked "9. Would you like to continue these

meetings?" they all responded "Yes!" "Don't stop." "They are must

helpful to parents and students."

Question 10 What else would you like to learn about?"

. getting these children Social Security and wha ever they are
entitled to."

"How to motivate my daughter to read more so she can be more
successful in school."

"More specific job opportunities, e.g., feedback from employed people,
employers of their requirements for handicapped employment."

"About more organizations and more jobs."

"How to change the laws of the public schools which feels my children
are slow therefore, we mustn't expect too much from them. I'd like
more homework and stricter rules they can grow by."

Post-test parents' scores indicate learning gains based on training

when comparisons are made with pre-test data. Table 4 shows means of

78.3 and 74.2 for the post-test item parents' knowledge and

understanding of special education law and procedures (page 17); pre-

test means for these same items (Table 3, page 15) were 61.9 and 59.5.

When pre- and post-test data concerning parents' attitudes/beliefs

concerning individuals with handicapping conditions were compared

(Table 7, page 21 with Table 8, page 22), differences in favor of the

post-test were observed for both districts as follows:

District 12
District 31
(Croup I)

Mean
Pre-test Post-test

54.3 75.0
60.0 76.2

-26-
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The growth in the group means for both sets of scores, in favor of

the post-tests, are indicative of learning gains attributable to effective
training. This conclus on is supported by data from all other sources,

e.g., parents' responses to open-ended statements which reflect

satisfaction wi h the quality of training.

2. Sprirg 1987 Cycle Data for the Fall 1986 Cycle were presented in

detail for parents in Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1). A variety of

reporting styles was used, e.g., listing of individual rather than group

scores, setting forth separate pre- and post-survey tables, as well as

presenting and comparing group means.

This section of the evaluation will report Spring 1987 data from

Districts 9 and 31 (Group 2) using a similar but not identical format.

For example, more data will be presented in group context and

pre-/post-survey summaries will appear in the same table, if possible.

Overall succinctness and referencing to Fall 1986 explanat ons will be

utilized to avoid redundance. Where apr,--..Ipriate, comparisons between

Fall 1986 and Spring 1987 data will be ,fade.

Table 11 presents pre- and post-survey data for both districts

concerning parents' knowledge and understanding of special education

law and procedures. When the parents in both districts responded to the

pre-survey, administered prior to presentation of the first workshop,

they had a "poor" knowledge and understanding of special education law

and procedures.

-27-
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TABLE 11
Parents' Knowledge and Understanding of
Special Education Law and Procedures

Pre- and Post-Survey True/False Correct Items by District Means*
Spring 1987

Correct Item Mean No. of Correct Item Mean No. of
Distrt Pre-Survey. ParenU Post-Survey Parents

9 66.7 14 80.0 12

31 55.6 4 80.0 2
(Group 2)

* Raw scores based on 100 for perfect rating.

After five sessions of workshop training, both groups of parents

improved their knowledge and understanding to better than average.

Comparison -f these data with Fall 1986 findings revealed the following

information:

strict

Pre-test
Mean

12 (Fall) 61.9
31 (Fall) 59.5
(Group 1)

Post-test
Mean Mean Difference

78.3
74.2 +14.7

9 (Spring) 66.7 80.0 +13.3
31 (Sprin 55.6 80.0 +24.4
(Group 2)

As a result of t ainin all districts made substantial gains in

learning about special e ation law and procedures; District 31

(Group 2) posted the largest gain (+24.4); District 9, the least (+133).

Table 12 on page 30 indicates findings related to parents'

present/future special education activities. Findings are presented in

terms of pre-and post-survey percentages for parents performing these

-28-
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activities. Pre-test data indicate that parents were reluctant to engage

in special education activities on a regular and an ongoing basis This

fact is ver f ed by the percentage of parents who responded in the

"often" category or failed to answer.

Post-survey data show that workshop training had an appreciable

effect on the parents in both districts in ter s of how "often" special

education and career development activities were performed. Parents

both districts acknowledged their greater commit ent To "often"

attending parent-meetings, going to Community organizations, and

rking with their children and agencies about careers, for example,

thus pointing to increased awareness

responsibilities and greater

demands.

During the Fall Cycle, when the prr-,ect

assertiveness in

of special education

responding to parental

conducted workshops in

Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1), similar results were obtained. (See

Tables 5 and 6 pages 18 and 19). Based on the pre-and post-survey data

collected from all districts, during the Fall 1986 and Spring 1987

program cycles, it can be concluded that parents made learning gains,

which are attributable to training, concerning ways to work more

effectively with the school, outside agencies, and their children to

obtain services for the enhancement of career development plans,

processes, and procedures.
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TABLE 12
Parente Prewnt/Future

Education Activities Pre- and Post-
Survey Percentages for Districts 9 and 31 (Group 31)

Spring 1987, N=18 (Pre-); 14 (Post)

RESPONSE (By Percentage of Parents)
Often

Pre Post

Working with school
to plan child's 21P 11.1 57.1

Go to school's
parent meeting 3.6 64.3

Make suggestions
about chid's
schooling 0.0 28.6

Go to community
organizations 5.6 35.7

Learn about
special rights 5.6 71.4

Show child career
books ez
magazines 0.0 57.1

Get chld to tell
me about likes/
dislikes 11.1 71.4

Talk to people
about right kind
of job 5.6 28.6

Talk about the
,kind of job my
-child could do 11.1 28.6

Learn about
differnt
program 5.6 50.0

Sometimes
Pre Post

Not Often
Pre Post

22.2 42.9 44.4 0.0

16.7 21.4 27.8 14.3

5.6 21.4 50.0 7.1

44.4 50.0 22.2 0.0

16.7 7.1 44.4 7.1

0.0 42.9 16.7 0.0

22.2 28.6 16.7 0.0

11.1 14.3 7.1

22.2 50.0 44.4 7.1

44.4 7.1 22.2 7.1
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Plan
Pre

To
Post

No/No
Pre

Answer
Post-

16.7 0.0 5.6 0.0

38.8 0.0 11.1 0.0

44.4 42.9 0.0 0.0

27.8 14.3 0.0 0.0

22.2 14.3 11.1 0.0

50.0 0.0 33.3 0.0

44.4 0.0 5.6 0.0

44.4 50.0 5.6 0.0

11.1 0.0

11. 27.8 16.7 0.0



Data in Table 13 (page 32) present pre- and post-survey responses o:

parents concerning their attitudes/beliefs concerning individuals with

handicapping conditions. These data are set forth in terms of means

for correct items scored on "disagree/agree" statements. Based on the

higher mean scores obtained in favor of the post-test, it can be assumed

that parents in b th districts became more aware, knowledgeable, and

understanding of the problems, concerns, needs, and aspirations of

youth with handicapping conditions as the result of exposure to

workshop experiences. A similar growth pattern was observable, during

the Fall 1986 program cycle, when parents in Districts 12 and 31

(Group 1) showed appreciable change in attitudes/beliefs concerning

individuals with handicapping conditions (Table 7, page 21 and Table 8,

page 22) as follows:

District 12

District 31
(Group 1)

While all districts sho- -ed gains in favor of the pos- st mean,

District 9 achieved the greatest change (+27.9) and District 31 (Group 2)

the least (+15.0).

Two additional checklist areas were added to the post-test because of

their relevance to program completion: usefulness of seven items "we did

or talked about"; applicability of 15 career development and/or special

education summary statements to program participants.

Correct Item Mean Mean Post
Pre-test Post-test Gain

54.3 75.0

60.0 76.2

+20.7

+16.2
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Disth

TABLE 13
Parents' Attitudes/Beliefs Concerning Inclividuals

with Handimpping Conchtdons
Pre- and Post-Survey Disagree/Agree Items by District

Spring 1987

Correct Item Mean No.. of Correct Item MeM S,c. of Post-test
Pre-Survey Parents Past-Survey ,,_,ents Gain

9 52.1 80.0 12 +27.9

31 60.0 75.0 2 +15.0
(Group 2)

*Raw scale based on 100 for perfect rating.

Table 14, on the following page, gives the parents' perceptions of

"usefulness" of workshop activities, number of responses, and percentage of

responses. By and large, parents in both districts perceived the workshop

activities to be "very useful." Comparisins with District 12 and District 31

(Group 1) responses may be made by referring to Table 9 (page 23).

The daim in Table 15 (page 34) present summaries of parent responses

by percentage to 15 statements related to workshop participation. On the

whole, parents gave responses that indicated training had had an impact on

their knowledge about and performance of workshop activities.
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TABLE 14
Parentz Perceptions of Usefulness of

Workshop Actvities Post-Test
Districu 9 and 31 (Group 2)

Spring 1987*

Item

Getting information from
speakers to help my child

Getting information about
careers and training that
might be useful for myself

Getting things to read

Asking questions about
my own child

Listening to other parents
talk about their children

Talking with other parents
in the small group about
our experiences on the
"homework"

Practicing the career
planning activities in the
small group

*N 14

Not Very Useful A Little Useful Very Useful
No.

0 0.0 1 7.1 13 92.9

2 14.3 2 14.3 10 71.4

0.0 3 21.4 11 78.6

0.0 1 7.1 13 92.9

7.1 3 21.4 10 71.4

0.0 2 14.3 12 85.7

0 0.0 0 0.0 14 100.0



Item

TABLE 15
Yes/No Statement= Related to

p Participation - Post-Test
istricts 9 and 31 (Group 2)*

Spring 1937

would recommend this program
to another parent.

This progmn showed me there are people
and organizations to help my child find
a job.

Because of this program, I have a better
idea of requirements to get a high school
diploma.

Because of this program, I am more
familiar with what H.S. programs
have to offer in special education.

I tried some of the activites with
my child.

I contacted organizations that sent
people to the meeting.

I know more about what careers my
child is interested in because
of the program.

I am better able to help my child decide
on a career because of this program.

Because of this program, I know more
about the kinds of jobs that are
right for my child.

I agree with what the school says is
my child's disability.

I have been thinking about changing
careers for myself.

I have been thinidng about going
back to school.

I am currently working outside my home.

I am currently a student.

I am active in one or more community
organization such as PTA, church groups,
advocacy groups, etc.

* N = 14

Yes
No.

0.0

0.0

100.0

100.0

No
No.

14

14 100.0 0 0.0

14 100.0 0 0.0

13 92.9 1. 7.1

9 64.3 5 35.7

13 92.9 1 7.1

10 71.4 4 28.6

9 64.3 5 35.7

7 30.0 7 50.0

7 50.0 7 50.0

6 42.9 g 57.1

7 50.0 7 50.0

6 42.9 8 57.1

57.1 6 42.9
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District 9 and District 31 (Group 2) parents pressed similar needs to

those written by Fall 1986 participants when they answered question 10

"What else would you like to learn about?" Anxieties and unce tainties

about being a "good" and "understanding parent as the child entered
adolescence and became more difficult were expressed. In addition,

parental needs for coping with frustrations and helping children do the
same were mentioned. Comments in this area reflected concerns about

special education students' present as well as future development

All of the parents in Districts 9 and 31 (Group 31) were in favor of

continuing workshop training. It had provided them with information about

career development and special education programs, in addition to

fostering meaningful relationships with other parents with similar problems

and concerns.

Parent-End-of-Session Ratings Fall 1986 and Soring_1987 Cycles

These ratings forms were designed primarily to measure parent attitudes and

knowledge. In addition, they reflect trainer effectiveness, as well as the
usefulness and practicality of workshop content. Parents were asked to

complete rating forms at the end of sessions 2, 3, and 4, thus providing "user

feedback" concerning positive and negative aspects of individual workshop

presentations for modification and change of content, activities, and trainer

presentation. (The first and the last workshops were used for completing pre-and

post-survey instruments.) Parents responded very favorably to the three

workshop sessions, in general. Table 16 on page 37, presents the mean overall

ratings concerning five attributes of the sessions on a 3-point scale (3 = very

good, 2 = somewhat good, 1 = not very good.)
-35-
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As shown in Table 16, respondents were consistentely enthusiastic about

workshop in terms of qualities designated as "worthwhileness," and "value

speakers," a d "interesting." On the other hand, they did not rate the "useful

career ideas" which they tried out at home as highly. The mean ratings for

"meeting length" contained some expressed dissatisfaction because sessions were

regarded as being oo short." In other words, respondents liked what the

workshops offered and wanted more time for participation.

Data gathered for separate districts in a given cycle have been combined

because of small numbers at a specific site. In the Fall 1986 cycle, the number

of District 12 parent participants tended to be smaller due to prevailing

socioeconomic condition& This school district has suffered from a steadily

dwindling pupil population as housing stock deteriorated and became

uninhabitable. One the other hand, during the Spring 1987 cycle, some Staten

Island parents found the workshop schedule from 3:00 to 5:00 p,m. incompatibl

with early session school dismissal at 1:30 p.m.

By combining total parent data for the Fall 1986 Cycle and comparing them

to Spring 1987 data, a better basis for measuring and assessing findings can be

made. This practice will be used throughout this evaluation.

Table 17 on page 33, shows mean ratings, on a 3-point scale (3 = very u ful,

2 = a little useful, 1 = not v ry useful) of the activities included in each of the

workshop sessions evaluated (2, 3, and 4).

-36-
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TABLE 16
ean Values of Workshop Sessions Rated by Parents

Fall 1986 and Spring 1937*

Item
Item 3-Session Mean

Worthwhileness
Fall 3.00 2.75 3.00 2.92
Spring 2.75 2.87 3.00 2.87

Interest
Fall 3.00 2.88 3.00 2.96
Sprin- 2.75 3.00 3.00 2.92

Value of Speakers
Fall 2.50 3.00 3.00 2.83
Sp:ing 2.85 2.80 3.00 2.88

Useful Career Ideas
Fall 3.00 2.44 2.80 2.75
Spring 2.50 2.67 2.60 2.59

Meeting Length
Fall 2.00 3.00 2.80 2.60
Spring 2.75 2.47 2.60 2.61

Session Mean Rating
Fall 2.70 2.81 2.92 2.81
Spring 2.72 2.76 2.84 2.77

Size of N
Fall 20 16
Spring 13 15

*10C of Fall Cycle respondents at all three sessions indicated that
they could recommend the meeting to a friend; more than 98% of
Spring Cycle respondents indicated that they would make such a
recommendation.

+Fall Cycle = Districts 12 and 31 (Group I);
Spring Cycle = District 9 and 31 (Group 2)
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TABLE 17
ean Ratings by Parents of Seven Workshop Activities

Fall 1986 and Spring 1987 Cycles

Item 2
Session Num er Item 3-Session

Mean3 4

1. Getting information from speak
to help my child

Fall 2.60 2.69 2.80 2.70
Spring 2.80 2.80 2.80 2.80

2. Getting information about training
and careers that might be useful
for myself

Fall 2.07 2.50 2.07 2.21
Spring 2.45 2.47 2.20 2.37

3. Getting things to read
Fall 2.87 2.69 2.80 2.79
Spring 2.65 2.87 2.60 2.71

4. Asking questions about my own child
Fall 2.73 2.69 2.80 2.74
Spring 2.45 2.80 2.80 2.75

Listening to other parents talk
about their children

Fall 2.47 2.50 2.60 2.52
Spring 2.45 2.47 2.50 2.47

6. Talking with other parents in the
small group about our experiences
on the "homework"

Fall 2.80 2.50 2.47 2.59
Spring 2.75 2.47 2.50 2.57

7. Practicing the career planning
activities in the small group

Fall 2.80 2.69 2.73 2.74
Spring 2.75 2.76 2.80 2.77

Session Mean Rating
Fall 2.62 2.61 2.61 2.61
Spring 2.64 2.66 2.60 2.63

Size of N
Fall 20 16 15
Spring 15 15 10
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Although the mean ratings presented in Table 17 indicate the

respondents were overwhelmingly positive regarding all workshop rated

items, they were most favorable to three activities, .. information
from speakers," questions about my own child," and "practicing career

planning activities in the small group". The least favorable rating was

given to the category getting information about tra1nin;3 and careers that
might be useful for myself."

Table 18 on the following page, presents the parents' rating of

effectiveness of small group activi ies, largely as a dimension of trainer

competence, using a 3-point scale (3 = always, 2 = sometimes, 1 = never).

Based on the data provided by respondents, it can be concluded that

trainers were perceived as competent in cognitive and affective aspects of

small group leadership.

All of the parents at the three sessions felt that the leader offered good

suggestions, there was good group feeling, and a high comfort level existed

during the small-group activities. High ratings given to leaders who

were perceived to be good listeners and clear expUners, gave everyone a

chance to speak, and understood parent concerns.
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TABLE 18
Parent Mean Ratings of Seven Small Group Processes

and Activities at Each Session
Fall 1986 and Spring 1987 Cycles

Session Number Item 3-5ession
Item 2 3 4 Mean

Leader listened.
Fall 3.00 2.88 3.00 2.96
Spring 2.85 2.87 3.00 2.91

2. Leader gave everyone a chance
to speak.

Fall 3.00 2.88 3.00 2.96
Spring 2.85 2.80 3.00 2.88

3. Leader understo d parent concerns.
Fail 3.00 2.81 2.80 2.87
Spring 3.00 3.00 2.70 2.90

4. Leader offered good suggestions.
Fall 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
Spring 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

5. There was good group feeling.
Fall 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
Spring 2.85 2.80 2.90 2.85

6. I was comfortable speaking. 2.75 3.00 3.00 2.92
3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

7. I understood what the leader
talked about

Fall 2.70 2.44 2.80 2.65
Spring 2.75 2.76 2.60 2.70

Session Mean Ra:n
Fall 2.94 2.86 2.94 2.91
Spring 2.91 2.89 2.84 2.88

Size of N
Fall 15 16 15
Spring 20 15 10
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Table 19, on the following page, contains the parent mean ratings of

information and skills conveyed at each workshop session, based on a 3-

point scale (3 = learned a lot, 2 w. learned a little, 1 = did not learn much).

Parents felt they had learned the most about where to get help for their

children, how to work with other parents and the schools to get help, and

ways to do things at home to help children learn about career interests and

abilities. Parents felt they had learned the least about the kinds of jobs

available to and the career training needed for their children, as well as

the qualities business looks for in workers.
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TABLE 19
Mean Ratings of Parents' Learning at Each Session

for Ten Factors
Fall 1986 and Spring 1987 Cycles

Item

L What the schools do for students
with special needs

Fall
Spring

2. What other organizations do for
students with special needs

Fall
Spring

Where I can get help for my child
or my family when we have
problems

Fall
Spring

4. ow to work with other parents
Fall
Spring

5. How to work with other organizations
to help my child

Fall
Spring

6. How to work with schools to help
my child

Fall
Spring

7. Things I can do at home to help my
child learn about his or her
interests and abilities

Fall
Spring

ession Number Item 3-Session
Mean

2.80 2.88 2.85 2.84
2.90 2.85 2.90 2.89

2.80 2.81 2.85 2.82
2.72 2.75 2.80. 2.76

3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
2.80 2.85 3.00 2.88

2.75 2.81 2.85 2.80
2.80 3.00 2.80 2.87

2.75 2.81 2.80 2.79
2.75 2.75 2.80 2.77

2.75 2.38 2.80 2.81
2.35 3.00 2.00 2.95

2.80 2.88 2.80 2.83
2.90 2.87 3.00 2.92

No "nued on
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Session Number Item 3-Session
Item 2 3 4 Mean

What kinds of jobs might be
available for my child

Fall 2.65 2.44 2.47 2.52
Spring 2.47 2.47 2.60 2.51

9. What kind of training is needed for
differek careers

Fall 2.45 2.44 2.47 2.45
Spring 2.67 2.44 2.00 2.37

10. What business looks for in workers
Fall 2.45 2.44 2.47 2.45
Spring 2.67 2.67 2.74 2.69

S ssion Mean Rating
Fall 2.72 2.74 2.00 2.49
Spring 2.75 2.77 2.69 2.74

Size of N
Fall 20 16 15
Spring 15 15 10



It should be noted that the findings shown in Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9 are

consistent with those obtained in the first two years of the project's

peration, pointing to stability and consistency of the training model and

its implementation over a three-year periocL

When parents were asked to respond to open-ended statements

concerning aspects of each workshop they thought best, those that could

have been improved, and those where they had questions or needed

additional information, they made the following representative comments:

Best about today's meeting

"the picture career activity"
"specific information about high school"
"ways to get help for my child"
"information about choosing careers"
"values exercise"
"group session"
"the speakers"
"defining handicaps"
"learning to help children, self and family"
"different learning problems and styles"
"child advocates to help the disabled"
"learning more about special education

Thin s that could have been im roved
"more time for questions and answers"
"parents to bring other parents"
"helping children who do not progress"
"longer meetings"
"time to talk about our feelings concerning handicaps"
"more time to talk to speakers informally"

-44-
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_Questions and additional information added
"job possibilities for children without diplomas"
"more about high school qualifications"
"to know more about group sessions .. I know how to get help."
"motivating my child to read"
"more about mental health sliding fee scale"
"how to help a shy chile
"jobs for the learning disabled"

Many parents wrote comments to express their satisfaction with the

sessions stating that they were "great as is" and "should not be changed in

any way." Typical comments made about session positives, as well as

unfulfilled needs and suggested changes, reflected parental concerns for

their children with handicapping conditions. Most of the time, when

negative feelings were mentioned, they reflected parents' thirst for more

of what was offered and more time for participation.
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C. Trainer Data_

1. Trainer Pre-Survey, Fall Cyc e These pre-survey forms yielded data

concerning the educational and professional backgrounds of trainers, in

terms of experience in special education, and work with parents of junior

high school age children. Table 20 contains the percentage of trainers

from Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1) included in each self-designated special

educational category.

Table 21, on page 48, contains a breakdown of trainers, by percentage,

with regard to experience in non special education job titles. Some

trainers appear in more than one category because both past and present

experiences were included.

Table 22, on page 49, shows the percentage of trainers who indicate

that they had prior experience either working with parents of special

education junior high school age children or in career education programs.

2
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TABLE 20
Percentage of Trainers by Special Education Self-Designated 3ob Title

Fall 1936 Disflict5 12 and 31 (Group 1)

Percentage

3ob Title 12 31
(Group ire.

Teacher LD 21.1 20.0

Teacher EH 21.1 13.3

Teacher Autistic/Deaf or Language Impaired 5.3 13.3

Teacher Curriculum Area 10.5 26.7

Teacher HC 30 10.5 6.7

Special Education Teacher TM 10.5 0.0

CIT (Crisis Intervention Teacher) Coordinator 53 13.3

Special Education Teacher Title I, CRMD 5.3 6.7

Paraprofessional 5.3 0.0

Bilingual Education Evaluator 5.3 0.0

Total 100.0 100.0

*N = 19

**N = 15



TABLE 21
Percentage of Trainers with Non Special Education

Fall 1936 Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1)

Namre of Experience 31
(Group 1)**

Teacher Elementary 30.0 17.1

Teacher 3H5 and High School 10.0 14.3

Paraprofessional 10.0 2.9

Restaurant and Catering 10.0 0.0

Office and Clerical 15.0 22.9

Industrial and Medical 15.0 14.3

Counseling Camp and Other 10.0 2.9

Legal 0.0 5.7

Management 0.0 5.7

Other Miscellaneous 0.0 14.3

Total 100.0 100.0

= 20;
category.

Individual trainer may appear in more than one

Table 23, which appears on the same page with Table 22, contains

similar percentages on an organizational level by indicating the proportion

of trainers who worked in schools or organizations providing career

education to parents and/or students, as well as the extent of the
organization's contact with other agencies.
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TABLE 22
Percentage of Trainers with Relevmt Parent Leadership

or Career Education Experience
Fall 1986 Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1)

jpe of Erience

3.H.S. Parent Special Education

Career Education

rcentage

12

100.0

31
roop

80.0

50.0 50.0

TABLE 23
Percentage of Trainers Working in Organizations Pruviclii

Career Educa.don Services and/or Maintaining Contact
with Other Agencies

Fall 1986 Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1)

Percentag s

Service 12 31
(Grou.)

Career Education Students 40.0 60.0

Career Education Parents 20.0 20.0

Contact with Other Agencies 40.0 60.0



Table 24, on page 51, gives the pre-test mean ratings for trainers who

indicated their comfort levels on eight concepts involving knowledge,

skills, and attitudes towards working with special education parents on the

subject of career education. A 4-point, Lik-- t-type rating scale was used,

where "1" indicated the trainer was uncomfortable with the concept and "4"

indica ed the trainer was very comfortable.

On an overall basis, the mean ratings for all 8 concepts in toto by

trainers in both districts were almost identical. When taken into

consideration as separate concepts, however, concepts f. and g. relating to

"content knowledge" received the lowest ratings, suggesting that trainers

felt the greatest need for training in factual and cognitive areas. The

trainers in both groups showed a very positive orientatlon toward the

concept of parents as career educators of their own childen." They, also,

perceived themselves as individuals possessing some skills necessary for

parent leadership and having the flexib lity to "adapt" these skills "to a

special education population."

2. Trainer Post-Surve Fall Cmie

Fall Cycle, Post-Survey The purpose of this survey instrument

to evaluate the impact of training seminars and workshops on

trainers' perceptions of their leadership skills, opinions concerning the

effectiveness of training, and future plans for conducting similar career

development workshops.



TABLE 24
Pre-Test Trainer Meal' Ratings of Comfort Level

with Workshop Concepts and Processes
Fall 1986 Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1)

Concep

It is worthwhile to involve parents as
career educators of their own children.

b. Parents should be advocates for their own
children.*

c. I have the skills to work with parents in
small groups.

d. I have the sidils to work with parents in
large groups.

e. I have the skills to wo k w th parents _n
a one-one basis.

f. I possess sufficient content knowledge in
the career education area to help train
parents as career educators.

I have the skills and content knowledge to
train parents to become advocates for
their own children.*

h. I can adapt my skills and knowledge to a
special education population.*

Mean Rating for 8 Concepts

*Not included on the post-test form.

+Reworded on post-test.
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Mean Ratingb y Distict

12 31
prow 0

3.44

3.89 3.78

3.22 3.22

3.22 3.11

3.78 3.44

2.56 2.44

2.44 2.56

3-22 3.44

3.22 3.12



Table 25, on the following page-, gives post-test mean ratings to

indicate cornfort levels on eight concepts, following training, involving

knowledge, skills, and attitudes toward working on career education

with special education parents. Five of the concepts measured on the

post-test were identical with those assessed by the pre-test (i.e. worth

of involving parents as career educators of their own children; sldlls to

work with parents in small groups, large groups, and one-to-one;

content knowledge to help train parents as career educators). When

mean ratings on the pre- and post-tests were compared for these five

concepts, they were generally higher in favor of the post-test. (See

Table 24 for pre-test mean ratings.) Post-test concepts f, g and h
attempted to assess trainers' perceptions of their skills, content

knowledge, and experience when utilized with special education parents

from mainstream, bicultural, and/or limited English language ability.

The lowest mean ratings were obtained from trainers' data in both

districts for the concept "utilize my experience with parents of special

education students who also have limited English language skills." This

finding is consistent with the backgrounds of must trainers, who are
fluent only in English.

It should be noted from comparing the overall mean ratings of pre-

and post-tests that both districts' trainers perceive themselves to be

more skillful and knowledgeable in terms of parent leadership and

career education as the result of training.
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TABLE 25
Post-Test Trainer Mean Ratings of Comfort Level

with Workshop Concepts and Processes
Fall 1986 Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1)

Concept

a. It is worthwhile to involve parents as
career educators of their own children.

b. I have the skills to work with parents
in small groups.

c. I have the skills to work with parents
in large groups.

d. I have the skills to work with parents on
a one-to-one basis.

e. I possess sufficient content knowledge in
the career education area to help train
parents as career educators.

1 have the skills and content knowledge to
use my experience with parents of a special
education population.

I have the skills to utilize my experience
with a bi-cultural population.

I have the skills to utilize my experience
with parents of special education students
who also have limited English language skills.

Mean Rating for 8 Concepts

t
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Mean Ratting kyDistrict

12 31
(Group 1)

4.00 4.00

3.60 3.75

3.75 3.80

3.80 3.75

3.25 3.25

3.25

3.63 3.60

2.80 2.63

3.51 3.52



The bulk of this post-survey form was open-ended, providing

opporbinities for trainers to respond to questions, give general

reactions, and assess various techniques used in the parent workshops.

The follow ng results were obtained from four questions posed by the

survey:

a- As a result of participating in the program what did you learn

about_yourself as a parent-group leader?

District 12 trainers responded in two ways about self-learning

one, to express confidence in group leadership skills; the other, to

express needs for additional trrung. Those who focused on the

effectiveness of their skills said, for example, "I have a lot to offer

parents, although I'm childless." "I'm more confident of my ideas and

ability." "I enjoyed working with adults." "I have a rapport for parents'

needs." "I can help parents who are shy about discussing their children.

Those trainers with perceived needs said, "We didn't have enough time."

"In terms of meetings, two times a week or three hours would help."

"There's more to do. I didn't know how little parents know about career

education." "Presentations by guest speakers should be monitored."

"There should be time for more sharing and planning of workshops."

"More information needed about career opportunities and vocational

training." "More encouragement needed so that more parents can speak

out in the large group." "A slower pace is needed." "Time needed for

co-leaders to prepare."

As a group, trainers from District 31 were more optimistic about

the effectiveness of training and their skills as group leaders.
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Representative statements were, "I enjoyed interaction of parent
t aining." like the challenge of rephrasing questions and playing the

session by ear." "I'm a 'people' person!" "I learned that sensitivity is my

greatest asset." "I learned to listen better." "I'm more effective

because I learned how to use my teaching/counseling background." "I

learned that I don't have to 'be bossy in groups." "It makes me happy to

be a facilitator." "I have skills I didn't know I had." gained self-

confidence."

At the other end of the reaction spectrum, several trainers admitted

that they "fear hostility" and that group work can be "emotionally

draining."

b. In what ways did the program change your ideas about the needs

of special education students?

Several trainers from District 12 indicated that there had been little

change because they ca e into the program with awareness and

sensitivity to these parents' needs. Most of the trainers in both

Districts, however, admitted to dramatic changes saying, for example,

"Parents are more concerned that I had thought." "I learned that

Special Education parents have the same needs and wants for their

children as mainstreamers." "Special Education parents are entitled to

what is theirs by law."

Trainers from District 12 and Distr--i. growth in

terms of recognizing parents' needs for ore effectively.

For example, trainers said, "In order to help parents with their needs

for information, I need more patience." "These parents need more help
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with career education resources." "1 know more about parents' needs

for vocational guidance themselves." "Parents need information about

contacts and resources, as well as ways to obtain help."

c- Other than in the workshops with parents or with the child with

whom your practiced the exercises, have you tried any of the career

educaton exercises/activities that were used in the workshops?

Responses of trainers in both districts ran the gamut from "none" or

"not appl cable" to enthusiastic and regular use of activities with

students, parents, colleagues, and friends, in need of dec sion-making

skills.

In District 12 typical comments were, "Useful for many kinds of

parent groups." .. with my daughter and some students in my class."

Trainers from District 31 made the following representative

comments: "I used the activities with my class." . good with my

church youth group." discussed career education with the parent of

my tutee." "... activities good with adult friends." "I'll use activities

at a March workshop.,"

d. In what ways has your participation in this program generated

plans to use the workshop or related activities with the parents,

colleagues, students, etc. at your school or organization? Responses

here varied from informal comments about using the activities in

"general conversation" to formal statements about including ca

education in PTA meetings, parent groups, teacher workshops, and

career fai s.
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Trainers in both districts referred to a wide variety of upcoming

school events (career day, career fair, parent workshops, teacher

training, parent needs assessment, PTA liaison sessions ) where the

career education curriculum and parent group leadership skills would be

used in the plann ng and implementing phase of programs The most

unusual response came from District 31 trainers who d, "I plan a
program at the housing project." An starting a program at Marine

Harbor." "Career Education will be part of my Science Program."

Further data were generated by the Trainer Post-Survey under the

heading GENERAL REACTIONS. The purpose of this part of the post-

survey was to measure program effectiveness in four areas:

o strengths and needs improvement;

o specific techniques (e.g., resource people, srnali group activities
paired co-trainers),

o most important training aspect of skill building, and

o least important training aspect of skill building.

a. Looking back at the meeting for trainers held' before and =after

the sessions for parents list the main strengths and areas that need

improvement (for example, modeling techniques, debriefing of

previous workshops, sharing of trainer eiperiences, planning and

print materials):

All trainers considered the use of modeling techniques as

highpoints of the training. In addition, trainers were enthuiastic

about the well-planned and well-organized sessions conducted by

competent and knowledgeable project staff members. Other
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strengths mentioned related to the rapport established, which
encouraged openness and sharing among participants.

There were mixed reactions to debriefing periods for previous
workshop activities; trainers were split with some calling this
activity "meaningful," while others thought improvement was
needed to make it effective. The most negative comment in this
secton of the post-survey was that "speakers" should be "more
attitudinally appropriate to the population addressed."
b. Describe the ways each of the following techniques contributed
to the overall effectiveness of the parent worksho s:

o Presentations of resource people to the large group Mosttrainers were favorably disposed to the resource people whoattended and to the quality of their presentations.Representative positive comments from trainers were that"they enlarged my sense of career possibilities." "These arepeople to whom parents should be referred." "They are vastresources of career and vocational information."

The trainers had additional positive statements about resource
people which related to the hi h quality of printed materials
distributed and to the well planned presentations offered.

o Small group activities Trainers in both districts agreed onthe effectiveness of small group activities as providers ofopportunities for parents to cfiscuss their concerns, shareexperiences, arid practice career development activitiesthey were expected to do as "homework" with their children.Typical comments were, "More people were able to speakout." "An idea exchange was generated." Some trainersmade comments about small group activities conducted inSpanish. These trainers favored bilingual approaches asessential for parents of limited English backgrounds,because it made them "feel welcome." Another commentsuggested that an "interpreter was needed for non Spanish-speaking presenters."
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Use of paired co-trainers All parent groups were run by
two or more trainers. Reaction to this procedure was
almost universally positive with trainers saying, "There was
cooperation." "Different ideas helped to motivate the
group." "I gained respect for another's talents." "There was
shared responsibility."

A few noncommittal or negative reactions were also expressed.

For example, trainers said, "At times I wan d to work alone." "It

was a strain to work closely with anc,th:er ptrson."

a Presence al trainer-observers This program component
seemed to be the most controversial. Trainer-observers
elicited either high praise or negative comments from
trainers in both districts. Trainers who felt positive about
the presence of trainer-observers indicated that they were,
"an additional source of feedback." "They gave additonal
information." "They made good criticisms."

On the negative side, some trainers felt burdened and

uncomfortable with the presence of trainer-observers. These

trainers sa d, "they were not always necessary or helpful." "There

were too many trainers especially when observers participated."

"They changed things by being evaluator

o Print materials given to parents All trainers indicated
that printed materials provided parents with essential
information in writing that could be used currently and
referred to later as needed. Representative comments
were: "Visual stimulation." "Leaflets were always
important for information to parents." "Excellent for home
practice and reading." "We need more of this much
appreciated material."

o "Giving testimony" at the end of each session Most
trainers in both districts felt this to be a "helpful and
effective" way to end sessions. Typical positive comments
were, "It added structure." "It gave good closure." wit
provided an excellent summary." "It gave clarity and added
meaning."
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On the negative side, some trainers found this activity

"uncomfortable," "awkward," or "difficult with so few parents"

(District 13). It should be noted that several trainers left this part

of the survey blank, even though they responded to everything else

on the form.

c. In your opinion, what aspect of the program stands out as

important to you in becoming an effective trainer?

All of the program components were mentioned by some

trainers as the most important for becoming an effective trainer.

Some trainers made global statements indicating that "all of the

program" components were essential to good group leadership.

Many trainers cited "modeling techniques," "career education

information/resources," "co-leadership opportunities," and the

practicum experience as program highlights. At least one trainer

included "debriefing," "small group activities," "workshop

organization," and "having students present when guest speakers

appeared" as factors conducive to effective group leadership.

d. In your opinion, what aspect of the program was least effective

in developing your skills as a trainer?

Most trainers made comments such as "nothing to change" or

"this work had a pos tive approach and outlook" because they were

overwhelmingly pleased with the quality, content, organization, and

presentation of training. Several trainers made the following

suggestions: "There must be more recruitment and involvement of

parents maybe a buddy syste "More time should be allocated
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to speakers." "Reduce the time used for practice." "Reduce the

amount of material fo- reading."

3. Trai_ner Pre-Survey, Spriig C cle Pre-survey forms were analyzed

during Spring 1987 from data obtained in Districts 9 and 31 (Group 2)

garding educational/professional backgrounds of trainers, experiences

in special education, and work with parents of junior high school age

children.

Table 26, on the following page, indicates the percentage of trainers

in District 9 and 3 Group 2) by self-described special education job

titles. A breakdown of experience in non special education jobs is

shown for trainers, by percentage, in Table 27 (Page 63). Trainers may

appear in more than one category based on the inclusion of both past

and present experiences, it was almost universal for teacher trainers to

have had some past and/or current special education professional

experience.



TABLE 26
Percentage of Trainers by Self-Designated Special Education Job Title

Spring 1987 Districts 9 and 3 Group 2)

Percentake,

Job Title 9-- 31
(Group 2

Habitation Client Coordinator 8.3 0.0

Teacher MIS or li, IS or 11-15 58.3 0.0

Teacher EH 16.7 28.6

Teacher CRMD 8.3 14.3

Teacher LD 8.3 14.3

Teacher HS 0.0 14.3

Resource Room Teacher 0.0 14.3

Career Education Teacher 0.0 14.3

100.0 100.0

*N = 12

= 7



TABLE 27
Percentage of Trainers with Non SpeciW Education

Spring 1987 Districts 9 and 31 (Group 2)

Percentage

Nature of Enerience 9* 31

roup 2)

Teacher Elementary 16.7 23.1

Teacher 3HS and High school 16.7 15.4

Teacher Nursery/Pre K 11.1 7.7

Teacher After School 3.6 7.7

Restaurant and Catering 5.6 0.0

Office and Clerical 22.2 15.4

Industrial and Medical 3.6 7.7

Counseling 5.6 7.7

Management 11.1 5.4

100.0 100.0

*N is
**N = 13
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Table 28, on page 65 indicates the percentage of trainers who noted

they were either working with parents of special education junior high

school age children or in career education program& On the same page,

Table 29 presents data for trainers who work in schools or organizations

providing career education to parents and/or students, as well as the

degree of contact with other agencies.

It appears from Table 28 that both groups of trainers are highly

experienced as workers with special education parents of junior high

school age pupils. On the other hand, both groups of trainers have been

involved in career education programs to a lesser degree particularly

trainers from District 9.

Table 29 data indicate a higher level of trainer participation in

"organizations providing career education services to students and/or

to parents in District 9. In addition, trainers from District 9 all

maintain "contact with other agencies." In the explanatory narrative

which accompanied their responses, both groups of trainers indicated

that there were few activities which respond to the need of special

education parents for career information, 'resources, and agencies to

assist their children in entering the world of wo k.

Compar son data for the Fall 1986 cycle are available in Tables 22

and 23 on page 49.

P test mean ratings were obtained from trainers regarding their

comfort levels on eight concepts designed to measure knowledge, skills,

and attitudes towards working with special education parents on the

subject of career education. Table 30 on page 67, presents the results
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TABLE 28
Percentage of Trainers with Relevant Parent Lea rship

or Career Education Experience
Spring 1987 Districts 9 and 31 (Group 2)

3HS Parent Special Education

Career Education

Percenimie

31
(Gr_sorLpr_

90.0 100.0

50.0 70.0

Table 29
Percentage of Trainers Working in Organizations Proviong

Career Education Services and/or Ma_intairung Contact
with Other Agencies

Spring 1987 Districts 9 and 31 (Group 2)

Service Percentage

31
(Group 2)

Career Education Students 70.0 60.0

Career Education Parents 53.0 30.0

Contact with Other Agencies 100.0
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from trainers' responses to a 4-point, Likert-type rating scale where "1"

indicated the mast discomfort with the concept and 114" indicated the

least.

The mean ratings for the eight concepts together were similar for

trainers in both districts. Concepts d., f., and g. received the lo est

ratings, indicating awareness by trainers that they had factual deficits

in career education curriculum, as well as in group leadership process

and skills. Both groups of trainers showed positive feelings towards the

concept of "parents as career educators" and "advocates" for their

children. In addition, the data reveal trainers' perceptions reflecting

flexibility and adaptability of leadership skills to a special education

population. Similar findings resulted from data analysis during the Fall

1986 cycle of trainers (Table 24, page 51).



TABLE 30
Trainer Mean Ratings of Cvmfort Level with
Workshop Concepts and Procedures

Spring 19E7 District 9 and 31 (Group 2)

---pt

a. It is worthwhile to involve parents as
career educators of their own children.

b. Parents should be advocates for their o n
children.*

I have the skills to work with parents in
small groups.

I have the skills to work with parents in
large groups.

e. I have the skills to work with parents on a
one-one basis.

I possess sufficient content knowledge in
the career education area to help train
parents as career educators.

I have the skills and content knowledge to
train parents to become advocates for
their own children.*

h. I can adapt my skills and knowledge to a
special education population..

Mean Rating for 8 Concepts

*Not included on the post-test survey form.

4- Reworded on the post-survey.
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3.80

3.00

2.91

ting by_Disin

31
(Group

3.80

3.48

3.00

3.52

2.70 2.65

2.96 2.60

3.00 3.00

3.21 3.11



4. Trainer Post-Survey, Spring C cle This instrument evaluated the

impact of training seminars on t ners' opinions of training

effectiveness, perceptions of self-growth and change in leadership

skills, and future plans for conducting career development WL:::-shops.

Table 31, on page 69, indicates post-survey mez,n ratings for

comfort levels on eight concepts relating to trainers' knowledge, skills,

and attitudes towards working on career education with special

education parents. Ratings were interpreted from a four-point scale

whe "4=strongly agree" and "1=strongly disagr " Five of the eight

concepts appeared on the pre-survey also. When mean ratings on the

pre- and post-surveys were compared for these five concepts, they were

higher in favor of the post-survey (Table 30, page 69). Similar findings

were observed between the pre- and post-surveys administered during

the Fall 1986 cycle for Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1), (Tables, 24 and 25,

pages 51 and 53). When post-survey concepts f, g, and h were included

to assess trainers' perceptions of their leadership skills, content

knowledge, and experience as workers with mainstream, bicultural,

and/or limited English-speaking special education parents, trainers' data

yielded lower mean ratings. These findings are consistent with those

for the Fall 1986 cycle, probably beca.lse the backgrounds of most

trainers in the districts for both cycles indicate fluency only in English.

Based on the data from Table 31, it can be concluded that both

districts' trainers perceive themselves as having become more

knowledgeable and skillful in career education and in parent leadership

as a result of training.
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TABLE 31
Post-Survey Mean Ratings of Tr-ner Comfort Level

with Workshop Concepts and Proce-sses
Spring 1987 Districts 9 and 31 (Group 2)

ncept*

It is worthwhile to involve parents as
career educators of their own children.

b. I have the skills to work with parents
in small groups.

c. I have the skills to work with parents
in large groups.

I have the skills to work with parents
on a one-one basis.

e. I possess sufficient content knowledge
in the career education area to help
train parents as career educators.

f. I have the skills to use my experience
with parents of a special education
population.

I have the skills to utilize my
experience with a bi-cultural population.

I have the skills to utilize my
experience with parents of special
education students who also have limited
English language skills.

Mean Rating of 8 Concepts

Concepts a, b, c, d, and e appeared on u ey.

-69-

71-

2 75

strict

31
(Group 2)

4.00 4.00

4.00 4.00

4.00 4.00

3.50 3.52

3.00 3.00

3.00 2.96

3.00 3.00

3 54 3.54



When trainers responded to open-ended ques ions, gave general

reactions, and assessed various techniques used in the workshops, the

following information was obta'ned:

As a result of participating in the program what did you learn

about ourself as a parent-group leader?

trainees indicated growth in terms of actual group leadership skills,

increased self-confidence as group leaders, and heightened awareness of

and sensitivity to special education parents' needs.

(2) In what ways did the program change your ideas about the needs

and interests of parents of special educatton students?

Respondents from both districts incorporated answers to this

question in responses to the first question. The main idea expressed

was that special education parents are like parents of "mainstream"

children they care about their children and want them to have a

better life than their own parents. Another theme related to the

magnitude of the parent-education task because young people with

handicapping conditions need much more inforrnation and training in

order to realize career satisfaction.

(3) Other than in the workshop with parents or with the child with

whom you practiced, have you tried any of the career education

exercises/activities that were used in the workshops?

Responses among trainers from both Distr cts were widely

different. While a few trainers reported "no opportunity to try," most

of the shared experiences took place in special education classrooms or

h special education teacher-colleagues and were deemed to be

successful.
-70-
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(2) Describe the ways each of the following techniques contributed to

the overall effectiveness of the parent workshops:

Presentations of resource people to the large group: Respondents

were generally favorable concerning the competence and expertise of
resource people. Whenever trainers gave negative feedback about

speakers, they mentioned the need for a larger time allotment and the

need to remind them "to simplify their vocabulary and their use of

educational jargon."

Small group activities: Trainers in both districts spoke highly of

the effectiveness of small group work because it provided parents with

opportunities for discussing concerns, sharing experiences, reporting on

"homework," and building interpersonal relationships. High praise was

given for assistance offered to Spanish-speaking parents during small-

group interaction.

Use of paired co-trainers Reactions to this technique was more

mixed than for any other activity, probably because teaming" with

another person requires considerable effort, patience, planning, and

interpersonal sharing to become effective. Trainers in both districts

were highly positive about the learning experience related to co-

leadership, although some made qualifying statements concerning

unmet needs.

Presence of trainer-observ This activity seemed to elicit

more controversy than other program components. Although trainers in

both districts were largely positive about the pr sence of trainer-

observers, some felt stongly in opposition. These findings were

consistent with those from trainees in the Fall 1986 Cycle.
-71-
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P inted materials g ven to parents All trainers were enthusiastic

about the informative nature of printed materials distributed. In

addition, they felt that these materials could be saved as future

resources for parent use. One trainer made a statement which best

summarized respondents' reactons: "Materials were abundant arid very

explicit. The parents found them valuable and so did L I will keep them

all for future reference and for duplication, also."

"Giving testimony" at the end of each session This program

component was deemed effective by most trainers in both districts.

Although several comments wre similar to those of Fall 1986 trainers as

to "discomfort" and "strangeness," the strategy was widely acclaimed

generally for its ability to "bring closure" and add a dimension to the

program "summary."

Comments for this Cycle which were less positive referred to the

giving testimony activity as "too controlled," "good for those who enjoy

addressing a large group or have the need to express themselves, and

"too long not necessary to provide 15 minutes for each session."

It was observed that several trainers, who responded to every other

item on the survey, left this part of the form blank.

3) In your opinion, what aspect of the program stands cut as

portant to you in becoming an effective trainer?

Each of the program components was mentioned by one or more

trainers as the most important feature. Most trainers listed several

components or made global Statements indicating that all facets of the

program had contributed to building good leadership. "Model ng
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techniques," "co-leadership opportunities," "small-group activities," and

"career education curriculum" were mentioned most often as high
points of the parent education leadership training.

(4) In your opinion, what aspect of the program was least effective

veloping your skills as a trainer?

Most trainers indicated that they found nothing to change because

"everything was necessary" and "all parts helped in their way." In sum,

trainers felt that "the overall program stood as a unit." Whenever

trainers made specific "needs improvement" statements which reflected

less than positive feelings, they listed "giving testimony" and "presence

of co-trainers" most often.

(5) Comment Trainers in District 9 and 31 (Group 2) reported a

high degree of satisfaction with the quality, content, organization, and

leadership of the project In this assessment, they were consistent with

Fall 1986 trainers from Districts 12 and 31 (Group 1). (See pages 46

through 60).



VI. Formative Evaluation_ Procedures Fall_1986 and Spring 1987_Cycles

Consistent with the videlines outlined in the original project proposal, several

procedures were carried out in order to provide for changes, modifications, and

adaptations of program content and process during the second 'year of operation.

Staff members held formal and informal staff meetings throughout the second year,

using the assessments of the first-year's implementation in addition to ongoing

formative evaluative data from a variety of sources. As noted in the first year's

evaluation repor t, formative and summative procedures overlapped significantly.

Formative evaluation data emerged from diverse and various sources,

reflecting through "user feedback" and staff observations regular and ongong

"readings" concerning trainer effectiveness and workshop content usefulness and

process. Essential and critical aspects of the formative evaluation process were

inherent in data from:

A. Parent-End-of-Session Ratings described in detail earlier in this report;

B. Parent Verbal reactions elicited during the last five minutes of each

workshop and noted by project staff and trainer observe s;

C. Trainers' Verbal Reactions to workshop content and process, as well as self-

assesment of their effectiveness as group leaders determined during and prior to

each seminar. As reactinns were noted by project staff, they formed an agenda for

later discussion which was used to change, adapt, and shape the direction of future

workshop sessions;

D. Trainer-Observer Guides for Focused Observation developed primarily as a

learning device to help observers. These observations, however, provided a rich

source of feedback to project staff in the area of parent concerns and perceptions of

trainer strengths and weaknesses For example, many parents expressed their needs
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for specific and concrete information about special education curriculum, their

rights and responsibilities as parents of young people with handicapping conditions,

and employment opportunities for their learning disabled, emotionally distressed,

physically different, or otherwise handicapped child.

E. Trainers Post-Survey Part II designed as a follow-up instrument which

would measure the impact of the workshop experience on the trainer's school or
organization. Data from this instrument provided summative information for the
current year's implementation, as well as formative information for the year ahead.

Respondents, in general, had made efforts to develop one-to-one or group activities

to meet the needs of parents, students, and colleagues for career education and

special education information. Activities chosen for the educative process varied

widely from no change; setting up a modest career library in the classroom;

conducting one-shot meetings about career opportunities with parents, students, or

colleagues presenting for career days organized by the school, and planning and

implementing a series of workshop offerings to give parents requested information

about career development and special education. Most respondents indicated that

the training they had received made them more aware of and sensitive to the needs

of special education parents and children; in addition, respondents stressed that they

became more insightiul about the ways in which special education parents shared

common goals for their children's welfare, making them more like than different

from mainstieam parents, and

F. Project Staff Meetings held on both formal and informal bases for the

purpose of pooling information, discussing pertinent project issues, and making mid-

course corrections and changes based on data from the above measures. Many of

the changes in format and presentation were based on data concerning div sity c'

trainer background, as well as English-language facility of parents. Other issues

discussed related to parent recruitment and attendance.
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VII. Summary, Conditions, and Recommendations

An earlier section of this Evaluation Report enumerated a "baker's dozen" of

specific examples related to positive aspects of the pr ject's design and second year

of implementation (III, pages 6 and 7). Data were presented in the intervening and

succeeding sections of this Report which validate and support these conclusions.

These data taken in totality attest to the exemplary character of this program.

Based on the data presented with their accompanying findings, it

recommended that a manual be developed, which will be a "how-to" statement of

process and procedure for replicators to follow and emulate.

As stated in the Proposal initiating the three-year project, the major purpose

of this training program was to have parents become more involved in the career

exploration and selection process of their children with handicapping conditions.

This purpose, consistent with recent legislation, specifically Public Law 94-142, was

reinforced by providing parents with opportunities to learn more about career

information, to understand their roles with school personnel more clearly, and to

develop strategies for helping their children make the trans tion from school to the

world of work.

Throughout the three years of the project's implementation, the goals for

parents of childrec with handicapping conditions were to have them gain:

1. an understanding of career education and its role in their children's
lives;

2. information related to their roles in supporting their children's
education in school;

3. information, resources and skills to help them enhance their children's
career development at home, and

4. information related to their roles in supporting children in job selection
and procurement
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The underlying rationale for this three-year project's conceptualization was

designed around three basic assumptions pe taining to parents and their role in
education. These assumptions are that:

Although effective schools care about children, parents care more
about their own children.

2. Parents have "rights," which include the right to know about and be
involved in their children's educational plan and progress.

3. Parents can be effective teachers who exert significant influence over
their children with regard to career planning, career training and entry
to the world of work.

assumed, therefore, that parents of children with handicapping

conditions can be taught to be more effective as activists in the education of their

children by assuming roles as child advocate, teacher and model. Based on findings

from this current year of operation, as well as on those of the two years preceding,

the project attained its purpose, realized its goals validated its assumptions about

the efficacy of training parent educators to be more effective career educators for

their children for handicapping conditions.
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Introduction

The third and final year of the "Training Trainers of Parents as Career
Educators" project has been completed. Both the content and format as well as the
staff have remained essentially the same as in previous years. This year the project
was conducted in school districts in the Bronx and Staten Island and as before there
were two training periods, one in the fall and one in the spring. Both of the fall
trainer groups have already carried out some independent projects in their home
districts and the spring trainers are preparing to do the same in the coming year.

Feedback from Staff

Preliminary discussions with the staff of the project indicated that there were
several points on which this project year could be distinguished from previous years.
First, the Board of Education liaison indicated that trainer performance and
enthusiasm were directly linked to the way in which recruitment was carried out and
that a sense of personal responsibility and willingness to take initiative on the part
of the district leaders seemed to be the best way to get trainers 'nvolved. She
pointed out that when district leaders had a positive orientation toward the program
and went out of their way to attract capable trainers and brief them thoroughly
about the project before the initial sessions began, the whole selection process ran
smoothly. Those trainers who were approached in this way seemed to come to the
first meeting with confidence and enthusiasm and this attitude continued to prevail
throughout the training.

It was noted, however, that differences in the way in which trainers were
recruited had no impact upon parents attendance and that even though some trainers
were motivated and skillful in applying group process techniques, a major goal of the
training process, tnese same people were not necessarily the most effective in the
use of administrative and parent recruitment skills. Any extensions of the project in
the future should keep this in mind and try to select trainers whose strengths would
complement one another.

Another observation that was made by the staff was that some trainers tended
to replicate the training model to the letter while others took a more flexible stance
based on their own preferences and perhaps the needs of the community in which
they were working. The cause of the exact replication was not entirely clear to the
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staff, but they suggested that perhaps inexperience and a lack of confidence in their
own abilities might have caused trainers to rely heavily on the information and
model that had been made available to them.

Finally, the staff did report that parent attendance was more of a problem in
one Staten Island district than in the other groups. Problems in scheduling groups
that nad different dismissal times was one reason cited for the problem. That is,
because some schools were dismissed earlier than other schools, getting everyone
together at the same time was not easy. The staff noted, however, that even though
parent attendance was low under these conditions, the trainers kept coming. Parent
attendance in other groups, however, seems to have been facilitated by a more
systematic method used this year for distributing flyers announcing workshop dates.
Flyers for the first session were distributed in advance of the meeting and additional
reminder flyers announcing subsequent meetings were distributed as well. Of the
parents interviewed, most had attended all or almost all of the workshops.

External Evaluation Procedure
The external evaluation procedure consisted of interviews with a

representative sampling of both parents and trainers from all training groups. The
evaluator attended the final parent meeting of the spring Bronx group and conducted
on-the-spot interviews with both trainers and parents who were present at the
session. Trainers from the other groups were contacted by telephone. The
interviews focused on several issues:

Parent interviews

o Reasons for attending the program and initial expectations about what the
program would do for them;

o The extent to which the program met their expectations;

Which aspects of the program seemed most beneficial;

o Behavioral changes that occurred as a result of the program;

o Any unanticipated outcomes of the program; and

Criticisms of the program.
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Trainer interviews

o Occupations of the traineis;

o How they were recruited and why they became trainers;

The most effective parts of the program;

The least effective parts of the program;

o Impact of the program on professional Or personal development beyond
experience as a trainer;

o Experience and planning the running of independent workshops after
training (including format and techniques used);

o The role of the staff and any need for support in the future; and

o Criticisms of the program;

As in previous years the responses of those interviewed was positive toward
the program and toward the staff who ran it. Some of the major and representative
remarks will be described below.

Parent Reactions
I. Initial ex ctations and reasons for attendin e am

In general the parents expressed three reasons for coming to the program
initially. First, many wanted to learn more about special education and
programs available in special education. Second, parents wanted to find out
more about what they could do for their own child. Finally, and perhaps
significantly, many parents indicated that they had come to the workshops in
order to help themselves. The impression given by these parents was that they
were highly motivated to seek help for themselves and their children, but that
before coming to the program, they were not very clear about what kind of
help they needed.
2. Realization of expectations

Parents seemed to feel that their initial expectations had been satisfied
and that penhaps they had even gotten more than they had expected in some
cases. As one ?arent said, "Yes, a little more than what I came for. I learned
about different agencies and how to help my child in applying for a job."
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Another parent said, "Yes, it showed me how to be a little more patient, to
stop flying off the handle., It's not easy, but Pm trying." And still another
said, "I got to understand my child and understand how to communicate with
her."
3. Perceived best parts of prok-am

As in previous years the parents indicated that both the large group
presentations about specific resources for their children and the small group
discussions with other parents (led by the trainers) were both rewarding. Some
of the comments made by the parents about what they thought were the best
parts of the program included:

"To meet other parents going through the same situation."

"Able to learn more than what I was getting from IEP meetings."

"Presenter about summer programs for special education was very
interesting."

"The group setting. I had a chance to voice my opinion. The trainers were
good. They helped me focus on things I didn't understand."

"Talking out your problems and trying to get people to help you solve
them."

"The information and the group sessions, listening to other parents."

"For me the best part was the session with sorting of career choices."

4. Chan es in behavior
Most of the parents had not yet made any major changes in terms of

making use of the resources that they learned about. They were, however,
planning to take some specific actions. For example one parent said, "I am
going to get my son in a high school that he really wants to go into." Another
said, "I'm planning on college. I hadn't before." And another said, "I'm going
to look into one of the jobs for my son for the summer and see what can be
worked out."

Even if parents were a little vague about actions to take in the future, they
all reflected a positive attitude about the fact that there were actually
possibilities out there for their children. Again, for example, comments made
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included: "Now I know where to get help for her reading. I have a card and I
just have to call during summer vacation." "The program helped me to
understand some of the things my son is going through and some ways I can
teach him things." "Before I didn't know much about special education in high
school like about diplomas and who's entitled." "This program helped me
because there are ways I can reach beyond school if I need help."
5. Unexpected outcomes

Although parents came to the program expecting to get help for their
children, most did not quite know what to expect. Therefore, there were some
pleasant unanticipated outcomes. For example, in relation to her family one
mother reported, "We have more communication and open discussion."
Another said, "I'm ready to change jobs now." "I learned a lot about children
and my own child and what you could do for parents and children. Not just
one, both." "In general, parents felt that they had gotten more information
than they had expected and learned how to communicate with their children
better, another unexpected but positive outcome.

Finally, there was one outcome of the program that most parents did not
seem to expect. This was the receipt of certificates at the last workshop for
parents who participated. All the parents seemed to be very excited and
proud about this outcome. One parent in particular was very surprised and
almost movTd to tears. She had attended that session with her young daughter
arid in a voice filled with emotion said to the child, "Now won't your daddy be
proud of me?"

As it turned out, this parent was in the process of completing her high
school equivalency diploma and so the completion of this program with a
certificate seemed to be all the more meaningful to her.
6. Criticisms

Only one parent offered any criticism of the program. She said, "I didn't
like going around and introducing one another and I hope you have it on
Saturdays. It interrupts my work day."

-5-
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Trainer Res onses
1. Occupations

As in previous years most of the trainers were special education teachers,
but a few were supervisors and a few others were leaders from parent
organizations.,
2. Recruitment and easons for attending

Some tr'ainer were selected by their principals or supervisors for the
program. Others just saw flyers at school announcing the program and others
were contacted directly by the Board of Education liaison. In two cases
trainers had been parents in an earlier program and volunteered to become a
trainer foe this session.

The reasons that traine s indicated for choosing to attend this program, for
the most part, indicated a desire to help special education youngsters and a
desire to learn how to work with and help groups of parents. Another popular
reason for chosing the program was for possible career enhancement or
professional development.
3. Effective parts of program

Almost all the trainers felt that two most important parts of the program
were learning about available resources and having an opportunity to work
directly with parents. For example, one trainer said, "the program helped me
to understand the frustration and anxieties of the parents." Another said, "The
fact that people are so unaware of what's out there surpristhl me. There's so
much out there."

A sizeable number also indicated that having a chance to role play and
observe expert models during the training sessions with the CUNY staff was
very valuable.
4. Ineffective parts of:program, critLci5msI recommendations fi).illp.ms

By and large the major criticism of the program was that there just were
not enough parents participating. This complaint, of course, was particularly
an issue for those trainers in the poorly attended Staten Island group.

Another issue that came up was that it was difficult to have the program
after school when teachers have to prepare lessons. Some teachers would have
preferred relief time in which to participate or have the starting time moved
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up to dismissal time. Again, however, this scheduling problem seemed to be
somewhat unique to a particular district in Staten Island. Most trainers,
though had only praise and no criticisms of the program and its facilitators.
5. Imkact of professional or personal development

Beyond the skills and specific knowledge of resources gained by the
trainers, a few other positive outcomes were noted by the trainers. Some
found that the program helped them with their own children. For example,
one trainer observed, "The program helped me as a parent with my own
children and myself. I feel that I can listen to my kids and know where they're
going." Another said, "Personally it made me more aware of job opportunities
for myself and ways of channeligsedkational growth for myself and my own
children." Others found that it helped them with their dealings with parents
outside of the workshop setting. For example, someone said, "It helped me
communicate more easily with one of the parents of one of my students, a
parent who is attending the workshops." In general, many of the teacher-
trainers found that directly using the career exploration materials from the
workshops with their students was useful. One trainer said, found with one
hard-to-get-along-with student, mentioning to him that his mother was coming
to the meeting improved our relationship." Another said, use a lot of the
materials with my students. It worked out very well in the classroom."
6. Pct7j11.1r.las inde

The fall trainers carried out independent projects in their home schools.
Some of the trainers worked in collaboration with one another and all
consulted with the Board of Education liaison. Listed below are some of the
kinds of projects that were developed.

Additional programs are being planned and some of these too are listed.
Although the enthusiasm for continuing projects in the fall was indicated,
some concerns about carrying on without stipends for parents were expressed.
For example, someone said, "We would like money for the workshops. We don't
have funds, but we have the information now."

"I gave a workshop for teachers in my school. I used the picture sort
format and gave an overview of the program in small groups. Then we
came back to the larger group and spoke about the choices people made.
Basically I used the same format in a shorter version as the one in our
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training sessions. 1 might consider doing another one with a different task
or I may get a group of parents together during open school night."

"I held three two-part workshops for parents. The first part was presenters
and the second part was the workshop for parents. I told them about what
is out there and they did the picture sort and talked about themselves. A
lot of parents turned up. I find them to be very concerned people."

"I ran the program for parents with some other teacher trainers. We ran
six workshops. We had the format and we followed it."

"Three of us formed workshops in our school. We ran five workshops for
parents. We met during our prep periods to plan them. We used the same
format as in training. We had resource people, then questions, then small
groups. We even had kids come in and speak and had the kids serve
refreshments."

"1 brought the project to the principal in another school and got in touch
with teachers and had five sessions with parents. I used the same topics
and everything."

"1 will be working with my fellow teachers Oa the pic ure sort activity
(planned)."

"We will begin with a small parent group consisting of parents who
participated in the original workshopi and poll these people to see what
interests them and about the kind of speakers that would be helpful to
other parents (planned)."

"Me and another trainer will get a small group of parents who participated
in the workshop and together we will set up an agenda for next year and
discuss various presenters. We will have a discussion type of group and not
repeat the model. That is what we are planning for next year (planning)."

Most trainers seemed either able to directly use the moeel piesented to
them or else were able to use it as a s'.tarting point for developing their own
programs. These trainers seemed to be planful and organized. Only one
person appeared a bit desperate and indicated that he would have a workshop
with, "anybody he can get his hands on. I dcn't know how creative I am to
think about anything else." Also, only one trainer indicated that developing an
independent project was a serious problem. This trainer indicated that, "Every
time I tried to get in touch, no parents responded." He added, however, that "1
will do it again in September. I want to give parents information about teen
programs on Staten Island and vocational programs."
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7. Role of CUNY staff and what is needed in future
The response to the CUNY staff was extremely positive and just about all

the trainers interviewed seemed to feel that the staff had been very helpfUl to
them, particularly in their work with independent projects. Some of their
comments were:

"I couldn't have done it without them. I might need them for additional
materials, like inventories and also for guidance in contacting groups or
agencies."

1'1 tried to imitate their model. That's hard to do. You just have to be
yourself. But I stuck with the model because it is hard to come up with
something new."

"I like the format_ It is planned and organized and easy to follow."

"I wouldn't change anything. It went very well organized and set up well.
All of it, the discussion and personal interactions."

We will call them if we run into a snag."

"At first I was nervous. I liked the idea of working with parents, but I was
nervous about it. Through the program I feel confidence."

Summary

Based on interviews with project participants, this seems to have been the
most successful year of the project. Trainers from this year had a particularly
positive appraisal of the competence and level of preparation and organization that
the CUNY staff brought to the training sessions. It may be that the trainers' high
level of assessment of project leader skills was the primary cause of their strict
adherence to the model during independent workshop activities,

Although parent ..ttendance was not good in one district, those parents who did
come to sessions in other districts were highly motivated and pleased by their
participation. Many parents attended all or almost all of the workshops and all
parents would recommend the program to others. Many expressed an interest in
continuing the program with the trainers and some were taidng active steps in trying
to get the school administration interested in supporting the program in the future.
As in previous years, parents were impressed and delighted with all the information
that they had received for helping their children. Any future extensions of this
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project, however, might focus on recruiting trainers WFn show some aEptitude for
administrative and public relations work as well as a potntial for learning group
process skills. Trainers with the former talents miall= be more eliffective in
attracting and holding parent participants and could be paired with the more
process-oriented trainers to maximize the impact of the proagram.
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APPENDICES

List of Organizations that Presented at Workshops

Materials Distr huted to Trainers and Parents

Working Agendas (five workshops)

Letter of Invitation to Parents

Flyer Sent to Parents that Describes Program

Internal Evaluation Instruments
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LIST OF ORQANIZATICONS THAT PRESENTED AT WORXSFIOPS

School Personn

a High SchooLIE Assistant Prin.-cipals
o Guidance C.Zounselors
o Special educmcationsupervisi=cs

Parent Corernunity Liaison Pr=3gram
100 Attorney S-;treet,Rm. 252
New York, N.Y.. 10002
Information on pareetand stolent rights

Project ROPO (Readout to I'arents)
100 Livingston treet
Brooklyn, N.Y. U201
High school spcial education wrograms, graduation requirernenizs.

Czamurgq.noicies and Emplomement Resources

Advocates for Chl-kildren
26-16 Bridge Plaz. South
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
Offers educatoziau.I advocacy, infe-Aormation and

Asplra
332 East 149th Street, 2nd floor
Bronx, N.Y. 1045IX
Educational, vocaanation. al and car-er ccc
and placement.

AssociatIon for Pleseurologically Irt=s paired
Brain Injured Chillo-dren (AN1BIC)
212.42 26th Attenuaie
Bayside, N.Y. 1139160

and parent

programs job trrel

Bronx Counseling : Services
Big Sisters Inc.
900 Sheridan Averasue
Bronx, N.Y. I045
Individual and fan=iiiy counseling; information, referr; psychological testing wad
evaluation; advoctcy.

Bronx Employrnenrrt Office
Departrnen=iat of Labor

349 East 149th Sorreet
Bronx, N.Y. I045
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Bronx Occuptional Training Center
2697 Westchester Avenue.
Bronx, N.Y.

Brooklyn Association of Settlement Houses (BASH)
1555 Linden Blvd.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Center for Family Life
43rd Street & Fourth Avenue.
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Comprehensive family centered services including counseling, criais jflventjon,
advocacy, social activities, jci..-.1;ounseling and placement.

Citibank E.E.O. Department
26th Floor Zone 6 Dept. 2K1
399 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10043

Consolidated Edison
708 First Ave. Rm. 1038
New York, N.Y. 10017

Discipleship Inc.
5105 7th Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Tutoring, drug counseling, GED

East New York Community Network Center #3
117 Pennsylvania Ave.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
Tutoring, health services, referral.

Girl Scout Activity Center
Lambert House
1005 East 179th Street
Bronx, N.Y. 10460
After school center homework assista
Glendale Human Service Center
67-29 Myrtle Avenue
Glendale, N.Y. 11385

Greater Ridgewood Youth Council
64-01 Myrtle Avenue
Glendale, N.Y. 11385

International Center for the Disabled .
340 East 24th Street
New York, N.Y. 10036
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Comprehensive outpatient rehabilition center.

Jewish Board of Family and
Children's Services
2795 Richmond Avenue
Staten Island, N.Y. 10314
Indivithal, group and family c
boroughs).

Job Path
22 West 38 Street, 1 1th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10018
A transitional employment program for

tional services (available iii

on youth ane athAts.

LD Hotline 212-667-3838
817 Broadway, 6th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10003
A N.Y. metropoirtan area information and referral service operated by the New
York Associan for the Learnirg Disabled.

Mayor's Office for the Handicapped
52 Chambers Street, Rm. 206
New York, N.Y.
Training programs, inlormation and referral, Summer Youth Emplo
Program.

New York Psychotherapy & Coun
796 H Drew Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11208
CounselIng, psychotherapy

_ing Center

N.Y.S. Department of Civ 1 Services
State Office Building
163 West 125th Street, Rm. 601
New York, N.Y. 10027

New York State Department of Employment
Rego Park, Queens, N.Y.
Supported work program for the developmentally cli
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New York State Education Department
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
Regional offices:

New York City: 116 West 32nd Stree (10001)
(212) 563-6400

Brooklyn: 111 Livingston Street (11201)
(718) 834-6550

Qu ns: 1 Lefrak City Plaza
59-17 Junction Blvd. (1 373)
(718) 271-9346

Staten Island: 1139 Hyland Blvd. (10305)
(718) 816-4800

Bronx: 1500 Pelham Parkway South 0461)
(212) 931-3500

Hempstead: 50 Clinton Street (11550)
(516) 483-6510

Offers services to individuals who have a handicapping conclition to help them
become employable and self-supporting.

Placement and Referral Center
for Clients with Special Needs
N.Y.C. Board of Education
P.S. 42, 100 Attorney Street
New York, N.Y. 10002
Selecfive city-wide placement of qualified job candidates who have a cUsab"
ages 16 and older, on a full time, part time, paid or voluntary basis- Also
supervises the Summer Youth Employment Program.

Port Authority of New YorkiNi
Programs for the Handicapped
1 World Trade Center, Suite 615
New York, N.Y. 10048
Operates a number of NY/N3's Largest transportation centers airports, bus
term- passenger ships terminals etc.) Has special program for handicapped
personne .

R.E.A.C.H.
Brownsville Recreation Center
1555 Linden Blvd.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Recreational programs, camps
Resources for Children with Special Needs
200 Park Avenue South, Suite 816
New York, N.Y. 10003
Information on day care and cidld care services, vocational and job trWning
programs, campus, summer programs, parent support groups.
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Staten Island Continuum
28 Bay Street
Sta.ten Island, N.Y. 10301
3ob training and placement

Staten Island Mental Health Society Inc.
669 Castleton Avenue
Staten Island, N.Y. 10301
Individual, group and family therapy; Evaluations hearing, psychiatric,
psychologi=1, information, referral; early childhood programs.

Teen Advocacy Program, Society for Seamen's Children
26 Bay Street
Staten Island, N.Y. 10301
Counseling, parenting inlormation, adoption services.

The Hub-Center for Change
for South Bronx Teens
349 E. 149th Street
Bronx, N.Y. 10451
Counseling, tutorLng, teen pre health services

The New Hope Guild
971 3erome Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
Counseling, evaluation, tuturing, referral nting support group

T.Q.U.C.H.
510 Clove Road
Staten Island, N.Y. 10301
Parent support group for parents of children wi

Young People's Information Service
111 Canal Street
Staten Island, N.Y. 10301
Tutorial program, dispute mecriation

Vanguard Urban Improvement Assn. Inc.
556 Nostrand Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11216



ate rials ibuted to Trainers and Parents

Materials about available city-wide services

Resource Manual. Compiled by North Richmond Community Mental Health
Center Consultation and Education Services, Staten Island.

Resource Manual of Bronx Community Agencies

Drug Resources and Information for Parents. Young eople's Information
Service, Staten Island.

How to Secure Help, 1986-87. A Guide to Social and Health Services in New
York City. Community Council of Greater N.Y., 275 Seventh Avenue, N.Y.
10001 (in English and Spanish)

jp Yourself. A Guide for Young People in N.Y.C. Community Council of
Greater N.Y.

Staten Island Mental Health Society Guide to Services.

Resource Guide to Special Education Services in New York Cit . N.Y.C.
Board of Education, Parent Community Liaison Program, Project ROPO.

Camps and Summer Programs for Children with Special Needs 1986. Published
by Resources for Children with Special Needs, Inc., New York, N.Y. 10003

Materials about special education, learning disabilities and other handicapping
conditions

Student and Parents: Know Your Rights N.Y.C. Board of Education.

Helping Your Child Choose and Get Into the Right High School. Advocates for
Children.

A_ Handicap is _Hiding. N.Y. Association for -he Learning Disabled and its
Associations for Brain Injured Children.

Plain Talk About Children With Learning_ Disabilities. Duplicated from Their
World, published by the Foundation for Children with Learning Disabilities.

The Resourceful Parents' List, 1984. Books, periodicals, pamphlets, brochures
and booklets Bibliography.

A Parent's Guide to Special Education. Your Child's Ri:ht to An Education In
New York State. Publication designed to assist parents In understanding the
special education process. Published by the New York State Education
Department, Division of Program Development. Albany, N.Y.
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High School Special Education Library listing of materials available th -ough
Project ROPO (Reach Out to Parents Office)

Materials about agency programs and services

Programs and Services of the Cooperative Continuum of Education, Staten
Island, N.Y.

The Staten Island Delin.uerir Diversion Pro am

Vanguard Urban Improvement Assn., Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11216

Brochure. Board of Education Placement and Ileferral Center for Clients with
Special Needs, New York.

Let OVR Work for You Office of Vocational Rehabilitation.

Can We Help? Describes Learning Disabilities Hotline (in English and Spanish)

Directory of Services. Jewish Board of Family and Children's Services.

About Aspira. Aspire of New York, Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Disabled? Vocational Rehabilitation Can Help You, Your Family, Your
Community. (In English and Spanish). Brochure describing the Office of
Vocational Rehabilitation Services.

ICD . The Unique Matchmaker. Brochure de ribing services of the
International Center for the Disabled.

Brochure. Mayor's Office for the Handicapped

Materials about career and job-related information

Services for the Disabled. The Port Authority of NY & NJ Handbook of
Selective Placement of Persons with Physical and Mental Handicaps in Federal
Civil Service Employment. Office of Personnel Management, Washington,
D.C.

Decade's Top Jobs

Handbook of Laws Governing the Employment of Minors in New York S ate.
New York State Department of Labor.

My Life Career Planner. A Career Planning Guide.
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How to Get A Job. Published by the President's Committee on Employment of
the Handicapped.

Facts for Teenasers Under 18 about_ Working Papers Published by the N.Y.
State Department of Labor.

Getting_ it Together. My_JcbrCampaign. A Job-hunting Guidebook and Diary,
published throgh Project 0.V.E.R., a program of the Office of Occupational
and Career Education and Open Doors/NYC Board of Education/NYC
Partnership.

Job Desc tions re roduced from the Occu ional Outlook Handbook, such as
barber, building custodians, cooks and chefs, cosmetologists, dental assistants,
nursing aides, orderlies and attendants, waiters and waitresses.



The Graduate School and University ..;enter
of the City University of New York

Center for Advanced Study in Eduattion
Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education
Graduate Center: 33 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
212 221-3895/96

PARNTSASAREER EDUCATORS

Worloho2

WO K NG AGEN A

THEME: CAREER INVENTORY: IDENT FYING EXPRESSED VOCATIONAL
ASPIRATIONS.

AIMS: To identify parents concerns and problems regarding their childi-en'socavational future.

To make parents aware of the factors involved in making career choices.

To demonstrate skills the parents can use with their children in developing
career choices.

OUTCOMES: Parents will know how to use the career inventory for their children.

Parents will be able to identify issues and concerns regarcling their
children's occupaticnal future.

Prelimirery Activity,
3:72ct 340 p .m

Large Group
3:40 -3,45 p.m.

ActI vines

Parents sign the attendance sheet and receive
stipend.

Ref reshm en s.

Project staff introduce trainers.

Overview of the program.
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Warm-up, parents meet in dyads and then introduce
their partner to other group members.

Carper Inventory
Trainers will explain the purpose of the career
inventory as a way of identifying occupational
interests.

Parents will go through the process of completing
their own inventory. Trainers will give explanationsand help parents explore implications of their
answers.

Trainers will distribute inventories and explain how
parents are to we the inventory as an at-home
assignment with their children and give some
general directions on how best to do this.

Small Group Evalmtion
Parents evalaate the session. (See cpesticns on
"Instructions for small group act vi ti es"--
Step IV.)

e Trainers hand out pre-evahmtion form and
explWn how to fill it out at home. (Emphasize
purpase of evaluation: to improve program and
that it is not a test.)

(Parents are to rettrn form at next meeting.)

ecial Education Students
A panel of special education students who are
worldng will.

describe their job
tell how they obtained the job
identify those who helped
describe work plan for the fin

Recap of the session.

Reminder of date for next sesdon.

Reminder to return evalwtion form.



The Graduate School and University Center
of the City University of New York

Center for Advanced Study in Education
Insdtuts far Research and Development in Occupational Education
33 West 42 Street. New York, N.Y. W030
(2121 221-3895. -3896

CAREER EDUCATORS

ER DIVENTORY

Trainer Guide

Why the career inventory is important to parents.

1- Parents need to find out how and what their children are
thinking about when deciding about a career in order to provide
support and guidance.

- The workshops with parents will provide them with information
and skills in order to help their children be better prepared to
answer the questions on the inventory form.

UsUally, the better prepared a child is to answer these
questions, the easier it will be for him/her to elect appropriate
training programs, move into the world of work, and get a job.



The gredUate School and University Center
of the City UniverSity of New York

Center far Advanced Study in Education
Institute for Research and Developmert in Occu
33 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 221-36E5, -3896

-done! Education

REER EDUCATORS

First Workshop

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SMALL-GROUP ACTIVITIES:

STEP I Interview of parents in dyads. (5 minutes)

Set of questions that parents can use during the Eve minute erview:

I. What is your name?
2. Are your working or have you worked?
3. What kind of work do you or did you do?
4. What is your child's name?
5. How old is your child?
6. What settool is he/she going to?
7. What would you like to get out of these meetings?

-TEP II Parents will introduce each other to tne group using the
information from the interview. (15 minutes)

STEP III CAREER INVENTORY

Purpose:

To help your child to vart thinking about work after high school
To help your child .zo be ready for a job
To help your child develop a dear idea of:

what work is all about
what kind of work he/she is interested in
what training he/she needs for his/her job choice
how to overcome problems in getting a job or.going into a
training program.

STEP IV Brief oral evaluation
Questions to be asked during evaluation (end of small s ion)

What new things clid you learn?
How can you use this new information to help your child?
Is there anything new that you wotdd like to add?
Is there anything you would like to continue with?
Is there anything that you did not like?
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The Graduate School and University Center
of the City Universtiy of New York

Center for Advanced Study in Education
institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education
33 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 221-3895. -3896

PARENTS AS CAREER EDUCATORS

Workshop 2

WORKING AGENDA

THEME: TRAINING RESOURCES AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL FOR CHILDREN
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS.

To provide parents with an overview of high school special education
programs with a focus on career related t wrung op-dons (inclucling shared
instruction, af ter-school programt).

To make parents aware of how their childrezt make career choices
and the reasons for making the selections. (Debrief how parents
used career inventory with their children.)

To make parents zware of how their children make career choices and thereasons for making selections.

OUTCOMES: Parents will be able to identify school resources that provide training andsupport services for handcapped students.

Parents will be able to identify their own interests and abilities related tocareer choices.

Preliminary Activity
3720 -340

Activities

Parents sign attendance sheet and rece ve stipend.

Refreshments

Parents talk to resource people informally.

Resource people: Assistant to Principals of high
school special education programs; and personnel
from bilingual special education programs.
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Lar e Group
340 -4:15

Sma_l_Groups
4.:25 -5:10p.m.

Reassemble in large gmup
5:15 to 530 p m

Presentation by resource people will focus on:

overview of special uzation at the high school
level
occupational and career related options
career-related guidance services
work experience and coop educaticn p-ograms

Trainers debrief parent-child
home assignment on career
inventory using the questions
on attached debriefing guide

Trainers will conduct a brief
oral evaluation (five minutes)
and then distribute and
explain the ta ke home session
evaluati en form (to be
returned at next meeting).

Closing remarks
"Give Testimony"

Reminder to return
evaluation form.



PARENTS AS CAREER ED_ -TORS

Made for Career Inventory Debri _In

Sat of questions to iae duriug the debriefing:

Care C

Tell _us what happened during the interview?
. When and where dld the interview take place?

What jobs did your child select?
Raw did be/she make the selection
Hold° you feol clout tha job selection?
Was it a realistic choice?
What do you think your Child should do orxt?
Row can your child get morn information?
(Co-trainer questiona)

Roadhl_c_

..rmaw

For question L.

How did your child answer.
Did you offer any suggestions? What did you say?
-tA ht-e M=t CiMe, would you say it-d =may? Eow?

For question 02.
-

What Was your reaction CO your

question #3.

Do you agree or disagree with your chil
Where would you go for more information

For question 44.

What would you advise you

eral QuestLons:

Do you feel that -our child
for a career? Why?

r? Why?

if money was z -roblem?

right track in getting ready

What do you feel you need to help your c-ild prepare- for a career?

FlOW can you work with the school to help your child?

Whi --e the people who can help you and your child?

How will you go about taking the nest top?
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The Graduate School and University Center
of the City University of New York

Center for Advanced Study in Education
Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education
33 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 221-3895. -3896

PARENTS AS CAREER EDUCATORS

VNrlohop 11.3

WORKING AGENDA

THEME: TRAINING RESOURCES AT THE HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL FOR CHILDREN
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS.

AIMS: To provide parents with an overview of high school special education
programs with a focus on career related training options (includng sharedinstruction, af ter-school programS).

To make parents aware of how their children make career choices and thereasons for making selections.

OUTCOMES: Parents will be able to identify school resources tha
support services for hancacapped students.

Pre imina

ovide trainin and

Parents will be able to identify their own interests and abilities related tocareer choices.

Parents will be able to use a modified vocational card sort activity as ameans of helping their children identify funher career interests andabilities.

Activi ti es

Parents sign attendance sheet and receive sticend.

Refreshments

Parents talk to resource people informally.

Resource people: Assistant to Principals of high
school special education progams; and personnel
from bilingual special education programs.

-307-
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Presentation by resource people will focus on:

overview of special education at the high school
level
occupational and career related options
cweer-related guidance services
work experience and coop education programs

Pictiwe Sort Activity

Collect evaluations of previous workshop.
e Each parent will be given a set of 20 picttwes with

job titles (English/Spanish).
Parents will be asked to look over all pictures and
separate them into two groupsone group will
consist of jobe that are of interest to them, the
others will be those that don't interest them.
Then parents will be asked to select two jobs from
their interest group that appeal to them most of
all.
For these two jobs, parents will ciscuss what is
involved in doing the job, why these jobs interest
thern, and the skills and abilities needed..

Homework Preparation

Parents will be instructed on how to use these
cards with their children and to report at the next
session on how their children responded.

a Oral evaluation of the session.

Questions to be asked dudng evaluation:

What new things cad you learn?
How can you use this new information to help
your child?

a Is there anything new you would like to add?
Is there anything you would like to continue with?

4 Is there anything you did not like?

e Take horn e evaluat on (to be returned at next
meeting).

Questions and Amwers.
Announcements "Give Tes "mon y"

-308-
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PARENTS AS CAREER EDUCATORS

Trainer Guide for Picture Sort

1. Give general overview of the activity using the "Career Inventor as a guide; eg
columns 2 and 3 -1) reasons for choice and 2) what do people do on the job?

2. In doing the picture sort, trainers are to encowage interaction among the parents.
See working agenda for steps.

3. Guide parents in comparing their choices in the career inven ory with those made inthe picture sort.

How are they the same?

How are they different?

What are you beginning to learn about your interes s?

What skills and abilities are needed?

How would you go about finding out more information.
4. Preparation for homework.

To help parents do the exercise at home with their chi n:

Have parents form dyads.

Have parents assume the role of a child the role of the parent. Parents willpractice each role for 5 minutes.

Trainer will move around to oerve interaction.
After ten minutes, :have the group talk about the experience. Encourage
parents to make suggestions on how they will do it at home.

Additional homework activity:

Parents can ask their children to-talk about things they do or might want to doat school that relate to the interests and abilities associated with their careerchoices.

-309-
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THEM

AIMS: To make parents aware of community resources available to their ch. n:
training, academic and support services.

To demenstrate how parents can help theIr chIldren iderrtify values related
to career development.

OUTCOMES: Parents will be able TO identify and learn how to use community resources.

Parents will be able to assess their own values related to careers.

Parents will be able to help their children identify some career related
values.

The Graduate School and University C n er
of the City Universny of New York

C.triter for Advanced Stray in Education
institute ter Rumaircri and Development in 0=upational Edic3tion
33 We= 42 Strut. New York. N.Y. 10036
(212) 221-31395, -3E196

PARENTS AS CAREER EDUCATORS

Workshop #4

WORKING AGENDA

TRAINING AND SUPPORT SERVICE NETV/0. _

AGENCIES FOR. THOSE WITH SPECIAL NEEDS.
COMMUNITY

Preliminary Activity
3:2O .3a5

_ Group
5 -4:05

Parents sign attendance sheet and receive stipend.

?ereshments

Trainers encoura
peo ple infoi-rn ally.

Resource people:
or§nizations.

talk to resom-ce

sentatives from mmt. n

Introduction of commtriiry organ
re presen tativ es.
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Small Groums
4:

Presenters will focus on:

O Training opportunities for parents/students
o Support services for special needs populations.

Developing advocacy skills.

- 4:20 Collect evaluation of previous workshop.

Debrief picture-sort homework assignment. Elicit
how children related interests/abilities to things
they do or might want to do at school).

Values Exercise4:20 7 5:00

5:00 - 5:15

Large Group
5:30

Follow steps in Trainer Guide for Values Exercise.
(See attached)

a Parents are to relate responses to their job choice
on the career inventory in workshop 1/1 and/or
Picture Sort.

o Parents are to describe how they are going to do
the exercise with their children. (Parents may
want to compare their responses with those of
their children.)

Oral evaluation of the session.

Distribute take-home evaluation.

Questions and Answers.

"Give t imony"



The Graduate School and University Center
of the City University ot New York

Advanced Study in Education
Irtinate or Resurch and Development in Occupational Eclumtion
33 We= 42 Street, New York. N.Y. 10036
(2121 221-389E, -3895

Trainer Guide for Value's Exercise

Trainers will assist parents in examining the relationship between checked
items and their career choice. In so doing, parents can develop an
awareness of how their values, interests and abilities are related to
occupational choice and job satizfaction.

The values exercise is to be used with the occupational choice that parents
made on the Career Inventory in Session 1/1 and/or TWO choices selected
from the picture sort activi

STEPS:

Explain briefly the purpose of the exerdse.
Indicate that there are no right or wrong answers.
After parents complete the form, ask them to write on the top of
the page the first job choice they made on the Career Inventory
Session #1 and picture sort activity.
Allow each parent to tell which items they checked and why they
chose those items. Allow them to explain how these are related to
their oCcupational choice.

During the discussion, the trainer should infuse, where appropriate, some of
the following concepts:

The items you value are unique for each individual.
For greatest satisfaction, your career choice should be in harmony
with your values.
For you, some values are more important than others.
A job can satisfy some of your needs but oftentimes, adjustment and
compromise is required.
Making compromises is not an easy tas4.

Explain how they are to use this exercise at home with their child.



The Graduate School and University Center
Of the City University of New York

Center for Advanced Study in Education
institute for Reazarch and Development Occupational Edu
3:1 West 42 Street. New York, N.Y. 10035
;2121 221-3895. -3898

VALUES EXERCISE

ion

Most people wno work would like to have a steady job and tarn enough
money to make a living. in addition, people want other satisfactionson a job. These will differ among people.

To discover the things that you would like on a job, check those items
on the following list that are most important to you. There are no
richt or wr aong nswers.

little danger in doing my job 16. make decisions.

high risk in doing my job. 17. hire and fire people.

not too many worries

4. have hard problems to solve.

5. work with f "endly people.

work in privacy

have a boss who lIkes me.

teach others..1:Nab

-18 plan my own hours.

19. be my own boss.

20. be able to move up.

21. _organize work in my own way.

2.. Involves hardANI

23. have I"

rk.

no supervision

help others with their problems. 24. ....set my own time to finish a jo

work with people 1 can trust.
10. give directions tO others.

11. receive exact directions. 26. have little or no pressure.

12. help people feel bette 27. work in a quiet atmosphere.

13. work with different kinds of people. be able to tell the boss wh

14. 'Lc

13. be

other workers what to do.

charge of a job.

-3133 7
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trve1 out of town..1ML
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learn new things all the time.

keep my hands clean.

33. WO rk in an

34- work in a factory.

35. make reore money even if job s Tess secure.

36. a very jOb even i f It means less money.

37. job does not i nterfere wi th fam ily life.

38. have a boss respe

-314- 3 1 8



The Graduate SChdol and University Center
of the City University ot New York

Center for Advanced Study in Education
Institute for Rimarch and Development in OcjpationaI Edu ion
33 West 42 Smet, New York, N.Y. 10036
i212) 221-3895, -3E96

PARENTS AS CAREER EDUCATORS

Workshop #5

WORKING_A GENDA

THEI E: LABOR MARKET CONDITIONS AND EMPLOYER NEEDS.
IMPLICATIONS FOR HIRING STUDENTS VIITH SPECIAL NEEDS

AIMS: To provide parents with first-hand contact with employers and
placement resources.

To identify skills and abilities that employers look for when hirin-

To examine materials and techniques that students an use in their
search activity.

OUTCOM Parents will be aware of lepor market conditions in the commwiity and
community hiring practices.

Parents will be able to identify special employers &nd/or placement
services that respond to employment needs of handicapped students.

Parents will be aware of materials that can be used by handicapped
students in job hunting.

Preliminary Activity
3:20 - 3:35

A

Attendance/Payment

Refreshments

Introduction of Resource People

Brief introduction of panelists

-315-
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Small Groups
(panelists will rotate Panelists wiLl aive overview:0
every A hour)

a What company/organization doeb.
a Where it is located.

. go How many people emploYed.
a. Employment outlook. .

o Service; provided.

Panelists will focu; an. factors that raise the
employment potential of handicapped students.

Parents .and trainers will have sets of questions that
elicit information from panelists.

. .

--After
panelists' presentation in small groups,

trainers will continue with a short verbal evaluation.

e Collect last workshop evaluation.
a What new things did parents learn?

.How can parents use new information to help
their children?
What additional information and help would they
like to have?
End of session written evaluation.

Large Grouo
5: - 5:3C) Questions and Answers

"Give Testimony"



The Graduate School and Univera
of the City University of New 'fork

en er

Cerrar far ACVWCItst Atif in adu+draan
Instkr Az far Retard% and IDerreittornerst in 0=Jo2dd Ban:ammoaa wesz 42 Street. New York. N.Y. 1=6
C212.1221-3395. -3895

Meetinc_ff5

FOR-PARENTS AND 1AINERS

Set of auestions to ask an sts.
Employers and Agency People

General work:

What kinds of jobs are there for begi ners?
Cap you describe some of the job7
How much money do you pay a new worker?
Can you describe the place of work?
What does a person with a handicap,inte ested in working in
your companyineed to do to apply for ajob.?

Thincs I like and can do:

What things does my child have to be abla to do to
in your company.?
Does your company train new workers 7
What things do companies look for when hiring new people

Preoarinc and planninc for a job_

If my child is interested in a job, how she prepare for
What subjects should my child take in school
What type of help can I get from your organization?
Do I have to pay for the training in your organization?
What kind of training outside of school can help my child7
How can my child apply for a job in your company 7
Who is the person that my child has to call or wri 7'

When S tet !n the wa :,- ____

My child has (describe handicap):
Can he/she still be hired ?
How can i help m7 child be ready gor a
If my child does not get a diploma, can my child still get
a jot, in your company7
Has your company made chances on -,e job fr persons with handioa

. Will your company make chances on the job or peocle with handicaps

. Wha- companies have made changes on the job for persons with
hao agaLcap .

.

321-317-



S.I.

The Graduate School and University Center
of the City University of New York Oc ober 1986

Center for Advanced Study in Edupation
Innituta for Restarch and Development in Occupational Education
Graduate Ctnter: 33 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
212 221-5895/98

Dear Parent%

Please join us in a special program for parents of intermadiate and junior high
school students who are in special education.

As a parent we know you are concerned about your child's future in high school
and after leaving school. A series of five meetings will be held where you will
learn how to help your child to succeed in school and prepare for a career.
People from many community organizations and high schools will show you how
to help your child develop job related skills.

To cover your transportation and other expenses, you will receive $5.00 for each
meetinik you come to. Because many parents are interested in the program, we
need to know as soon as possible if you will jo;ri us.

WHEN: at five workshop sessions every other TUESDAY from 3:30 to
3:30 p.m. beginniN Tuesday1 October 14. 1986. The dates are:

Session #1 October 14, 1986
Session #2 October 28, 1986
Session #3 November 18, 1986

ssion #4 December 2, 1986
Session #5 December 16, 1986

WHERE: Intermediate School 61
445 Castleton Avenue
Staten Island, New York 10.)1
In theJ.1brary

HOW: #3, 101 or 107 Bus to Castleton and Brighton Avenues

IF YOU PLAN TO 30IN US, PLEASE FU-L OUT THE ENCLOSED FORM NOW,
AND HAVE YOUR CHILD RETURN IT TO HIS/HER TEACHER.

If you need information, please call:
Ellen Icolari at 212-221-3574 or
Roslyn Fisher at 212440-7997

-318-

ncerely,
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The Graduate School and University Center Fall 1986
of the City University of New York

Center for Advanced Study in Education
Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education
Graduate Center: 33 West 42 Street. New York, N.Y. 10035
212 221-3895/96

Your name:

VE YOUR

Mrs.
Ms.
Mr.

-r Educators

TH:15 TO HI

Your child's name:

Your child's school:

Your address:

Fi

Apt.

Your Telephone: (71.S

wWg.bimlilA

Plkm

ough, Zip

Yes, I plan to join

No, I do not plan to join

9 23



NTING AGENCIES

cates for Children

:iation for the Help of
Tried Children

11 University-Hispanic Labor
e.s Program

iational Center for
led (ICD)

ath

71s Office for the
capped

fork City Board of Education
nent and Referral Center for
mdicapped

of Vocational Rehabilitation

rces for Children with
1 Needs

IER INFORMATION:

t

hstitute for Research and
t in Occupational Education
nter/CUNY
I Street, North Campus
ew York 10036

(212) 221-3574
- (212) 221-3574
- (214 840-7997
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AIM

arents as Career Educators
le parents with informa n
:o help their children prepare

and employment.

RAM CONSISTS

workshops from 3:30 to

other Thursday starting
lay, March 12, 1987. The
ling topics and dates are as
s:

), 1987Parents' Rights

10, 1987Community Services

, 1987--Employment Opportunities

at:

Intermediate School 148
3630 Third Avenue
Bronx, N.Y. 10456
In the Library

ILL RECEIVE

dollars ($5.00) for each
op attended to cover
'nation and other expenses.

:ate of Completion at
Ceremony.
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BY PARTICIPATING IN THE WORKSHOP
PARENTS WILL BE BETTER PREPARED

o Help their children develop positive
attitudes toward work.

o Help their children consider their
interests and abilities when making
career choices.

o Help their children to understand
employment requirements, job
duties and responsibilities.

o Help their children to get
information on careers they may be
interested in.

PARENTS WILL LEARN HOW TO:

o Kelp their children develop self-
confidence in planning for their
future.

o Encourage their children to apply
skills and behaviors used at home
and school to work-related
activities.

o Assist their children in setting
positive and realistic goals in
choosing a career.

o Support and encourage the school's
efforts in providing career
education for their children.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

PARENTS WILL BE AB -E_TO:

o Participate with and
community organizations I
provide career informa
:raining and services for
children.

o Work with other parents
children who have special needs
promote career training a
opportunities in their school a
community.

TRAINING STAFF

o City University faculty from
areas of special education a
career counseling.

o Representatives from communi
groups.

o Junior high school
education personnel.

RESOURCE PERSONNEL

o High school supervisors.

o Parent self-help organizations.

o Community service agencies.

o 3ob developers.

o Business and industry 327representatives.



CASE/Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education
Graduate School and University Center

City University of New York

PARENTS AS CAREER EDUCATORS: SURVEY

So that we can make this program better, we need to know about some of the things
parents do and think. This is a long questionnaire about some of the things you do
and think about children, schools, and careers.

Try to answer each question. Read it carefully, but quickly. Show your answer by
putting a check ( ) in the space that best describes you. We have asked for your
name and for your child's school so that we can tell how you feel now and at the end
of the program. Your answers are confidential and no one will see them except
program staff.

The questions are about your child who is in special education. Even though you may
have more than one child, try to answer the questions with that child in mind.
Thank you.

1. Please decide Li you think this statement is TRUE or FALSE. If you don't
know, check the last column. Please put a check ( ) in the column to show
your answer.

FALSE TRUE DON'T KNOW

f I am not happy with my child's special
education program, the first thing to do is
to s eak to the teacher

The law says that parents must approve any
changes in their special education child's
school ro ram

Special education children must be fully
evaluated once every three years and have a
proDiess review eve sin le ear

The IEP is a test for enterin h h school

Children in special education cannot attend
ITsaLIlar classes for pall of the da

Students in special education do not have
to meet the same basic requirements for
a hi h school di lama as re ular students

In every local community there are organizat'ons
that can hel children with s ecial needs

A child with special needs can stay in
school until a e 21.

OVR (Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
is an organization that can help my
child prepare for a career after he/she
leaves school



2. Read each item and check ( whether you do it OFTEN, SOMETIMES, NOT
OFTEN, or if you PLAN TO do it in the future. Keep in mind your child with a
disability.

I DO IT
OFTEN

I Do rr
SOMETIMES
l-

I DO rr
NOT OFTEN

I PLAN
TO DO IT

Work with school people to plan
my child's IEP

Go to the school4s parent
rneetin:s

Make suggestions about
schooling my child should have
after junior hi h school

Go to community organizations
to get help for my child

Try to learn about what special
rights my child has because of
his or her c2sabil

Show my child books and
isetazines about careers

Try to get my child to tell
me thout what she or he likes
or ood at

Talk to people about the right
kind of job for my child

Think about the kind of job that
my child could do when he or
she finishes school

Try to learn about different
programs in the high schools
that would be best for my child

329



In this setion we want to know what you believe about certain things. Put a
check in the column to show if you DISAGREE with the statement, or if
you AGREE with it.

DISAGREE AGREE

A special education student should be thinking about
preparing for a career while he/the is still in junior
high sclool

An employer will be more impressed by a youngster who
has had myldnd of work experience than one who has
never worked_

A high school diploma guarantees that my special
education child will b_...,. _

Usually a youngster's first job determines what
he/she will do for the rest of his/her workin life

As long as a youngster can do the job, things like
proper dress, good attendance and punctuality do not
really matter to an employer

Because of his or her disability, my child needs special
help from the school

Once a child decides on a career he/she should stick
to it and not chan = e his/her mind

Friends and family are an excellent source for finding
a "ob

-

Because of my child's special problems, there are only
a few careers open to him or her

Most people have more than o career in a 1" etime

In helping a child plan for a c emr, the parent should
take into account the child's ir. ests

-324-
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Please use a check
applies to you.

e column to show how each of the state

NO YES

I agree with what the school says is my ch3ids
d' Hi

I have been thinking &bout changing careers for
myself

ve beerl_tinkirm abmt oin back s

I aryl currently working, outside my home_,

I am currently a student
-,--- _

_ ,
I am active in one or more community organizations
(such as PTA church a advo s etc)

...-_ _



How many other children 18 years old or younger do you have living at home?

Write in a number:

Compared to your other children, check to show how much of a problem your

child in special education has been:

Much more of a problem About the same problem Lesa of a problem

7. What is the name or number of the school your

attends? Write in the name or number:

What kind of special education program is your child in?

tion child

have?

What disability does your child

9. Plewe wrtte in y

Thank you for filling out this uestlnn

A

3 2
6-



CASE/INTrILTrE FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOEMENT IN OCCUPATIONAL EDUCA1TON
GRADUATE SCHOOL ANT, UNIVERSMY CENTER

CITY UNIVERSIrt OF NEW YORK

PADRES COMO EDUCADORES ONARIO

Para nosotros poder mejorar este programa, necesitamos saber alga de lo que lospadres hacen y piensan. Este es un cuestionario gue hace preguntas sabre lo queusted piensa y hace con sus hijos, escuela y carreras.

Trate de contestar cada psegunta. Lirla con cuidado. pero rapidamente. Indigue surespuesta con la rnarca en el espacio que mejor describe su opini6-n. Le pedirnos
su nambre y la escuela de su hijo/a pare poder ver comeusted opina ahora y cuandotermine el programa. Sus respuestas seran tratada.s confidencialmente y nadie masque los encargados del programa podran verlas.

Las preguntas son acerca de su hijo impedido que esta en la eseuela entremedia,Aunque usted tenga mas gue este hijo/a, trate de responder a las preguntas con suhijo/a impedido/a en rnente. Gracias.

I. Decida si usted piensa gue esto es CIERTO o NO. Si no sabe. par favor marqueIa ultima columna.

Marque ( en la columna su respuesta:

FALSO CIERTO NO SE
Si no esty conten o a con el programa de
educacion especial de mi hijo a, lo prirnero

ue ha e hacer es hablar con el maestro/a.
La ley dice que los padres deben aprobar
qualguier carnbio en el programa de educacion
e ecial de su hi'o a.
Las !linos en educacion especial deben tener
una evaluacica completa cada tres allrok y una
evaluaciem de ro reso cada aria.
El IEP es un examen de ingress a escuela
superior.
Los nffers en edudacion especial no pueden
asistir a aliases regulares durante parte
del dia. -,Los estudiantes en educacion especial no
tienen que curnplir con los misrnos uisitos
pare obtener el diploma de escuela su o
ue se les exi e a los estudiantes r res.
En cada comunidad local hy organizaciones
que pueden ayudar a los nmos con necesidadeses.eciale
0YR (Oficina d, RehabWtacion YocacionaL) es
una organizacion que puede ayudar a mi hijo/a
preparse para una carrera cuando termine en
ia escuela.

- .
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En esta pregunta estarnos interesados en saber cuantas veces usted hace las
cosas en la lista.

Lea cade frase y marque RA si lo hace MUCHO, ALGUNA5 VECES. NO A
MENUDO, a si lo PIEN5A HACER en el futuro.

Tenga siempre en mente su hijo/a impedido/a.

A etl-GUNA5
sdIENUZ-40 VECE5

NO A
MENUDO

LO PIENSO
HACER

Trabajo con las personas en la
escuela para planear el IEP de
mi hi-a/a
Voy a las reuniones de padres
en la escuela.
Hago sugerencias sabre Los
estudios que mi hijo/a debe
seguir despues de la escuela
intermedia.
Voy a organizaciones de la
comunidad para recibir ayuda
para mi hiio/a.
Trato de apremder los derechos
especiales de mi hijo/a par
ser im edido. _Le enseffo Libros y istas
de carreras a mi hi"
Trato de que mi hijo/a me hable
de lo que le gusta y de lo que
uede hacer bien._

Les hablo a otras personas del
trabajo que mi hijo/a puede
lacer.
Zonsidero los diferentes empleas
lue mi hijo/a puede conseguir
:uando termine la e cuela.
rrato de enterarme de los programas
m las escuelas superiores que
man me r ara mi hi a

3 4
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En esta seccon querernos saber que usted cree sobre algunas cosas.

Marque ( al lado de cada aseveraclon para indicar si usted esta DE ACUERDO, 0 EN
DESACUERIDO.

En
DESACUER ACUERD

Un estudiante de educacidn- especial debe cornenzar a pensar
en prepararse para una carrera desde que esta---en escuela
intermedia.

Un patrono sera mejor irnpresionado por un joven que haya
tenido alguna clase de experiencia de trabajo que por uno
que nunca ha trabajado.

a

Un diploma de escuela superior garantiza el que mi hijo/a
en educacion especial consiga un trabajo-

Usualmente la prirnera experiencia de trabajo de un/a joven
determina el trabajo que g/ella harepor el resto de su vida.

Si un joven sabe hacer su trabajo, cosas tales corno vestimenta
apropiada, buena asistencia y puntualidad no son importantes
para el patrono.

For su impedimento, mi hijo/a necesita ayuda especiW
de la escuela.

Una vez que un nino/a se decide por una carrera, el/ella
debera-Thantenerse en su decisi6n y rio cambiar de idea.

Las amistades y la familia son excelentes r r s para
conseguir trabajo.

For :OS problemas especiales de mi hijo/a hay P
carreras abiertas para El/eLla.

La mayoria de la gente tiene mas de una carrera durante
el curso de su vida.

Al ayudar a un nino/a a hacer planes para una carrera,
los padres deben tomar en cuenta 1o3intereseLde
el/la niKo/a. -329-



4. Par favor marque en la columna para indicar corn° cada una de los
siguientes aseveraciones le aplica a usted.

NO S

Eztoy de acuerdo con lo que en la escuela dicen
que ets el impedimenta de mi hijo/a.

He estado pensando en cambiar de camera.

He estado pensando en regresar a la escuela.

Actualmente trabajo fuera de mi casa.

Actualmen 1 soy estudiante.

Estoy activo/a en una o mags organizaciones de
la comunidad (tales como PTA, Iglesias.-grupos
de apoyo de una causa, etc.)



5. Cuanios otros hijos/as de 18 anos de edad o menores viven con usted? Escribael ndinero:

---En comparacion a sus otros/as hijo/as indeque cuanto mas problematico ha sidosu hijo/a en educaci51; especW.

mucho mas problemalco

Casi igual

Menos problematico

7. Cual es el nombre al ci nurnero de la escuela a la cual asiste su hijo/a en
educacion especial? Escriba el nombre o el nurnero:

En que clase de programa de educacion especial estali hijo/a?

Cual es el irnpedirnento e ecifico que el/ella tiene?

9. For favor esc iba su nornbre:

GRACIAS FOR COMPLETAR ESTE CUEST1ONARIO



CAS or Research and Development in Occupational Education
Graduate School and University Center

City UniverAity of New York

PAREN15 AS CAREER EDUCATORS: END OF PROGRAM SURVEY

we would like to know about some of the things you do and think. We would also
like to know how you feel about the program and if there are new things you
learned.

The questions are about your child who is in special education. Even though you may
have more than one child, try to answer the questions with that child in mind.
Thank you.

I. Please decide if you think this statement is TRUEAr FAI.SE. If you don't
know check the last column. Please put a check ( in the column to show
your answer.

FALSE TRUE DON"T KNOW

am not appy w th my c pecs
education program, I should speak to the
teacher and special education supervisor before
going to the Committee on the Handica ed (COH)

The law says that the school must provide
special programs for children with special nee

The school does not have to evaluate my child'ss eclat needs atcmIsig_nurtior school

The IEP is a test for entering hi h school

Children in special education cannot attend
e ular classes for part of the da

Students in special education do not have
to meet the same basic requirements for
a hi h school di Loma ar students

Some jobs that used to be closed to people
with s.ecjal needs are no Ion er closed to them

In every local community there are organizatiunsthat can hel ren with need

A ch id with special needs can stay in
school until a

OVR (Office of Vocational Rehabilitation)
is an organization that can help my
child prepare for a career after he/she
leaves school

2-



In this question we are interested in ow often you do each of the things on thelist. Read each item and check ( whether you do it OFTEN, SOMETIMES,
NOT OFTEN, or if you PLAN TO do it in the future. Keep in mind your childwith a disability.

I DO IT I DO IT
SOMETIMES

I DO IT
NOT OFTEN

I PLAN
TO DO ITCh- ItN

Work with school people to plan
d's IEP

Go to the school's parent
meetin s

Make suggestions about what
schooling my child should have
after iunior high school

Go to community organiriations
to_ ge.,t heAD f0 my_child

Try to learn about what special
rights my child has because of
his or her disabilit

Show my child books and
ma ines about careers

Try to get my child to tell
me about what she or he likes
or is ood at

Talk to people about the right
kind of 'ob for m child

Think ahout the kind of job that
my child could do when he or
she finishes school

Try to learn about different
programs in the high schools
that would be best for m ch' d
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P ease use a check ) to show how useful you found each of the things we did
or talked about. Your Chedc (.,/) will shaw us what was not very useful, a
little useful, or very useful to you.

THINGS WE DID:
NOT VERY
USEFUL

A LITTLE
USEFUL

VERY
USEFU1-

Getting information fr
to hel m child

Getting information about training and
careers that rni ht be useful form self

Gettin n read

Askin estions about m own child

Listening to other parents talk about
their children

talking with other parents in the small group
about our experiences on the "hom k"

Practicing the career planning activities
in the s u



4. In this question we want to know what you believe about certain things. Put a
check (1) in the column to show if you DISAGREE with the statement, or if
you AGREE with it.

DISAGREE AGREE

A special education student shouid be thinking about
preparing for a career while he/she is still in junior
high school

An employer will be more impressed by a youngster who
has had any kind of work experience than one who has
never worked

Without a high school diploma my special education
child probably_will not be able to _et a "ob

A high schobl diploma guarantees that rre ecial
education child will a "ob

,

,LIsually a youngster's first job determines what
he/she will do for the rest of his her workin l' e
As long as a youngster can do the job, things like
proper dress, good atendance and punctuality do not
reall matter to an emlo er

Because of his or her disability, my child needs special
het om the school

Once a child decides on a career he/she should stick
to it and not n his/her mind

or a child to o on a 'ob in erview alone

Friends and family are an excellent source for finding
a 'ob

What a person likes should be considered in the career -

he/she chooses

Because of my child's special problems, there are only
a few careers o en to him or her

Most cole have more than one career "n a lifetime

In helping a child plan for a career, the parent should
take into account the child's interests

-335-
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5. Please use a ch show how each of these statements applies to you.

NO YES

ould rec mmend this program to other parent

This program showed me there are people and organizations to
hel m chilend a "ob

Because of this program, I am more familiar with what high
school .r rams have to offer in s. eclal education

Because of this program, I have a better idea of the
rernen a hi_h school di loma

Urie4sorneftheavitietthmchI1d
con a ed. : za a t sent .eo.letothemeetins-

I know more about what careers my child Is interested in
because of this prolrarn

I am better able to help my child to decide on a career
because of this r : am

Because of this program, I know more about the kinds
of "obs that are h for m child-

I a re....z_vith whpitayalsmsc cWs rilsabili

I have b inkin- out ch n eers for: myself

I have been thInkin about oin back to school

I am currently workin ou ide m home

Iamcurrentl astudent

I am active in one or more community organizations
(such as PTA church groups advoca our/ etc )- IP-



6. What new thing did you learn about your child through this program?

7. What is your child's disability?

What kind of work do you thInk your child can do?

Would You like to continue these meetings?

10. What else would you like to learn out?

11. Please write in your name:

Usethecnvelo. e to mall this to us. No stm is n ded)

Thanyou for fi1gpt this ues ionnaire.

-337-3 4 8



Trainer
Pre-Survey

CASE/Institute for Resewch mu( Development im Occupational Education
Graduate School and Univeristy Cltnter

City University of New York

PARENTS AS CAREER EDUCATORS
TRAINER PRE-SURVEY

To assess how well this program is meeting its goals, we need to systematically collect some
information now, and at the end of training, about you and the agency (school/organization)
you represent. We would appreciate it if you would fill out this Survey as completely as
possible and bring it to the next seminar.

Please try to be specific and detailed; you may wish to write on the back of pages, or on
other paper if you need more space. Be assured that your responses will be treated
confidentially and used only to assess program effectiveness. Thank you for your
cooperation.

NAME

YOUR JOB TIT E:

SCHOOL OR ORGANIZATION:

Teaching Experience

Special Education:

Job title(s)

Non-special education:

Job title(s)

Category of disability
and age served Number of years

Subjects and grade levels Number of years
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Non-teaching±irIork Experience
Type of business or

Job title(s) population served

Volunteer Work Experience

Job title(s)

Number of years

Population se ved Number of years

PROJECT-RELATED EXPERIENCE

The following set of questions is about your personal experiences with the populations to
which the Parents as Career Educators is addressed.

1. Have you had any experience in working with special education students of junior high
school age? No Yes; If yes, please describe and also indicate any other
relevant experience that you may have had with handicapped youth of any age group:

2. Have you had any experience in working with other students of junior high school age?
No Yes; If yes, please describe:

Have you had any experience in pioviding career education? No Yes; If yes,
please describe:



4. Have you had any experience in working with parents of junior high school-age youth?
No Yes; If yes, please describe and indicate whether this was on a one-to-

one, small group, or other basis:

5. In general, please rate how you feel at the present time about the concepts specifi
in each of the following statements:

Strongly
Agree Agree

4 3

It is worthwhile to involve parents as
career educators of their own children.

b. Parents should be advocates for their o n
children.

I have the skills to work with paren
small groups.

d. I have the skills to work with Darents m
large groups.

e. I have the skills to work with p ents on a
one-one basis.

Disagree
2

c. 4

d.

C.

I possess sufficient con ent knowledge in the career f. 4
education area to help train parents as career
educators.

g. I have the skills and content knowledge to
train parents to become advocates for their
own children.

Strongly
Disagree

1

2 1

2 1

1

2

2

2

h. I can adapt my skills and knowledge to a h. 4 3 2
special education population.
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ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT

The final set of questions deals with some of the activity your school and organization is
involved in at the present time.

1. Currently, to the best of your knowledge, what (if any) career/vocational activities for
special education students is your organization involved in at the present time?

2. Currently, what career education activities, if any, is your organization engaged in:

o for general parent groups?

o specially for parents of special education students?

To the
('rther):

o Parent organizations

of your knowledge, describe your organization's current relationship with

a Community organIzatons

-341-
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o Child rights advocacy organizations

o EducationW or trainin g organizations in the community

Overall, what would you and your organization like to do for special education students,
or their parents, with respect to vocational or career matters that you are not doing
now?

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS FORM.

-342-
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C R.esearch and Developrnfl
raduate School and University

City Uraversity of New York

PARENTS AS CAREER EDUCATORS
Trainer Follow= Survey_

Trainers
Post-Sumey-Part I

alucation

Now that the "Parents as Career Educators" initial training cycle is over, we are interestedin your reactions and experiences. To allow you the greatest possible leeway in describingthe program as you experienced it, we are asking several open-ended questions. Pleaseanswer each with as many specific details, anecdotes, and illustrations as necessary toconvey the flavor of the program. We would appreciate it if you would include any otherinformation that you think is relevant to improving the program. Use the backs of the pagesif you need additional space.

If any of the questions are not
item.

Name

Your job title

School _dr organization

pU e to you, please indicate this for each non-applicable

PERSONAL WIPACT

As a result of your experience in this program please rate how you feel about each ofthe following statements:

Strongly
Agree

4
Agree

It is worthwhile to involve parents as
career educators of their own children.

b. I have the skills to work with parents
in small groups.

I have the skills to work with parents in
large groups.

349
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4

4

2

2

Strongly
Disagree



d. I have the skills to work with parents on a
one-one basis.

d. 4

I possess sufficient content knowledge in the career e.
education area to help train parents as career
educators.

I have the skills to use my experience with
parents of a special education population.

I have the skills to _tilize my experience with
a hi-cultural population.

I have the skills to utilize my experience with
parents of special education students who also
have limited English language skills

g-

h. 4

2

2 1

2

2

2

As a result of paric.ipating in the program what did you learn about yourse f as a
parent-group leader?

In what ways did the program change your ideas about the needs and intere
parents of special education students?

4. Other than in the workshops with parents or with the child with whom you practiced the
exercises, have you tried any of the career education exercises/activities that wereused in the workshops? If so, please specify with whom you tried the activities and howwell they were received.



5. In what ways has your participation in this program generated plans to use the workshopor related activities with the parents, colleagues, students, etc. at your school ororganization?

GENERAL REACTIONS

1. Looking back 'at the meetin s for-trainers held before and after the sessions fo arenlist the main strengths and areas that need improvement or example, modelingtechniques, debriefing of previous workshops, sharing of Trainer experiences, planningand print materials):

o Strengths

o Areas that need improvement

Please describe the ways each of the following techniques contributed to the over&Ueffectiveness of the parent workshops:

o Presen ations of resource people to the large group:

o Small group activities:

o Use of paired c trainers:

-345-
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Trainers
Post-Survey Part II

CASE/Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education
Graduate School and University Center

Qty Unlversity of New York

PARENTS AS CAREER EDUCATORS
Post-training Followu Survey.

Now that the "Parents as Career Educators" program has been over for several months, we
are interested in learning about the impact of your experience on your own school or
organization. To allow you the greatest possible leeway in describing these experiences, we
are asking several open-ended questons. Please answer each with as many aLecific details
anecdotes and illustrations as necessary to convey the flavor of your activities. We would
appreciate it if you would include any other information that you think is relevant to
improving the program. Use the backs of the pages if you need additional space.

If any of the questions, are not applicable to you, please indicate this for each non-
applicable item.

Name

Your job ti

School or organization

EFFECTS ON P D STUDENTS

As a result of the training program, have you had any individual or group contacts with
parents and/or students? If so, how was this contact different from before the
program began (include increase in the number of parents or students seeing youand/or changes in the type of information or service they are seekin

2. If you have trained a parent group, please describe any attempts these parents havemade to meet together again in pairs or small groups after your program ended.

3 5 2
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As a _voila, have your parent participants undertaken or plan to undertake any
activities to further either the education of their children or their own involvement inschool affairs. If so, describe them.

4. To the best of your knowlege as a result of participation in the program, have any ofyour parents made a change:

o In their own educational plans/activi _ken a course, enrolled in sch )?

o In their own career/occupational plans/activities (e. g., changed or consideredchanging jobs)?

o In their involvement with other community organizations that work with peoplewith special needs?

a In their involvement with school staff and/or administrators?

5. Have you become aware of any changes in the attitudes or behaviors of students of theparents who participated that you would attribute to the program?



6. If you have trained a group other than parents (e.g., students, co-workers) using any of
the career education exercises, please specify wi'h whom you tried the activities and
their effect on group participants.

What are your plans for forming and training career activity groups in the future?

TIONAL OUTCOMES

As a result of your participation in the ^Parents as Career Educators" program, has
there been any increase or change in career related and/or advocacy activities fors ecial echion students in your school or organization (please be specific)?

As a result of your pz-ticipation in the "Parents as Career Educators" program, whatsteps have you taken, or do you plan to take, to involve your colleagues, administrators,or staff in career education activities for parents of special education students?



As a result of the program what affilations have you and/or your school or organizationformed with outside agencies and organizations. (Please describe any meetings or new
contacts and procedures that have been or will be established).

o Parent-related organizations:

Community orga- za_ o

Child rights advocacy organiza

o Educational or aining organization in the community:

Thank ot.._ziletngl_Msform.

-3119-
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o Presence of trainer-observers:

o Conducting small groups in Spanish:

o Print materials givi to parents:

o "Giving testimony" at the end of each sessin:

In your opinion, what aspect of the program s=wlds out as importrt to you in becoming
an effective trainer?

In your opinion, what aspect of the program waAr..s least effective ir tavelop ng your skills
as a trainer?

Thank you fcirn



CASE/Institu e for Research and Development in Occupational Education
Graduate School and University Center

City University of New York

PARENTS A5 CAREER EDUCATORS: END-OF-5ESS1ON RAT NG FORM 2 3 4 5

Now that today's meeting is over, we would like to know how you feel about the
things we did so that we ran make them better. Your opinion is important to us.Please .answer all questions honestly. Your answers are confidential.

The questions are about your child who is in special education. Even though you mayhave more than one child, try to answer the questions with that child in mind.

1. Check ( to show if today's meeting wa

EF' Not very worthwhile A little worthwhile Very worthwhile

2. Check (A to show if today's meeting was:

Not very interesting A little interesting Very interesting

3. Check ( to show if oday's speakers were:

Not very good Just o.k. Very good

4. Check ( o show if the meeting helped you get any useful ideas about how
you can help your child to start thinking about a career:

Very little Some A lot

Check (v/c to sho if today's meeting was:

Too long Too short Just about right

Would you recommend today's meetir,, No Yes

357
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7. Please use a check ( ) to show how useful you found each of the things we did
or talked about today. Your check (V ) will show us what was not very useful,
a little useful, or very useful to you.

THINGS WE DID:
NOT VERY
USEFUL

A LITTLE
USEFUL

VERY
USEFUL

Getting in ormation from the speakers
to hell] my child

Getting information about training and
careers might be useful for myself_that

Ge n things to read

A k n auestjons abotA my own child

Listening to other parents talk about
their children

Talk ng with other parents in the small group
about our ex eriences on the "homework"

Practicing the career planning activities
in the small group

352-



9, Please use a check ( V- ) to show_ how much you learned today about each of the
things on the list. Your check ( ) will show us if you did not learn much, if
you learned a little, or if you learned a lot today.

THINGS WE LEARNED:
DID NOT
LEARN MUCH

LEARNED
A LITTLE

LEARNED
A LOT

What the 'schools do for students with
p-cial needs

What other organizations do for
students with s ecial needs

Where I can get help for my child
or m famil when we have roblems

How to work with other a en i

How to work with schools to help
m child

How to work with other organizations
to help my child

Things I can do at home to help my
child learn about his or her interests
and abilities

What kinds of jobs might be
available for my child

What kind of training is needed for
different careers

What business looks for in workers

359
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LG. Please write in the one thing you thought was best about today:

Please write in the one thing that could have been improved in today's

meeting:

12. What additional information would you have liked? Do you have any questions
you would like to ask?

Thankyou for completing thIs form.

360



Please use a check ( o s}'cw :-hat you think of the activIties in the small
group meeting today.

SMALL GROUP ACTIVITIES ALWAYS SOMETIMES
,

NEVER

In my small group the leader listened
to what everybody had to say

In my group the leader gave everyone
a chance to spe

The leader seemed tn understand the
coucerns the parents have -1-..;ut
their children

The leader offered good suggestions
to help parents at home

There was a good feeling of everyone
hel in: one another in m _rou.

I was comfortable speaking in
this frou

I understand what the leader was
talking about, especially about what
to do on the "homework" assignment
with my child



CASE/thstitute Far Resewch mid Development in Occupational Education
Graduate School and University Center

City University of New York

PADRES COMO EDUCADORES DE CARRERAS: FORMULARIO OE EVALUACION
OF LA 5E5ION 2.81.3-i 4

/ /Ahora que la reunicrn de hay rnino, nos gustaria saber su opinion acerca de lo
que hicimos hoy, con el prop sito de mejorar las prdximas reuniones. Su parecer es
importante para nosotros. Par favor, conteste todas las preguntas honestarnente.
Sus respuestas son confidenciales.

Las preguntas son acerca de su hijo/a que esta en educacion especial. Aunque usted
tenga mas de un hijo/a, trate de responder a las preguntas pensando solo en el ni`Ko
que tiene necesidades especiales.

114., argue para indic
/ /de ningun merito

i la reunion de hoy fue:

de poco mérito

/2. Marque ( para indicar gi La reunion de hay fue:

no muy interesante

de much° mérita

un poco int sante muy interesante

N argue (`4' para indicar si Las personas que hablaron hoy fueron:

no rnuy buenas regulares muy buenas

4. Marque (- ) para indicar si la reunion le ayudo a obtener ideas beneficiosas de
como ayudar a su hijo/a a comenzar a pensar en una carrera:

no much° regular mucho

5. Marque 01) para indicar si la reunion de hay fue:

6.

muy larga muy corta conveniente

ecomendaria Ia reunion de hoy a un/a amigo/a suyo? No

362
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Por favor marque pera indicar que beneficio1encontro en cada una de las
osas que hicimos o hab-amos hay. 5u marca (/) nos indicari lo que no fue

util, un poco dtil o muy titil para usted.

COSA5 QUE HICIMOS NO MUY
UTIL

UN POCO
UTIL

MUY
UTIL

Obtener inforrnacion de los diferentes
e-resentan _s ara a udar a mi hi-o/a

Obtener informacion acerca de
entrenamientos y carreras que pueda ser
beneficiosa ara mi.

Obtener ( leer.

Hace re:untas acerca de nuestros hlos.

Escuthar a otros padres hablar acerca de
sus hiios.

Hablar con los otros padres en los grupos
pequenos acerca de nuestras experiencias
con la "tarea."

Practicar las actividades de p)rificacion
de can eras en el grupo pequeno.

3 3
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Par favor, use la mama para expresar su opini/on acerca de las actividades
en la reuni&I del grupo pequeffo de hoy.

NCTIVIDADES DEL GRUPO PEQUENO SIEMPRE ALGUNAS
VECE5

NUNCA

En mi grupo peqyeno, el lider escucho
o aue todos teman ue decir.

El Ifder ofreci buenas sugerencias para
ayudar a :11.adres en el casa.

En mi grupo existia un sentimiento de
ayuda mutua.

I /Me senti comodo/ a hablando en estegruEs._
/ /Entendi los que el lider dijo,

especialmente acerca de coma hacer la
"tarea" con mi hijo a.
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9. Por favor marque ( ) para demonstrar cuanto aprendi usted acerca de cada
uno de I s asuntos mencionados en la lista. Su marca nos se'alara si usted no
aprendib much°, si usted aprendi6 un poco 0 si usted aDrendió mucho hoy.

ASUNTOS QUE APRENDIMOS NO APR NDI
MUCHO

APRENDI
UN POCO

APRENDI
MUCHO

Lo que las escuelas proveen para
los estudiantes con necesidades
es eciales.

Lo que otras organizaciones
ofrecen a los estudiantes con
necesidades es eciales.

Donde puedo obtener ayuda para mi
hijo/a a mi familia cuando tengamos

oblemas

Como trabaar con otros_padres

Como obrar con las escuelas para que
ayuden a mi_hito/a.

Como obrar con otras organizaciones
ue avuden a mi hio/a.

Cosas que puedo hacer en la casa
para que mi hijo/a aprenda acerca
de sus intereses y habilidades.

Que clase de trabaj s pueden
estar a la disoosici n de mi h o a.

Que clase de entrenamiento es
necesario para las diferentes
-arreras.

Que requisitos tienen los comercios
ara sus em leados.

3 5
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IQ. Par favor describe lo que usted pens fue lo rnsigc de la reuniin de hay.

Pot- favor describa 10 que usted cree que podria haberse rnejorado en la reunion

de hoy.

/Que informaciOn adicional le hubiera gustado recibir?

Tiene algunas preguntas que quisiera hacer?

GRAMS POR COMPLETA

366
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